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Note from Dr. Teri Balser, Interim President and Vice-Chancellor
The publication of this report marks the completion of the Scholarly Panel to Examine Lord
Dalhousie’s History on Slavery and Race, bringing to a close an impressive body of scholarly
work and an important contribution to not only Dalhousie’s history, but Nova Scotian history.
I came to this process as it was in its final year, invited by then-President Richard Florizone
when he was transitioning out and I was beginning my time at Dalhousie University. It was his
desire that the work be supported and that I provide a thread of continuity. I have been proud to
fill that role, first as Provost and now as Interim President.
What I have seen is an outstanding example of what a university is and should be: a place
where we engage in discourse and exploration that challenges us to rise and do and be better.
This work is a critical window into our past, undertaken in scholarly inquiry, and inviting us
to acknowledge and respond. It fills a gap in Nova Scotian history, and demonstrates our
willingness to look backward and reconcile our past with our future. This takes courage, and I
am proud to be part of a university that has this type of courage. Dalhousie is the first university
in Canada to commission an accounting of its early intersections with the legacies of slavery,
but it will certainly not be the last. This Scholarly Panel provides an exemplar for others to draw
upon as they join us in reflecting on and confronting our shared history.
I would like to recognize and thank Dr. Cooper and the members of the Scholarly Panel:
Dr. Françoise Baylis, Dean Camille Cameron, Mr. Ainsley Francis, Dr. Paul Lovejoy,
Mr. David States, Dr. Shirley Tillotson, Dr. Harvey Amani Whitfield, and Ms. Norma Williams,
with contributions from Dr. Isaac Saney and Dr. Karly Kehoe, and researchers Ms. Jalana Lewis,
Ms. Kylie Peacock, and Mr. Wade Pfaff. These individuals have contributed their time, their
insight and their energy to this initiative.
The work ahead will take time, as systemic change does not happen overnight. However, it is
not work that is just beginning today. It builds on past efforts and actions, informed by response
to calls from our community. The findings of this report are a renewed call to collaborate with
our Dalhousie community, and broader communities, to build a more inclusive university.
We are committed to Dal being a place where everyone feels valued and respected. Where
diversity, equity and inclusion are core values in our mission of teaching and learning, research,
and service to our communities. Where we challenge racism and its systemic legacies within
our own walls and in our broader community. And where we do the work required to meet
our responsibilities to reconcile with our past and build a better future for individuals and
communities of African descent and, indeed, all people.
This is what we want the name “Dalhousie” to be known for in our third century and beyond.
This is the legacy we will build together.
Teri Balser
Interim President and Vice-Chancellor
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Note from Dr. Afua Cooper, Chair of the Panel and Lead Author of the Report
African skeletons shake the dust from their bones
skulls with rattling teeth recite litanies of ancient woes
tongues spout where none existed before
and speak in funereal language
griots rise from their graves
and recount the stories of their journeys
hafiz tongues uncleave and recite
the surahs of the dawn
babalawos emerge from the storm
and divine with their shells and stones.1

As I put the finishing touches on the Report on Lord Dalhousie’s History on Slavery and Race,
the issue of Halifax’s police street checks was roiling the city and the province at large, the Black
community in particular. The Nova Scotia Human Rights Commission’s “Halifax, Nova Scotia,
Street Checks Report,” written by criminologist Scot Wortley, informs us that Black people in
Halifax, especially Black men, are six times more likely to be street checked by police than White
people. Black people are therefore singled out by police officers in practices that are racist and
discriminatory. This is particularly alarming given they make up only 3.59% of the city’s population.
The Dalhousie Report gives resonance to the “Street Checks Report” in that it provides the
historical basis for the current condition of Blacks in Halifax with respect to this particular
discriminatory exercise. Many, if not most, of the Black Haligonians who are street checked are
descendants of the Black Refugees of the War of 1812 and Caribbean and African immigrants.
Two hundred years ago, Lord Dalhousie as governor of Nova Scotia, in his bid to keep the province
White, wanted to return the Black Refugees to their former slave masters in the US or deport them
to such places as Trinidad and Sierra Leone. Policies of Lord Dalhousie’s government and of Nova
Scotia’s previous and successive administrations ensured that the Black Refugees were relegated
to a caste-like environment that normalized social conscription and educational and political
marginalization. One wonders what African Nova Scotians might have achieved over these past
200 years if these barriers were not in place. Another important question is how might Dalhousie
University, Halifax, and Nova Scotia atone for the lost opportunities Blacks have incurred in
attempting to realize their potential and to self-actualize.
Though Black Nova Scotians as a whole have overcome the great hardships put in place by
Whites and White supremacy and have built lasting communities and institutions, more than 200
years after first Black Refugees landed here, their descendants still struggle for the human and civil
rights that have been denied them for centuries.
I am honoured to have been asked to chair the panel and be the lead author of this report.
This work brought together my expertise as an historian of Black or African Canada, the African
Diaspora, and slavery, abolition, and freedom. It engages my thoughts about the philosophy of
history, knowledge and education, and it brings to bear the realization that history, especially
that of Black people, is oftentimes erased and deliberately so. Nova Scotia was a premier North
American site in which a unique Black identity was shaped and established. Equally, the province
ranks as an important epicentre of the Black Diaspora. Black people came here to seek safety and a
better life. But many soon departed, oftentimes forcibly but also sometimes voluntarily. Slavery and
its shadow marked their movements.
We panel members delved into history to uncover both the university and its founder’s
relationships to slavery and race and, concomitantly, to anti-Blackness. Once engaged in the
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research, we fleshed out the imbrications between Dalhousie University, the Black Refugees of the
War of 1812 and the carrying trade between the West Indies, Nova Scotia and the other Atlantic
provinces, and how this was pivoted upon the enslavement of Black people in the Caribbean. We
soon realized that half of this story has never been told.
This report follows the public presentation of the “Report of the Findings of the Scholarly
Panel to Examine Lord Dalhousie’s History on Slavery and Race,” on December 10, 2018. The
numerous stakeholders in attendance responded enthusiastically to its top findings. A power point
presentation is posted on the university’s website.
Some extraordinary persons helped make this report possible. I acknowledge Drs. Kevin Hewitt
and Richard Florizone for their vision, foresight, and commitment, the Dalhousie Black Faculty
and Staff Caucus for its leadership on this issue, and the panel itself for its steadfast dedication
to justice and equity. The panelists all lent their expertise and knowledge. Some wrote parts of
the report, in particular I recognize Shirley Tillotson for her thorough historical research and
analysis; Camille Cameron for bringing a legal lens to the project; and Harvey Amani Whitfield
for his insightful work on slavery in Nova Scotia. Paul Lovejoy gave sage advice and shared his
vast knowledge of African and African Diaspora history. Françoise Baylis provided important
feedback on the inquiry. David States offered his insights on the history of Blacks in Nova Scotia
and the Maritimes. Norma Williams provided wonderful intellectual and practical support. Jalana
Lewis and Kylie Peacock provided invaluable work through their research in relevant archives.
Ainsley Francis served as student representative on the panel, conducted research and provided
administrative support. I also thank Wade Pfaff who assisted with research in the final stage
of project. Karly Kehoe and Isaac Saney made important contributions to the report with their
work on Scotland and slavery, and the Canadian dimensions of the Decade for People of African
Descent, respectively. The work that went into researching the project and writing the report was
hard labour, but it was a labour of love, underscored by a deep commitment to racial justice.
The holdings in the numerous and various institutes in which we researched provided the
backbone for this report. In particular, the Nova Scotia Archives provided documents, including
images, illustrations, and manuscripts. The Maritime Museum of the Atlantic, in particular, Roger
Marsters willingly provided images for the project and knowledge on the West Indies trade and
Halifax’s support for the Confederacy. Editor, Glenna Jenkins, added her precision skills and
good humour. Proofreaders Valerie Mansour and Margo Grant made the document more elegant
and readable. The staff of the president’s office and Paul Williams and the communications and
marketing team at Dalhousie University also deserve recognition. I also thank Richard Rudnicki
for giving permission to use his painting of the Black Refugees landing at Halifax harbor in 1814.
Finally, I thank all those who have contributed to this project in one way or another. These include
colleagues, family members, friends, and other supporters who gave of their time, talents, and
energy so this report could be realized. You know who you are.
The challenge now is for the university to implement the recommendations we put forward
here, based on the oppressions that have burdened Black Nova Scotians and others in the Black
Atlantic. These past centuries, their hard work, struggles, vision, and commitment to justice and
freedom have created positive changes for all peoples throughout the hemisphere.
Naa Afua Dadesen Cooper, Ph.D.
Panel chair and lead author of the report
From the poem “Negro Cemeteries” in Copper Woman and Other Poems by Afua Cooper.
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Foreward to the Lord Dalhousie Report by Dr. Kevin Hewitt, Chair of the Senate
Black Lives Matter. Throughout 2015 this phrase echoed across North America, and propelled
in no small measure by concerted student activism, several post secondary institutions finally
assumed the mantle of leadership set by Brown University in 2003. In that year, President Ruth
Simmonds – the first African American president of an Ivy League institution and Brown’s first
female president – commissioned the report “Slavery and Justice”.
Dalhousie’s efforts to grapple with its connection to slavery, documented in the succeeding
pages, were seeded in conversations between then-President Richard Florizone and myself in
November 2015, and were cemented in December 2015 during a meeting of the Dalhousie Black
Faculty and Staff Caucus hosted by Dr. Florizone. In agreeing to launch the Scholarly Panel to
Examine Lord Dalhousie’s History on Slavery and Race, Dr. Florizone demonstrated an openness
to the idea of white privilege and a commitment to reconciling with our past to help us build a
stronger future at Dalhousie. Most of us have heard Martin Luther King’s famous phrase “The
long arc of history bends toward justice.” I would add that the inflection points occur when
thought leaders, community activists and academicians act with integrity in pursuit of fairness
and justice, exercise courage in the face of the privileged views of the time. How courageous
can you be in whatever role you find yourself?
One perspective views history as an examination of how the same principle manifests itself
across time. On this view, in order to understand how the legacy of slavery is expressed today,
we must comprehend the systems of power and oppression as well as the agency of white
supremacy that slavery was premised on. The pages that follow illuminate this past and will
hopefully prompt the reader to reflect on how the experiences and ideas of the past resonate
in the present. The New York Times Magazine 1619 Project and the associated 1619 Project
Curriculum initiative of the Pulitzer Center is a contemporary example of that grappling with the
past to tell our story truthfully.
My own ancestry connects my maternal great grandmother Daisy Louisa Forde (née
Williams), born June 1885, to her father, Joseph Williams, born a couple decades earlier in St.
Vincent and the Grenadines. Joseph was the son of parents from Grenada enslaved by the
British. Imagine the exploitation of these human beings, the goods produced by their unpaid
and coerced labour and how it enriched others both near and far. How did this legacy of
enslavement affect not only this family, but the wider Black population in the Atlantic littoral?
How has this enslavement and marginalization affected how we and others are perceived? What
of their socio-economic life trajectories and that of their children and their children’s children?
What is owed to these individuals and their descendants for a systemic oppression that denied
them their humanity? What could possibly compensate them for their treatment as moveable
chattel – property listed in wills, sale ads, and estate records alongside furniture and farm
animals?
When Dr. Florizone and I discussed who should lead the panel, it was immediately evident
that we needed an historian — not just any historian, however. It had to be a historian with
impeccable credentials and experience, able to both understand and elucidate the complex
histories of Slavery in Canada and its connections to the trans-Atlantic slave trade. We were
fortunate to already have, at this institution, one of the preeminent historians of Slavery in
Canada. Through her scholarly contributions, Professor (Naa) Afua Dadesen Cooper has
demonstrated an unyielding commitment to unearthing silenced voices. In contemplating
the members of the panel, we similarly sought experts in, inter alia, history, law and ethics.
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This outstanding group of scholars and specialists, during three years of painstaking work,
unearthed primary sources and adhered to unassailable scholarly rigor to produce an historic
document – a body of work that will inform the work of scholars and activists for generations
to come.
And now the time is upon us to begin the difficult but important conversations and work
that will tell us what kind of people we are, what reconciliation looks like, and what world we
want to live in. In a word – Sankofa – we look back in order to move forward, so that we can
create a more welcoming, just and equitable place for us all.
Kevin Hewitt
Chair of the Senate
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Executive Summary for the Lord Dalhousie Report
In 2015, the racial climate for Black people at Dalhousie University was stressful. Anti-Black
racist graffiti had been spray-painted in diverse campus locations, several Black students
had experienced racism in classrooms and other sites on campus, some Black faculty and
staff members were insecure about tenure and retention, and there were concerns about
the whiteness of university curricula. The Black Faculty and Staff Caucus met with President
Richard Florizone and Chair of the Senate Kevin Hewitt, to discuss the anti-Black racism that
seemed to have become a hallmark of university life.
The general feeling that emanated from the meeting was that, for Black people as a whole,
Dalhousie University was an unwelcoming place. Those who attended the meeting referenced
the negative attitudes and perspectives of George Ramsay, the 9th Earl of Dalhousie and
founder of the institution, toward Black people and especially the Black Refugees of the War
of 1812. There is evidence provided elsewhere in this report that the man who founded the
university was racist toward Africans and their descendants. This racism has persisted since
the university’s beginning and continues to cast its shadow over the campus today.
It was also realized that the incidents that occurred at Dalhousie were but a microcosm
of what was happening in the larger world. Anti-Blackness was (and still is) an ideological
mainstay of Western societies. Black people throughout the West continue to confront this
headlong. Students and faculty at numerous and diverse North American universities are
protesting their institutions’ failures to recognize their engagement with and accommodation
of a racism that especially targets Black people. A central demand of these students
and faculty members is that their respective institutions examine and acknowledge
their connections to slavery, the slave trade, and anti-Blackness. The strength of the
#blacklivesmatter movement, in both Canada and the United States, in their protests against
police brutality against Black people was also making the news headlines.
In 2016, the then president and senate chair of Dalhousie University established a scholarly
panel to inquire into Lord Dalhousie’s relationship to slavery, race, and anti-Black racism
within Dalhousie University, the province of Nova Scotia and the wider Canadian Atlantic
region. The panel received a mandate to conduct historical research on Dalhousie’s links to
slavery, his anti-Black attitude and the impact this continues to have on contemporary Black
life, and further to propose recommendations that would lead to action in countering the
insidious legacy left by the earl. This report is the result of the panel’s investigation.
The panel combed through the relevant archives in Canada and the United Kingdom for
primary documents and secondary-source material. Five distinct areas of Lord Dalhousie and
the University’s entanglement with race, slavery, and anti-Black racism were discerned. The
following discussion details these areas of entanglement.
Lord Dalhousie became lieutenant-governor of Nova Scotia in 1816, replacing Sir John
Coape Sherbrooke, who had become governor general of British North America. Dalhousie
arrived in October that year and governed the colony until June 1820. Dalhousie’s arrival
coincided with the recent migration to and settlement in Nova Scotia of the Black Refugees
of the War of 1812. They had come from the southern United States, namely the Chesapeake
region and parts of coastal Georgia. As former enslaved persons, the Black Refugees had
supported the British Crown in its fight against the United States in the newly ended war.
In April 1814, Vice-admiral Alexander Cochrane, commander of the North American station
of the Royal Navy during the war, realizing that Blacks were escaping to British lines, issued
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a proclamation inviting enslaved African-Americans to desert the plantations of their
enslavement, serve in the British armed forces and, thereby, gain their freedom. Thousands
of enslaved persons responded to the proclamation. But even before Cochrane had taken
that step, many enslaved men, women, and children had already escaped their bondage and
supported and sought refuge with the British. During and after the war, thousands of these
so-called Black Refugees were transported to British domains, including Nova Scotia. The
Crown had also promised to support them to begin new lives in freedom as British subjects.
Upon arrival in Nova Scotia, the Black Refugees soon realized that the Crown was breaking
its promise. Dalhousie was not enthusiastic to support a group of Black people whom he felt
were not the kind of settlers Nova Scotia needed, and, thus, were not deserving of British
largesse. Sherbrooke, his predecessor, and the Nova Scotia Assembly also held the same
opinions, as did many members of the colony’s citizenry. Thus, the Black Refugees had
entered an unfriendly and often hostile environment.
In December 1816, in a letter to his superior Lord Bathurst, Dalhousie wrote that the Black
Refugees were: “Slaves by habit & education...their idea of freedom is idleness and they are
therefore quite incapable of industry.”1
Why did Dalhousie write so disparagingly about this Black collectivity? Where did he get
his ideas about Black people and their characteristics? This report lays out the reasons for
Dalhousie’s anti-Blackness and for his damaging policies in regard to the Black Refugees
and their attempts to settle in Nova Scotia and make it their home. Simply put, Dalhousie
employed a policy of punishment and reward in his meagre food distributions to the Refugees,
which sometimes left them at the point of starvation, where even he felt they would perish. He
also failed to accord them sufficient farmland; instead leaving them to subsist on small plots
of what one commentator refers to as “some of the worst land”: 8 to 10 acre lots, compared to
the 100 acres of arable land the White settlers received.2 Dalhousie’s other anti-Black-Refugee
strategy was the offer to deport these people to former slave masters in the United States, to
slave colonies in the West Indies, or to Sierra Leone.
In calling them “slaves by habit & education,” Dalhousie did not see the Black Refugees as
free people and worthy settlers, or agential individuals who had earned their freedom; rather,
he saw them as servile persons who had to be whipped into submission. Dalhousie’s attitudes
and policies marginalized African Nova Scotians in almost every aspect of their lives. At the
same time, his policies toward White settlers and White soldiers of disbanded regiments, who
were also would-be settlers, substantially differed. These attitudes and discriminatory policies
continue to affect Nova Scotia’s Black community today.
Dalhousie’s second tie to slavery had to do with the British government’s involvement
in the Franco-British wars, which arose out of the French Revolution. In June 1793, French
Royalists on Martinique invited the British to help them oust the island’s recent Revolutionary
government. Though that invasion failed, Martinique was too strategically important to be
ignored. In a second attempt early in 1794, British forces wrested control from Martinique’s
Revolutionary government. That government had freed enslaved men who served in the
Revolutionary national guard, and some enslaved people had taken their own liberty,
encouraged by the revolutionaries’ rhetoric. In the terms of the surrender imposed by the
British, all enslaved people were ordered to return to their masters. As an officer in the
occupying forces, Dalhousie helped the British enforce that order, robbing some Black former
enslaved persons of the short freedom they had obtained under French revolutionary rule.
The panel posits that Dalhousie’s Martinique experience was his first concrete encounter with
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a Black community. This experience of conquest and re-enslavement helped influence his
subsequent views and perceptions about African peoples.3
The West India trade is another example of Dalhousie’s entanglement with slavery and the
slave trade. During the period of Caribbean slavery, the Nova Scotian economy was heavily
dependent on a trade system that was an offshoot of the triangular slave trade. Halifax was a
major port in the British Atlantic and, thus, part of a commodity exchange system that linked
the Caribbean, other parts of the Maritimes, the Eastern Seaboard of the United States, Upper
and Lower Canada, Britain, Europe, West Africa, and beyond. Slave labour was the raison
d’être of the West India trade. Halifax and other provincial merchants traded salt fish, beef,
pork, timber, flour, staves, and other goods to West Indian slave plantations in exchange for
slave-made rum, sugar, molasses, cocoa, coffee, and other products. Once these slave-made
products arrived in Nova Scotia, usually on ships built in the Maritimes, Newfoundland,
or Europe, they were sold within the colony or re-exported to other parts of British North
America, New England, Europe, and the Mediterranean. The West India trade was, thus, a
mainstay of the economies of Nova Scotia, the broader Atlantic Region, and Upper and Lower
Canada. This trade also fostered such industries as shipbuilding, banking, and insurance.
A coterie of Halifax merchants, some with connections to Dalhousie College/University,
grew wealthy from this trade.4 Three cogent examples of this trade are the revenues that
flowed into the provincial treasury from customs duties on the slave-grown products
that travelled on inbound West Indian ships. These revenues not only funded provincial
infrastructure, but they also funded the construction of Dalhousie College and provided an
endowment that contributed to the salaries of its teaching staff. The Castine Fund was also a
source of monies that provided the original endowment for Dalhousie College. Thirty percent
of the income earned from customs duties collected during Britain’s occupation of Castine,
Maine, came from the West India trade. The official residence of Dalhousie’s president was
also connected to this trade: its original owner, Levi Hart, was a West Indian merchant.
The fourth web of Dalhousie University’s involvement with slavery has to do with the
compensation money the British government awarded to former West Indian slave owners
at the end of slavery in the Caribbean. At least two important Halifax families—the Almons
and the Johnstons, who were connected by marriage—received upward of £500 pounds as
compensation for relinquishing their ownership of enslaved Black Caribbeans. One influential
family member was Mather Byles Almon, a leading Halifax figure in banking, commerce
insurance, and politics and a governor of both Dalhousie and King’s Colleges. Another family
member, James William Johnston, was brother-in-law to Almon. Johnston was a lawyer,
politician, judge, and nominally provincial premier. He was also Jamaican by origin and held
slave-holding interests there.
The first head of Dalhousie University’s Faculty of Medicine and founder of the Medical
Association of Nova Scotia, Dr. William Johnston Almon, descended from the Almon-Johnston
family that had received slave-compensation money. Dr. Almon served three terms as head
of the medical school. He was also a politician and “one of British North America’s most
rabid supporters of the Confederacy,” raising, with his wife’s help, large sums of money to
the cause and assisting blockade runners and Confederates who took refuge in Halifax.5
Dr. Almon was implicated in helping Confederate pirates hijack the American steamer the
Chesapeake. He also assisted the Confederate blockade runner officer John Taylor Wood
escape through Halifax on his ship the Tallahassee.6 He could break the law, with impunity,
because the Halifax circle in which he moved was solidly pro-Confederate. In the late 1850s,
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the elder Dr. Almon instituted a prize at King’s College “for the best Latin composition” on the
subject of military martyrdom. The winning entry for 1863 was a poem by Newman Wright
Hoyles (son of a Newfoundland premier and future leader of Osgoode Hall Law School in
Toronto). The poem titled “In Memoriam Jacsoni Ducis” was a tribute to Stonewall Jackson,7 a
leading Confederate general. Almon’s son Dr. William Bruce Almon II had also demonstrated
Confederate support by joining the Confederate Army, where he served as a surgeon. It is
instructive to note that these two Almon men were pro-slavery and were descended from
the Almon-Johnston family who had received West Indian slave-compensation money. Thus,
it would appear that the visible and leading members of the Almon-Johnston clan were
pro-slavery through and through.
The final connection to slavery and anti-Blackness was the expression of racist ideas by both
of Dalhousie’s first two presidents: The first president, Reverend Thomas McCulloch, though
an ally of abolitionists, used racist ideas for humour in his popular satirical writing. The second
president, Hugo Reid, whose official title was Principal of Dalhousie College School,8 wrote a
tract against abolitionism, justifying his position with racist ideas. He gave ideological support
to southern slaveowners on the eve of the American Civil War. He argued that abolition would be
injurious to both the southern slave society and Black people as a whole.
Many of early-eighteenth century Halifax’s leading families and social and political leaders
were pro-slavery, Confederacy supporters and, in effect, anti-Black. What did it mean for Black
people who were living in Halifax during the time of the Civil War to witness persons in high
positions in society or within important institutions (to which Black people had almost no
access) that showed such active support of the Confederacy? They no doubt saw and felt their
political, social, and economic marginalization, and the psychic distance between themselves
and Nova Scotia’s White population. So, where does this all bring us to today?
Dalhousie is the first university in Canada to engage in this kind of self-examination. This
is appropriate given the historic nature of Nova Scotia’s Black community, which traces its
beginnings to 1604 when the presence of Mathieu De Costa, a Black man at Port Royal in
service of Sieur Dugua de Mons, is recorded. In the following centuries, diverse streams of
Black people from the United States, Africa, the Caribbean, and other parts of the world
arrived in Nova Scotia as enslaved persons, free people, Maroon exiles, Black Refugees,
sailors, workers, and immigrants. They settled, intermarried, and formed a distinct North
American Nova Scotian Black community. They all faced an anti-Black racism that still runs
deep within Nova Scotian society.
What was our objective in writing this report? In addition to laying out the facts of Lord
Dalhousie and Dalhousie University’s entanglement with race, slavery, and anti-Blackness,
it is important to show how today’s legacy of racism and discrimination affects current race
relations in Nova Scotia and, more particularly, at Dalhousie University. Over the years, the
university has introduced equity measures designed to improve the quality of Black life on
campus, including the Black Students Advising Centre and the Transition Year Program. These
measures have been important in shifting institutional change for Black people and in making
the campus environment more welcoming. However, more needs to be done to transform
what has been called “the culture of whiteness”9 at Dalhousie.
The panel’s recommendations are meant to start the process of changing the anti-Black
sentiments and dismantling the anti-Black practices that are legacies of slavery and the slave
trade and to bring about an equitable distribution of resources for the Black community.
This report draws inspiration from the United Nations Human Rights Council Report on
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People of African Descent on its mission to Canada.10 The UN report acknowledges slavery
and anti-Black discrimination in Canada and calls on the federal government to provide
reparations to African Canadians and to mainstream Black history in textbooks and curricula.
Further inspiration was drawn from the UN Declaration of the International Decade for People
of African Descent (IDPAD 2015-2024), the Truth and Reconciliation Commission Report (of
the government of Canada), and the numerous reports produced by American and British
universities in their examinations of their institutions’ historical connections to transatlantic
slavery, the slave trade, and racial injustice.
The panel’s findings are as follows:
A. What we have learned from the past:
1. The British obligation to the Black Refugees was based in the Black Refugees’
contribution to British military success in the War of 1812.
2. The small plots of land and the reduced rations allocated to the Black Refugees were
intended to push them into a mix of subsistence production and low-wage labour,
rather than to support their eventual independence as farmers. “Dependence” as
employees was part of the racist belief that a former slave’s “addiction to idleness”
meant that former enslaved persons would only work under a White person’s
command.
3. Lord Dalhousie’s education exposed him to justifications for race-based chattel
slavery and slavery as an economic system. His military role in Martinique showed his
commitment to slavery.
4. Lord Dalhousie shared the widespread (though not universal) belief in the “idleness”
and lack of “industriousness” of former enslaved persons. This belief was a key
underpinning of the opposition to emancipation. He reported this belief as fact to
Bathurst. And although Dalhousie qualified this assertion, Bathurst responded with
only the negative view of the Black Refugees.
5. Lords Dalhousie and Bathurst shared the false belief that enslavement was a mild and
benevolent condition and that some refugees would voluntarily return to it. They also
shared the false belief that the refugees from the Chesapeake region were unable to
flourish in a northern climate because of their biology. These false beliefs helped justify
the British policy that would have relocated the Black Refugees to Trinidad, where
slavery was still institutionally established.
6. Lords Dalhousie and Bathurst accepted that Britain had an obligation to the Black
Refugees that was distinct from their obligation to disbanded soldiers or to settlers,
generally. However, following Lord Bathurst’s advice, Dalhousie sought to reduce the
expense of that obligation by distributing supplies that were less in both quantity and
quality than the standard rations that were distributed to soldier-settlers. Even this
minimum was withheld from individuals who were judged to be undeserving.
7. Neither Lord Bathurst via Dalhousie nor Dalhousie on his own pressured the provincial
government to provide aid in a regular way to the Black Refugees. Small emergency
expenditures on relief to “distressed” settlers (sometimes including the Black
Refugees) were made to preserve order or in case of emergency. One large general
expenditure, in the spring of 1817, was in response to the colony-wide crop failures of
1816.
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8.

From 1815 to 1824 (the first decade of Black Refugee settlement) economic
opportunities in Nova Scotia were poor. Many recent White settlers left the colony. The
Black Refugees were less free to move on than others were, however, because of the
very real risk of kidnapping and re-enslavement in the Atlantic world.
9. The business model of major merchants in Nova Scotia (mostly Halifax) required
low commodity prices on West Indian produce. The model changed with British
emancipation in 1834; the supply of goods was reduced and their prices raised. In
response, Nova Scotian merchants shifted to doing business with the slave-owning
producers of the “foreign” West Indies.
10. This business model only worked when British naval power and foreign policy
successfully excluded American traders from operating in the West Indies. This was
not a rational economic arrangement but rather part of the colonial system by which
British wealth was built. When fully in place, the impact sometimes included food
shortages and the starvation of enslaved persons on some West Indian plantations.
11. When the import trade with the West Indies was at its peak, the taxes on that trade
generated approximately 20 to 25 percent of Nova Scotia’s public revenue. Trade taxes
generated through ordinary customs revenues in Nova Scotia, between 1814 and
1820, helped pay for the construction of Province House and the early road system.
The revenue from the Castine customs house (exactly 30 percent from the West India
trade) made possible the endowment of Dalhousie College. In this way, slave-produced
goods are part of what built the province’s public goods.
12. Two early Dalhousie University leaders, McCulloch and Reid, contributed to the
ideologies of “natural” slave laziness and the “natural inferiority of the negro” in
popular and widely circulated publications. An early president of the medical college,
Dr. William Johnston Almon, was openly a Confederate sympathizer during the
American Civil War.
B. How Nova Scotia has been shaped by this history:
1. Dalhousie College and other provincial institutions and infrastructure were created, in
part, with revenue from slavery-based economies.
2. Although Nova Scotian slave ownership was on the decline during Lord Dalhousie’s
time, the colony’s economy was nonetheless slavery-based insofar as merchant wealth
was largely based on trade with slavery-based economies.
3. False beliefs about the superiority of White people and the inferiority of Black people
helped members of majority White societies that depended economically on slavery to
see their wealth as legitimately earned rather than based on the unjust exploitation of
other human beings.
4. Those same beliefs motivated policies (like the small land allocations and inadequate
rations) that tended to be self-fulfilling. These beliefs also motivated practices among
Nova Scotian employers and neighbours to actively discourage Black settlers, again
producing results (limited economic success) that seemed to justify these false beliefs
and inhibit the possibilities for the Black Refugees (would-be settlers) to prosper.
5. These aspects of Nova Scotia’s economic and social history help explain how
anti-Black racism has contributed to the persistent economic and social disadvantages
experienced by people of African descent living in this province (whether descendants
of the Black Refugees or not).
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University Response to the Scholarly Panel to Examine Lord Dalhousie’s
History on Slavery and Race
September 5, 2019
Today, we mark the completion of the Scholarly Panel to Examine Lord Dalhousie’s History on
Slavery and Race, bringing to a close an impressive body of scholarly work and an important
contribution to Nova Scotian history. We are pleased to formally accept the report today from
Dr. Afua Cooper, on behalf of the Panel.
Sankofa – Looking back in order to move forward
Over the past 200 years, Dalhousie University has become known around the world for
teaching excellence, groundbreaking research and community engagement. We have forged
new frontiers of knowledge and understanding, and through education we have shaped the
history of our region and our country for the better. Dalhousie University’s legacy is one that
generations of alumni, faculty, staff and supporters celebrate with pride.
For this proud legacy to enter its third century, we must confront the complicated history
of our namesake, George Ramsay, the ninth Earl of Dalhousie.
Lord Dalhousie established this university in 1818 while serving as Lieutenant Governor of
Nova Scotia, envisioning a university open to all regardless of class or creed. Yet the historical
record shows another side of Ramsay: troubling views on Nova Scotia’s Black settlers and
slavery, which stand in stark contrast to his progressive views on education.
Discussions of race and racism can be fraught, and when it comes to past transgressions
it can be all too tempting to dismiss them, treating bygones as bygones, history as ancient
history. But we cannot extricate the wrongs of the past from the issues of the present, and in
2019 no institution — let alone one of higher learning — can sit in silence or denial when it
comes to racism and its continuing legacies in our society. In the Twi language of Ghana, the
word Sankofa is derived from the phrases “to return;” “to go;” “and “to fetch, seek and take.”
It emphasizes the importance of moving forward while reaching back to learn lessons from
the past and to get what has been taken or lost through exclusion, oppression, or neglect. It
is our place and responsibility as a university, with all the tools of scholarship and discourse
available to us, to have this important conversation about our past and commit to action
going forward.
Applying our tools of scholarship
It is in that spirit that then-President Dr. Richard Florizone and Chair of Senate Dr. Kevin
Hewitt commissioned the Scholarly Panel to Examine Lord Dalhousie’s History on Slavery and
Race, which was endorsed by the Dalhousie Board of Governors and Senate. Stemming out
of discussions with the Black Faculty and Staff Caucus, the Panel was established to examine
and help us better understand the complicated and controversial questions surrounding Lord
Dalhousie’s historic links to the institution of slavery and racial injustice. The Panel was tasked
with gathering the historical facts on Lord Dalhousie’s statements and actions with regards to
slavery and race; to interpret those facts in both their historical and modern context; and to
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recommend actions Dalhousie University could take to respond to this legacy, with the goal of
building a stronger, more inclusive university that fully reflects our history, our values and our
aspirations.
What the Scholarly Panel — chaired by Dr. Afua Cooper — has uncovered over the past
three years tells a story that is much larger than one person or one university. It is a window
into the history of Halifax, Nova Scotia and indeed the broader Atlantic region. It bears witness
to views and practices that should feel profoundly wrong to all of us. But it also places those
words and actions in their context, providing us with a deeper understanding of not just
George Ramsay, but anti-Black racism more broadly in the early 19th century.
On behalf of Dalhousie University: I want to say thank you to Dr. Cooper, and the members
of the Panel: Dr. Françoise Baylis, Dean Camille Cameron, Mr. Ainsley Francis, Dr. Paul Lovejoy,
Mr. David States, Dr. Shirley Tillotson, Dr. Harvey Amani Whitfield, and Ms. Norma Williams,
with assistance from Dr. Isaac Saney and Dr. Karly Kehoe, and researchers Ms. Jalana Lewis,
Ms. Kylie Peacock, and Mr. Wade Pfaff. These individuals have contributed their time, their
insight and their energy to this work.
Dalhousie is the first university in Canada to commission an accounting of its early
intersections with the legacies of slavery, but it will certainly not be the last. This Scholarly
Panel provides an exemplar for others to draw upon as they join us in reflecting on and
reconciling with our shared history. Dr. Cooper and the Panel are to be commended for their
detail, their scholarship and their thoughtful reflection on ways for Dalhousie University to
address the legacy of our namesake and his intersections with the enslavement of People of
African Descent.
Our commitment
Today, on behalf of Dalhousie University, I apologize to the People of African Descent in our
community. We regret the actions and views of George Ramsay, the ninth Earl of Dalhousie,
and the consequences and impact they have had in our collective history as a university,
as a province, and as a region. Further, we acknowledge our dual responsibility to address
the legacies of anti-Black racism and slavery, while continuing to stand against anti-Black
racism today.
The recommendations from the Scholarly Panel are important and they, along with our
upcoming African Nova Scotian strategy, will be critical in informing our path forward. They
will be embedded into our forthcoming strategic plan under the leadership and direction of
our new Vice-Provost of Equity and Inclusion, Dr. Theresa Rajack-Talley. With her extensive
scholarly background in Pan-Africanism and studies of racism, she is ideally suited and fully
committed to ensuring the Scholarly Panel’s recommendations inform and shape our efforts
moving forward.
The work ahead will take time, as systemic change does not happen overnight. Nor,
though, is it work that is just beginning today. It builds on past efforts and actions, informed
by response to calls from our community. Our Transition Year Program, the Indigenous
Blacks & Mi’kmaq Initiative in our law school, the James R. Johnston Chair in Black Canadian
Studies, and the Imhotep’s Legacy Academy outreach program are all examples of how
individuals and groups within our university have worked to live up to our obligations to our
African Nova Scotian communities. Aligned with Dalhousie University having proclaimed the
UN International Decade for People of African Descent last year, we are now expanding our
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academic offerings in Black and African Diaspora Studies, increasing the recruitment and
retention of Black faculty and staff, developing new supports for students of African descent –
including creating a new Sankofa scholarship for the 2020/2021 academic year in recognition
of the Panel’s efforts – and working to better celebrate and recognize the many contributions
People of African Descent have made to our university and our region.
There are many people and groups across our campuses who have worked tirelessly — and
continue to work — to support People of African Descent in our community. These include,
but are not limited to: the Black Faculty and Staff Caucus; the University Strategic Direction
priority 5.2 Steering and Advisory Committees, as well as Senator Wanda Thomas Bernard,
who has been an ongoing resource to me, and to past presidents.
The path forward
The responsibility for the work to come is shared between the university governing bodies we
represent here today; with the staff, faculty, alumni and students that make up our university
community; and with our partners in government, in industry, and in our communities. That
said, Dalhousie University should and must take a leadership role in this responsibility. We
cannot change the history detailed by this Scholarly Panel, nor change how it has informed
our present — but we do get to decide how it shapes our future.
We affirm, without qualification, that Dalhousie University must be a place where
everyone feels valued and respected. Where diversity, equity and inclusion are core values
in our mission of teaching and learning, research, and service to our communities. Where
we challenge racism and its systemic legacies within our own walls and in our broader
community. And where we do the work required to meet our responsibilities to reconcile with
our past and build a better future for individuals and communities of African descent and,
indeed, all people.
This is what we want the name “Dalhousie” to be known for in our third century and
beyond. This is the legacy we will build together.

Dr. Teri Balser
Interim President,
Dalhousie University

Dr. Kevin Hewitt
Chair, Dalhousie University
Senate

Candace Thomas
Chair, Dalhousie University
Board of Governors
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1.0
Dalhousie University’s Historic
Links to Slavery and its Impact
on the Black Community:
Rationale for the Report

This report came out of a context of anti-Black racism at Dalhousie University, and the
active response of Black faculty, staff, and students to this issue. At the beginning of 2013,
the Dalhousie Black Faculty and Staff Caucus (DBFSC) met with Dr. Richard Florizone, the
university’s sitting president, and human resources personnel to address some of these issues,
to rectify them, and to come up with recommendations. Central to these realities was the fact
that the university’s founder, George Ramsay, the 9th Earl and later Baron Dalhousie, had a
negative history with the Black Nova Scotian community. Further, the university itself was
founded from an endowment, named the Castine Fund, which was garnered from monies
raised in part from trade with the slave-based economy of the West Indies. Therefore, issues of
race, slavery, and anti-Black racism are germane to the founding of Dalhousie University and
its early history.
In December 2015, the DBFSC again met with President Florizone; this meeting also
included Dr. Kevin Hewitt, chair of the university senate. Six months later, Florizone and Hewitt
commissioned a scholarly panel to investigate Lord Dalhousie’s relationship to slavery and
race and to write a report based on their research and deliberations. Members were drawn
from Dalhousie University, outside institutions, and the Nova Scotian community at large.
Dr. Afua Cooper, James R. Johnston Chair in Black
Canadian Studies, president of the Black Canadian
Studies Association, and co-chair of the DBFSC, was
asked to chair this panel.1

1.1 Dalhousie College: A legacy of
slavery and racism
Lord Dalhousie arrived in Nova Scotia in the fall
of 1816 to take up a four-year post as lieutenantgovernor. Two years later, he founded the institution
now called Dalhousie University. During his tenure
he had a troubling relationship with the Black
Refugees of the War of 1812, three thousand of
whom had arrived in the colony between 1813 and
1816, roughly around the same time as Dalhousie.
The legacy the earl left behind, as a colonial
governor, is one we continue to live with today.
Dalhousie viewed Black people through a racist
lens—as people who were not worthy subjects
of the Empire but whose raison d’être was to be
perpetual enslaved persons. Additionally, Dalhousie
conceptualized Nova Scotia as a space for White
settlers and, thus, did not want Black people to
settle en masse in the colony. For Dalhousie, Black
people were suited to slavery; therefore, he could
not conceive of them as members of a free society.
Moreover, he founded a college that, throughout
its early years and beyond, employed several

LORD DALHOUSIE
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pro-slavery administrators who articulated a notion of Black inferiority and supported the
pro-slavery Confederacy.

1.2 The mandate of the scholarly panel on Lord Dalhousie’s history on
slavery and race
The mandate that Dalhousie University’s president and senate chair gave to the panel was
articulated in the terms of reference. The main instruction was “to gather the historical facts
on Lord Dalhousie’s statements and actions with regards to slavery and race; interpret those
facts in both their historical and modern context; and recommend actions that Dalhousie
[university] could take to respond to this legacy, in order to build a stronger, more inclusive
university that reflects our history, our values and our aspirations.”2 (The complete terms of
reference are included in the appendices.)

1.3 Racism in Halifax, Nova Scotia
Within Halifax and Nova Scotia, Black people have faced systemic and structural racism
since the time of their arrival and settlement. This includes their history of enslavement
from 1688 to 1834, and slavery’s aftermath, which was manifested in residential by-laws,
school and religious segregation, separate cemeteries, labour discrimination, racial profiling,
disproportionate representation of African-Canadian children in child-welfare custody,
and over-incarceration of African Nova Scotians. Additionally, the marginalization and
final destruction of Africville, the legal lynching of Viola Desmond, the more recent racial
harassment and abuse of Halifax Transit worker Randy Evan Symonds, and the blackface
episode engaged in by a Nova Scotia MLA are all manifestations of anti-Black racism.3

1.4 The birth of the “Universities Studying Slavery” initiative
In the past 20 years, there has been a concerted effort led by university students, faculty,
and other academic bodies within the United States to examine their respective universities’
connections to race and slavery. As is known, numerous American institutions of higher
learning were founded off profit garnered from the Atlantic slave trade and from slavery itself.
Brown University was the first school to set up a commission to investigate its relationship
to slavery, the slave trade, and race. Other schools followed. These efforts eventually led to
the formation of “Universities Studying Slavery,” a consortium of universities and colleges
whose histories are braided with slavery, the slave trade, and anti-Black racism. Several
United Kingdom universities are now part of this consortium. Dalhousie University joined the
consortium in 2017, making it the first Canadian institution to do so.
The work of Dr. Craig Steven Wilder, a historian and professor at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, gave added impetus to Dalhousie’s initiative. In 2013, Professor Wilder
published Ebony and Ivy: Race, Slavery, and the Troubled History of America’s Universities.4 This
book laid out, in detail after detail, how American universities, beginning with the eight Ivy
League schools of the north and north-east, and the continental academies they spawned,
were born and established out of a matrix of African chattel slavery. The back matter on
Professor Wilder’s book notes that it:
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delivers an incendiary exploration of the intertwined histories of slavery, race, and
higher education in America. Looking at many of America’s most revered institutions,
he shows how the slave economy and the university grew up together, each nurturing
the other. Money from the purchase and sale of human beings built the campuses
and stocked the libraries, while slaves waited on faculty and students. Indeed, our
leading universities were not only dependent on enslavement, but became breeding
grounds for the racist ideas that sustained it. Wilder’s ground-breaking study reveals
the little-known history of oppression behind the universities so often considered
“cradles of enlightenment”. Though Wilder’s focus was on American universities,
he also included some Canadian, Caribbean, and Latin American academies in his
analysis.
Ebony and Ivy became an important guide for individuals, panels, commissions, and
students investigating higher education, chattel slavery, and the role that academies played in
maintaining racial hierarchies and embedded anti-Blackness.
To date, the response of other Canadian universities to the question of race and slavery
has been somewhat muted. Perhaps the general belief among Canadian universities is that
they have no links to African chattel slavery. But this is simply not true. The University of New
Brunswick named its law school after pro-slavery judge George Ludlow. On two occasions,
as supreme court judge, Ludlow returned two enslaved Black people to their owners
whereas these Black people had sued for their freedom. McGill University was founded
from an endowment from James McGill, a wealthy Scottish-born Montreal fur trader and
entrepreneur. McGill bought and sold enslaved Africans and also kept enslaved persons in
bondage.5 In Canada, Jesuit-supported schools, like Saint Mary’s University, and Campion,
Loyola, and Regis Colleges are linked to Jesuit institutions that were major slaveholders in
the United States and Latin America. Laval University is also linked to enslavement through
its missionizing activities among Indigenous peoples in Quebec and other parts of Canada.
Additionally, Joseph Allison, the grandfather of Charles Frederick Allison, the founder of
Mount Allison University, was a slaveowner.6 To this group can be added the University of
Toronto, which was originally founded as King’s College by High Church Anglicans. As is now
known, the Anglican Church has had close imbrications with the transatlantic slave trade and
colonial slavery itself.7
If Canadian universities do not believe they have ties to slavery, then they surely have
ties to race and racism. This is evidenced in the numerous blackface incidents that occur
on Canadian campuses, in the anti-Black graffiti, racial-profiling incidents, the underrepresentation of Black faculty, staff, and students on campus, and the continued whiteness
of university curricula. Contrary to what one may otherwise believe, Canadian universities
do not exist in a bubble. They exist in a society with an embedded racial hierarchy. Various
Human Rights Commissions across Canada, student associations, trade unions, and civil
society bodies have produced numerous reports that detail racial discrimination against
people of African descent in Canada.8

1.5 The United Nations Human Rights Council report on Black Canada
At the international level, the Thirty-Sixth Session of the United Nations Human Rights
Council recently conducted an inquiry into anti-Black racism in Canada. In 2016, the UN sent
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a Working Group to visit several Canadian cities with sizeable Black populations, including
Ottawa, Toronto, Halifax, and Montreal. In its inquiry, the Working Group met with student
bodies, trade unions, women’s, religious, community, and other groups. It examined the state
of Black Canada under several rubrics: the criminal justice system, hate crimes, disparities in
access to education, health care, housing, and employment. It further included an additional
rubric, that of the multiple and intersecting forms of racial discrimination. In 2017, the UN
issued its report on the state of Blackness in Canada with all-negative findings. The Working
Group made several dozen recommendations, the first of which called on the government of
Canada to “issue an apology [to the Black community] and consider providing reparations to
African Canadians for enslavement and historical injustice.”9
To date, not one governmental or quasi-governmental body in Canada, be it federal,
provincial, local, academic, religious, political, economic, or civil, has acknowledged and
responded to the UN Human Rights Council report on Black Canada. The silence is deafening.
The silence lies at the heart of the systemic anti-Black racism that pervades Canadian society
and society’s default position which is to either ignore evident racism or deny that it exists.
As mentioned, Dalhousie is the first Canadian university to inquire into its relationship to
slavery and race. Research does not indicate that Dalhousie or any of the early presidents
were slaveholders in Nova Scotia or New Brunswick (though one member of the Board of
Governors received Jamaican slavery compensation money). Nevertheless, slavery and
anti-Blackness were woven into Dalhousie’s history through personal or professional ties with
leading merchants, in Halifax and throughout Nova Scotia, who were directly engaged in the
slave-based West India trade, particularly in the shipping and sale of goods such as sugar,
coffee, molasses, and rum.
In 1833, at the time of the passing of the Slave Emancipation Act, in the British West Indies
the imperial government paid compensation to Planters and slave owners for the loss of their
enslaved property; the enslaved received nothing. However, wealthy Nova Scotians who had
invested in West Indian plantations could claim compensation. One such claimant with a
connection to Dalhousie University was John Johnston. Money from his compensation flowed
through his estate to his sister, Laleah. Her father-in-law and an executor of Johnston’s estate
was Mather Byles Almon, a member of the Dalhousie Board of Governors. The Johnstons
were Loyalists from the American South who had migrated to Jamaica after the American
Revolution. After leaving Jamaica, the family came to Nova Scotia where they became
prominent in politics, law, and banking. Laleah and her husband, W. Bruce Almon, were keen
supporters of the Confederacy during the American Civil War.10
When Dalhousie College was founded, it received its original endowment from the Castine
Fund. This fund consisted of customs duties charged on the imports of goods entering
Castine, Maine, during the time Britain occupied the territory. A substantial part—30 per
cent—of these duties were charged on slave-made goods from the West Indies. The British
government made these funds available to the lieutenant-governor of Nova Scotia to spend.
Additionally, further funds for developing the future university were received from the provincial
treasury, which had been receiving a substantial part of its revenue—20 to 25 per cent since
1808—from customs duties on the West India trade.
Another concrete example of Dalhousie College’s connection to the West Indian trade
is the president’s residence. It was originally built by Halifax merchant Levi Hart who was
involved in the West India trade. Donations from the alumnus and former Canadian prime
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minister R.B. Bennett permitted the college to acquire the property in 1925. It has been the
official residence to most of the university’s presidents since then.

1.6 Dalhousie University’s 200th anniversary and reflections on
its founding
In 2016, when the panel was called, Dalhousie University was approaching the 200th
anniversary of its founding. How then could the administration, faculty, students, and alumni
celebrate 200 years of higher education without referencing the school’s racist foundations?
In addition to “positive” commemorative activities and events, Dalhousie University also had
to face some of the ugliness of its past. The 200th anniversary, then, provided an excellent
opportunity for the school to engage with its history on slavery and race and come to terms
with that past. It is in light of this objective that this report was written.11

1.7 How we went about our work
This work was driven by archival research. Such research—local, national, and international—
was carried out at the Nova Scotia Archives, Dalhousie University Archives, Library and
Archives Canada, National Records of Scotland, University of Edinburgh Library, and The
National Archives (London, United Kingdom).
Additionally, Glasgow was visited. Here, historians Prof. Simon Newman and Dr. Stephen
Mullen engaged in discussions with Afua Cooper and panel researcher Jalana Lewis on
the University of Glasgow’s role in slavery, the slave trade, and Scotland’s involvement in
Atlantic slavery. We also conducted semi-structured interviews with these historians. Our
understanding of Scotland’s role in the slave trade was expanded as a result of a guided tour
given to us by Dr. Mullen, of Glasgow’s merchant sector, an area that came into prominence
because of slavery’s money. Tobacco was one of the slave-grown products that made Scottish
and British merchants wealthy. Glaswegian merchants were the beneficiaries of the African
misery that went into tobacco production in the Americas. In Glasgow, the wealth of these
merchants continues to be displayed in its important public buildings, palatial residences, and
banking houses, academies, and other institutions.

1.8 Why are the Black Refugees of the War of 1812 important
to this report?
The topic of the Black Refugees of the War of 1812 looms large in this initiative. Dalhousie is
one of the main actors; the Black Refugees as a collective are the other. Many of the Black
Refugees had sided with the British during this war and, thus, had sought refuge and freedom
in return. Even so, in 1814, Alexander Cochrane, commander of the North American Station of
the Royal Navy, issued a proclamation that encouraged Black slaves to leave the plantations
and serve the British military in return for safe passage to British territories in North America.
The presence of the Black Refugees caused “unease” in a settler colony in which colonial
officials and lay people felt that these people did not belong. Subsequent official practices
and actions in regard to the Black Refugees, such as their settlement on barren land, and
segregated communities, and later policies like the Separate Schools Act of 1833, only served
to further marginalize the Black Refugees. Social and economic barriers were placed in the
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path of these Black Refugees, barriers they and their descendants continued to face over the
next 200 years. Although the descendants of the Black Refugees and other Black collectivities
have persevered over the course of these centuries, and have indeed triumphed over
numerous adversities, they have borne and continue to bear the brunt of colonial, provincial,
and national neglect and marginalization.12

ALEXANDER COCHRANE’S PROCLAMATION OF 1814
COURTESY ADMIRALTY ARCHIVES, PUBLIC RECORD OFFICE, LONDON
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2.0
The 9th Earl of Dalhousie:
The Man from Midlothian

2.1 George Ramsay’s early years
George Ramsay, 9th Earl of Dalhousie, was born at Dalhousie Castle on October 22, 1770, to
George Ramsay, 8th Earl of Dalhousie, and Elizabeth Glene, Countess of Dalhousie. Each Earl
Dalhousie, in succession, was the chieftain of the Clan Ramsay. The castle was the clan’s seat
and was situated in Midlothian, about
thirteen kilometres south of Edinburgh.1
Generations of Dalhousies lived there until
the turn of the twentieth century, when the
family seat was moved to Brechin Castle, in
Scotland’s Angus area. Like most Lowland
Scots, the Dalhousies were Presbyterians.
As a child, the younger Ramsay was
educated at home by his mother. He
later attended the Royal High School in
Edinburgh, as befitted a member of the
Scottish nobility. In 1785, he spent two
terms at the University of Edinburgh,
where he pursued literary and philosophical
studies and read the ancient Greek and
Latin canons. Like most aristocrats, when
the young earl signed his matriculation roll,
DALHOUSIE CASTLE, BONNYRIGG, MIDLOTHIAN, SCOTLAND
OBTAINED FROM HTTPS://EN.WIKIPEDIA.ORG/WIKI/DALHOUSIE_CASTLE
he only used his last name—Ramsay.2

2.2 Scotland, socio-economic change, and the slave-based economy
of the eighteenth century
The Scotland into which the 9th Earl of Dalhousie was born was in the throes of a profound
and irreversible socio-economic change. By 1707, when it entered into a parliamentary union
with England and Wales, Scotland and its people were beginning a new phase of growth and
development, one driven by the aggressive exploitation of human and natural resources in
Britain’s expanding colonial world. By the 1740s, the Scots had become active in all aspects of
Britain’s imperial pursuits, from colonial administration, military service, trade and commerce,
to migration, and the establishment of plantations and settlements.3 The world of the 9th Earl of
Dalhousie was fast-moving, competitive, and precarious.
Scottish nobles were increasingly becoming entangled within a burgeoning culture of wealth
and opulence. Mounting financial pressures pushed many of them to focus on generating the
cash they needed to build, buy, or retain their sprawling estates and live their lavish lifestyles.4
The Ramsays were no different. Even though they were members of the nobility, mounting
family debt meant they could no longer afford protection against the reality of a shifting and
increasingly globalizing world economy.5 The death of the 8th Earl of Dalhousie deepened the
family’s misfortunes. The younger George Ramsay was seventeen years old at the time; this
pushed him toward a career in the British Army.
The sons of other wealthy families also pursued military careers. At the same time,
Scottish landowners were attempting to increase their earnings by moving tenants off their
lands in order to implement widespread agricultural “improvements.” They also turned to
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the opportunities the colonial world offered in the dirty economies of slavery.6 The Empire
was becoming increasingly tied to colonial pursuits. The New World was becoming integral
to the social and economic survival of the upper classes, often through the efforts of their
non-inheriting sons. Dalhousie’s situation was similar to that of many members of the Scottish
landed nobility who were struggling to secure their estates and sought a remedy in imperial
careers.7 This was the world the younger George Ramsay entered.

2.3 Scottish networks within Britain’s slave-based plantation colonies
The Scottish nobility was well-represented in the Caribbean. However, all levels of Scottish
society had a presence there and their involvement dramatically expanded following Britain’s
acquisition of the islands ceded to it in the 1763 Treaty of Paris.8 The traumatic displacements
of tenant farmers across the Scottish Highlands had a profound impact on the ways of life and
the livelihoods of the more humble classes of Scots whose lives had been primarily rural and
subsistence-focused. All of this internal upheaval meant that Scots were drawn to the Caribbean
in proportionately higher numbers than their English, Irish, or Welsh neighbours.9 And people
who were unable to gain a foothold in the historically older islands, such as Jamaica and
Barbados, found opportunities in newly ceded islands like Grenada, Carriacou, St. Vincent, and
Dominica.
As a group, the Scots were fiercely protective of the advantages they had secured through
their concentrated colonial engagement. In the Caribbean, Scottish networks were notoriously
exclusive, extensive, and linked, either directly or indirectly, to slave plantations.10 These links
came with risks and many of those who went out to the Caribbean died during the “seasoning”
year, due to illness, often fever. But this was not enough of a deterrent to stem the outflow
from Scotland to Britain’s slave-plantation colonies in the Caribbean. The possibility of striking
it rich was far too appealing. Another factor that encouraged migration to the islands was the
pressing financial responsibilities many had back home. So, while some of the money made in
the Caribbean colonies was reinvested or spent abroad, significant amounts were remitted to
relatives, friends, businesses, and charitable causes in Scotland.
The multiple layers of economic interests extended to every level of Scottish society, from
the sons of the nobility and the minor landowners, to professionals, artisans, and unskilled
labourers. The majority of Scots who travelled to the Caribbean colonies were young, single,
and male. Few had any intention of remaining there. The overall goal was to make quick
fortunes, return to Scotland, and resume living according to their former lifestyles. Few would
have empathized with the enslaved men, women, and children upon whom they depended for
their wealth. Some Scots owned one or two enslaved persons and rented them out to build up
capital; others owned thousands, who were spread across multiple plantations on one or more
Caribbean islands.11

2.4 The slow rise of the anti-slavery lobby in Scotland
By the late eighteenth century, abolitionists were still a minority in Scotland, but a growing
awareness of Britain’s concentrated involvement in the Caribbean, coupled with the rise in
the number of enslaved African people living in Scotland and their efforts to claim freedom
by running away or using the courts, gave rise to a strong anti-slavery lobby.12 The high-profile
case of Joseph Knight, in 1778, which argued that Black slavery was incompatible with Scottish
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Law, caused many Scots to reconsider their position on the issue. Enlightenment thinkers,
such as Glasgow’s Francis Hutcheson and Edinburgh’s Adam Ferguson, played important roles
in undermining slavery’s moral legitimacy. And while Adam Smith was not an abolitionist,
he nevertheless discredited slavery’s economic value by arguing, in The Wealth of Nations
(1776), that slaves had no incentive to increase profits for Planters.14 Although pressure
from abolitionists mounted, this was a protracted battle because of how invested Scotland,
specifically, and Britain, more broadly, were in slavery. Despite these moral intellectual currents,
many Scots remained slave owners even as late as 1833 when the Slavery Abolition Act officially
took effect throughout the British Empire and those who had “owned slaves” qualified for
government compensation.15

2.5 Turning back the tide of abolition
While Scotland was undergoing dramatic changes, similar events were taking place in Europe
and the colonies. During the last quarter of the eighteenth century, the Thirteen Colonies made
a dramatic departure from the British Empire, following the American Revolution. This prompted
Britain to consolidate its authority in its remaining colonies across the Atlantic. Added to this
was another impending war with France. But this would be the last, and Britain would come out
of it the victor and the dominant power in Europe and the colonial world.
At the time, France was in a state of upheaval. Revolutionaries were battling monarchist
forces. Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette were guillotined in January and October 1793,
respectively, and Britain was railing against what it saw as the excesses of Republican France
and its revolution and declared war. Meanwhile, beginning in 1791, in the French-Caribbean
colony of Saint Domingue, the enslaved Africans led by Toussaint L’Ouverture rose up against
the French slaveholders and colonizers in what became known to history as the Haitian
Revolution. It was at once a race war, and an anti-slavery and anti-colonial struggle. At that time,
Saint Domingue was the richest colony in the world on account of the vast wealth produced
for France by the enslaved Africans toiling on sugar, coffee, and cotton plantations. There were
numerous twists and turns, including emancipation proclamations by French revolutionary
commissioners sent to the island, invasions by Spain, Britain and France, a further emancipation
proclamation by the French revolutionary government under Robespierre, attempts to re-instate
slavery by Napoleon Bonaparte, and the final defeat of the French by the armies of former Black
enslaved persons, in the Bataille de Vertiéres, in Saint Domingue, in November 1803. Finally, on
January 1, 1804, after a protracted war, Saint Domingue freed itself from France, and proclaimed
its freedom and independence.16
The momentum toward abolition evinced by the Saint Domingue revolutionaries terrified
the Planter class in the Caribbean and Latin America, many of whom had remained loyal
to monarchist France. On the islands of Martinique, Guadeloupe, and Saint Domingue, the
Planters moved to counter the revolutionaries and the threat of abolition by inviting the
British to invade the colonies in the hope that the old regime would eventually be re-instated.
Louis-François Dubuc, a leading Planter on Martinique, even travelled to London in 1792 to
convince the British government to invade the island and help royalist France save Martinique
and Guadeloupe for the King and for the slave-owning Planters. It must be recalled that Lord
Dalhousie had participated in the British invasion of Martinique. In Saint Domingue, with the
slave armies in the ascendant, upon the request of Royalist Planters, the British, determined to
re-introduce slavery and establish their hegemony, invaded the island.17 Ironically, Col. Sir John
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Graves Simcoe, a former governor of Upper Canada, is known to Canadians as an anti-slavery
activist. However, he had had an odd relationship with it, as previous to this he had led the
British invasion of Saint Domingue in 1796, where he re-instated slavery.

2.6 Lord Dalhousie’s relationship to race and slavery
Part of the war strategy of the European colonial and imperial rivals was to attack each other’s
colonies.18 In the Caribbean, these were plantation colonies, worked by enslaved Africans
whose labour produced plantation export staples such as sugar, tobacco, cotton, indigo, coffee,
and cocoa. The European colonial powers had all grown powerful from the wealth created by
enslaved Black people. This is no doubt why Louis-François Dubuc was able to encourage Britain
to attack the French revolutionaries that had threatened to change Martinique’s status quo as
monarchist and a slave colony.
It was on the island of Martinique where Dalhousie had his first direct encounters with
slavery. Dalhousie joined the occupation of Martinique in the first half of 1795.19 His job as an
occupier was to bolster the control of the White Planters and maintain Martinique’s security
against the revolutionaries. Ensuring the subjection of the enslaved Black community was
essential to that job. Commanding a battalion of the 2nd Regiment of Foot, he saw active
service. In a crucial engagement in December of that year, a detachment under his command
(together with local militia) defeated an advance party of French revolutionary forces, preventing
a massive invasion and keeping strategically important Martinique under British command.
Injured in that battle, Lord Dalhousie returned to Britain in March 1796.20
Dalhousie’s brief tour of duty in Martinique was one of his main experiences with Black
people. His time there was cut short because he had been wounded during a French
revolutionary invasion of the island and had returned to the United Kingdom to recuperate. Even
so, in Martinique, the earl’s interaction with enslaved Black people would have had a profound
impact on his consciousness. When Dalhousie arrived in Nova Scotia, he would have brought
with him his experience of slavery, war, and military administration in both the Caribbean and
Europe.
Dalhousie’s relationship to race and slavery would have been strengthened during his time
in Martinique. He witnessed formerly enslaved Africans losing their freedom under the British
rule he had helped cement. He witnessed Black people at hard labour, being whipped by slave
drivers as they worked on sugar plantations in “miserable slavery” from sun-up to after sundown.
Dalhousie had become an instrument of Britain’s imperial will and the White supremacist logic
that subjugated and suppressed Black people, deprived them of their freedom, and solidified
Britain’s aspirations for the island. It was likely in Martinique where the idea that Black people
were naturally created for slavery became set in Dalhousie’s mind because, two decades later,
in Nova Scotia, he would continually say things that reflected the “common-sense” belief that
slavery was the natural condition of Black.21
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3.0
The Nova Scotia to Which
Lord Dalhousie Came

3.1 Nova Scotia’s economy in the world of the Atlantic Slave Trade
Understanding the Nova Scotia of 1816 requires some knowledge of its place in the British
Empire, the broader world around it, and the society and economy of the time, particularly in
regard to British rule and the transatlantic slave trade. The turn of the nineteenth century was
a time of upheaval and uncertainty that followed conflicts in Europe and in the colonies of
the New World. The War of 1812 had created an influx of former Black enslaved persons (now
referred to as the Black Refugees) and White settlers.1 The debts Britain incurred during this
war added to the sea of debt Britain had incurred during the Napoleonic wars. By 1815, this
amounted to more than twice its combined domestic and foreign economic production, and
the payments required to service this debt amounted to over half of Britain’s total revenue.
The government also faced a public that was hostile to national taxation and a parliament that
pushed back against borrowing for public expenditures that had become bloated, including
the subsidies it continued to send to its colonies.2 Added to this were its military men who
were now idle, and an economy that had begun to restructure subsequent to the Slave Trade
Abolition Act of 1807.
Britain’s attempt to help the colony of Nova Scotia with the labour it needed to develop
and prosper came in its promise to support the Loyalists, Black Refugees, and disbanded
regiments of soldiers who had fought for their mother country during the American
Revolutionary war. And even though this arrangement did not include trade in enslaved Black
persons, this did not mean Nova Scotia was not part of the British slavery economy. On the
contrary, it still participated in the slave trade by engaging in commercial activity that revolved
around Caribbean slave-produced goods that circulated among Britain’s Atlantic colonies.
Scholars have linked the rise of Britain as a colonial and imperial power to its dominant
role in the transatlantic slave trade. Between 1713, when Britain assumed dominance in
the Transatlantic slave trade, and 1807, when Britain abolished its own involvement in this
heinous commerce, it had transported over three million Africans to work in bondage in its
colonies in the New World. Not only did Britain transport captive Africans to its own colonies
but its merchant ships also transported captive persons to Dutch, French, Spanish, and
Portuguese territories in the New World. Here, they were pressed into permanent bondage on
slave plantations, where they worked long hours, under brutal, oppressive conditions.3
The slave trade produced an interconnected system of industries that were crucial to
the growth of Britain, continental Europe, the Thirteen Colonies, the Southern colonies, the
West Indies and British North America. Nova Scotia was also part of this network. And even
though Nova Scotia itself did not send ships to Africa, it still participated in the slave trade by
engaging in commercial activity that revolved around Caribbean slave-produced goods that
circulated among the Atlantic colonies.4
Halifax was Nova Scotia’s main port. But merchants throughout the colony grew wealthy
on the trade they plied in this lucrative network. As Nova Scotia produced few goods for
export, Halifax merchants acted as distributors in what was known as the “carrying trade.”
They filled their ships with British manufactured goods, American wheat, New Brunswick
timber, and Newfoundland fish, combined them with the colony’s own products (fish, gypsum,
barrel staves, shingles, and grindstones), and shipped these to the West Indies to sell at a
profit. From there, they transported West Indian products, namely sugar, molasses, rum,
cocoa, and coffee, to destinations in British North America, New England, and Britain.5
When the United States Congress under Thomas Jefferson passed the Embargo Act of
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1807, America prohibited its own ships from trading in foreign ports; further restrictions
followed, between 1812 and 1814, prohibiting them from trading in British ports in the West
Indies. This proved advantageous for Halifax. During the war years, an unprecedented volume
of trade moved in and out of Halifax Harbour: from the West Indies, cargoes of slave-made
sugar, molasses, rum, and coffee flowed in and were reshipped to the rest of Nova Scotia
and British North America.6 During Dalhousie’s years in Nova Scotia, Halifax’s profits in this
carrying trade fluctuated as Britain negotiated with the United States over whether American
vessels could have direct access to the West Indies. But for the time being, Halifax kept a
strong position in the West India carrying trade.7
All of this meant profits for Halifax’s West Indian merchants and tax revenue for the Nova
Scotia government. Excise and customs revenues from West Indian imports contributed
20-25 per cent of total provincial tax revenues during the best years of this trade.8 While
merchants made huge profits, the government financed public works, such as roads, bridges,
the Shubenacadie Canal, the legislature, and Dalhousie College. This slavery-based money
also helped develop coal mining and expand the colony’s shipbuilding industry.9 All of this
depended on the cheap slave-produced goods that came from the West Indies and its slave
plantations. Without this source of trade and revenue, Nova Scotia’s pace of development
would have been much slower and the standard of living would have been much lower across
the colony’s White population. The coffee, tea, sugar, rum, and molasses that were grown and
produced on West Indian slave plantations, by overworked and dying enslaved persons, filled the
residences of the affluent, including those of the lieutenant-governor and the merchant class,
and also of the more modest homes of farmers and fisher families throughout the colony.
The definition of slavery was tied up with the reproductive capacity of enslaved Black
women. Slave status was passed down from one generation to the next through matrilineal
identity. Slaveholders wrote into law a principle, partus sequitur ventrem, which meant that
children inherited the status of their mothers (and not their fathers who could be slave or
free, Black, White, or Native people). This cruel feature meant that Black women’s wombs
produced generations of slave children who were not considered part of these women’s
families but the property of slave owners. These children and their descendants would forever
be enslaved persons.10 Then there was the racial dimension of slavery. In slave systems in the
New World, Africans were the enslaved, and Europeans were the enslavers. As a result, a racial
order based on White supremacy and Black inferiority obtained. For women, this sad fact
reveals that slavery was as much a system of racial bondage as it was of sexual enslavement.
Enslaved people were considered chattel—the property of slave owners, similar to these
owners’ livestock, buildings, and equipment. Slavery was also a killer and the lifespan of an
enslaved person tended to be short. The nature of plantation work was brutal, and many were
literally worked to death, only to be replaced by other captured Africans. Before 1807 in the
British Caribbean, for example, the enslaved persons population only increased as a result of
new importations.11
Comments made in 1803 by Brook Watson, a British parliamentarian and merchant
with decades of experience in the North American and West India trade, underscore the
importance of the West India slave trade to British and colonial commerce. There was a
growing pushback against the discussions about abolition that were beginning to take place
within Parliament and among the general population. Watson notes:
The abolition of the trade … would ruin the West Indies, destroy our Newfoundland
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fisheries, which the slaves in the West Indies support by consuming that part of the
fish which is fit for no other consumption and, consequently, by cutting off the great
source of seamen, annihilate our marine.12
Brook Watson had an intricate connection to Nova Scotia. His shipping firm was the head
office for the Halifax-based merchant firm Foreman & Grassie.13 Watson’s sentiments can
be extended to the importance of the West India slave trade to private wealth and public
revenues in colonies like Nova Scotia. In sounding the alarm against abolition, Watson alerts
us to the fact that it is the worst part of the cod, (fit for no other consumption), that was sent
to feed the Caribbean slaves.14 His voice added to those of other politicians and merchants
who felt little sympathy for the plight of enslaved Africans and their descendants. They saw
these people’s raison d’être as producing goods to buy, sell, and ship in a trade that produced
tremendous wealth and filled public coffers. Indeed, Nova Scotia merchants defended the
trade. They almost certainly shared the anti-abolition views of Watson and others. Those who
were slave owners surely did.15 After the abolition of the trade in captured Africans, these
merchants and politicians continued to trade in goods that depended on slave labour.

3.2 Early slavery in Nova Scotia
By the beginning of the eighteenth century, people of African descent had been living in Nova
Scotia for over one hundred years. The earliest recorded presence of Black inhabitants in Nova
Scotia dates back to 1604. Sources reveal that during that year an anonymous Black man
died of scurvy at Port Royal in the Annapolis Region.16 At the time, Port Royal was the seat of
Acadia, and Sieur Dugua de Mons was governor.
Additional records indicate that in 1608, a Mathieu Da Costa, described as a Portuguese
African, was in the employ of de Mons, as a linguist, interpreter, and cultural broker between
the French and the tribes of the Abenaki Confederacy.17 Da Costa was not enslaved but was a
free man. However, as the century unfolded and French colonialism took root, the majority of
Africans who came into the colony (whether it was the mainland or the island of Île Royale)
arrived as enslaved persons. In Île Royale between 1713 and 1758 there were 266 mainly Black
enslaved people, who laboured in a variety of tasks including domestic work, nurse maid,
farming, fishing, executioner, and rat catching.18
The enslaved persons in Île Royale lived under the French regime, which ended in North
America between 1758 and 1760. In fact, within what came to be called Nova Scotia, the
development of the cod trade began under the French in Île Royale. Fish products were exported
to the West Indies as the main protein source for the enslaved Africans there. Kenneth Donovan
notes that
By 1718, Île Royale had become a thriving French colony, producing and exporting
150,000 quintals of dried cod fish…. As the slave population of the French West Indies
expanded, the French Caribbean demand for dried cod increased dramatically and
Île Royale provided a portion of this trade. By the 1740s, Île Royale was selling up to
40,000 quintals of cod per year in the West Indies, particularly in Saint Domingue. The
colony became a market for Caribbean products. Shiploads of sugar, molasses and
rum were brought to Île Royale and immediately re-exported, primarily to the British
American colonies. So extensive was the trade in rum and molasses that, by 1750, the
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value of Île Royale’s sugar products rivalled the value of
the colony’s codfish production.19
Thus, from the very beginning of Canada’s colonial enterprise,
through its mercantile endeavours, Nova Scotia had been
entangled with the transatlantic slave trade, through the cod, rum,
sugar, and molasses link. Île Royale was yoked to the rest of the
colonial world that had been using the Black African body and its
labour to enrich and empower itself.20
Slavery in mainland Nova Scotia became much more common
after the founding of Halifax in 1749. In 1745, Louisbourg was
invaded and captured by New Englanders and the British but
was returned to the French in 1748. Halifax was founded as
the “warden of the north” by the British as part of its defensive
strategy in its perpetual war against the French in the Atlantic,
JOSHUA MAUGER, HALIFAX MERCHANT
this time in Louisbourg.21 In the years after Halifax’s founding New
OBTAINED FROM DICTIONARY OF CANADIAN BIOGRAPHY
Englanders, naval officers, merchants, immigrants, and others
HTTP://BIOGRAPHI.CA/EN/BIO/MAUGER_JOSHUA_4E.HTML
coming from the Caribbean brought their enslaved property with
them to Halifax. One Captain Bloss, for example, arrived from
Antigua with sixteen enslaved Africans.22 The example of Bloss and others, such as merchant
trader Joshua Mauger, illustrates the coastal dimension of the slave trade where British
colonists moved enslaved persons along the Atlantic littoral, from the Caribbean to Nova
Scotia, and from Nova Scotia to the Caribbean. This point will be returned to later.
The enslavement of Black people in Nova Scotia expanded after the Expulsion of the
Acadians in 1755.23 The British government granted lands it had stolen from the French to
English-speaking settlers who had arrived from New England between 1755 and 1774. Called
“Planters,” these New England settlers brought their enslaved property with them. The
government gave an additional fifty acres of land to the Planters for each Black person these
settlers brought. So, one can clearly state that slavery played a role in expanding the colony.
During the years of Planter settlement, eight thousand New England Planters had resettled in
Nova Scotia; the number of enslaved persons that arrived with them is unknown. But we do
know that they carried out the same tasks as their counterparts on Île Royale: doing fieldwork,
tending livestock, mending fences and equipment, and performing domestic tasks in a mixed
economy. Slave labour subsidized colonial economies such as Nova Scotia’s, in ways not
accounted for. Enslaved people performed labour (for free) that their owners could or would
not do, freeing their owners to perform other activities. The countless hours of unpaid labour
also meant that enslaved people enormously enriched their owners.
Halifax, with its port and naval base, became an integral part of a system of trade in both
humans and slave-made products that had been established between Europe, the West Indies,
British North America and, later, the newly independent United States of America. Various ads
in colonial newspapers and probate documents testify to this.
A “negro servant” named Orange was mentioned in a will; and in May an entrepreneur
and victualler to the navy at Halifax, Joshua Mauger, advertised several Negro slaves
for sale. A Halifax merchant and magistrate, Malachy Salter, asked his wife to buy a
Negro boy for him while she was in Boston in 1759, confessing that he was “obliged
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to exercise the car of stick [against one of his two slaves] almost every day.” Negro
slaves were introduced to Liverpool by 1760, to the New Glasgow region in 1767,
and to Bridgeport, Amherst, Onslow, and Cornwallis by 1770. In that year, Henry
Denny Denson of Falmouth held five and possibly as many as sixteen slaves at his
Mount Denson home. “A boy and a girl, about eleven years old; likewise, a puncheon
of choice cherry brandy,” were offered for sale in 1760; and in 1769 an auction was
held on the beach in Halifax to sell “two hogsheads of rum, three of sugar and two
well-grown negro girls, aged fourteen and twelve.”24
The reference to the auction suggests that the two girls were brought up from the West
Indies along with the barrels of rum and sugar, and reveals how blackness was fused with
slavery and disposability.

3.3 Black Loyalists: Free and slave
The Black population in Nova Scotia, and the Maritimes as a whole, expanded during and
after 1783 with the arrival of close to 40,000 Loyalists from the American colonies to the
south. The British were defeated in the American Revolution, and those who supported the
Crown became known as “Loyalists.” Either having refused to live in the revolted colonies, or
having left because they had been chased out by the victorious Americans, these Loyalists
were transported by the British to
loyal colonies, including Nova Scotia.
Of this number, 3,000 were freed
Black people who had fought for the
Crown during the war or had escaped
behind the British lines. In return
for their wartime duties, the British
promised freedom, land, seeds, tools,
provisions, and other supplies for
three years to these Black Loyalists.
Moreover, they were promised the
same civil and human rights as White
subjects.
JOSHUA MAUGER: ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE SALE OF ‘SEVERAL NEGRO SLAVES’
However, upon arriving in Nova
COURTESY OF THE NOVA SCOTIA ARCHIVES, HALIFAX GAZETTE 30 MAY 1752 P. 2 (MICROFILM NO. 8152)
Scotia these Black Loyalists found
that the land they had been promised was not forthcoming. In fact, many of them received no
land at all and some only one acre, while heads of households for White families received one
hundred acres or more. Provisions were also not forthcoming, and many Black Loyalists faced
starvation. White people who held political, social, and economic power in Nova Scotia had
re-inscribed a social order based on White supremacy and Black subordination. Even though
these Black Loyalists were free, in the minds of many White people this did not qualify them
for social equality. Landless, some Black people entered into peonage arrangements with
White farmers and landholders. Even more sinister, some of them faced re-enslavement; some
were actually kidnapped and sold into slavery in the West Indies or the American South.
White resentment of the Black presence in the colony boiled over into rage as a White
mob descended on the Black Loyalist settlement of Birchtown in 1784 and destroyed it.
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Though the settlement was demolished, no
White people were arrested for the crime,
and the Black people of Birchtown received
almost no support or compensation from the
colonial government. Disappointed, angry, and
distraught, over 1,000 Black Loyalists left Nova
Scotia in 1792 for Sierra Leone and what they
hoped would be a better life.26
The free Black Loyalists have been
celebrated in historical texts and their stories
form part of historical consciousness among
Black people in Nova Scotia and Canada as a
whole. However, the history of the enslaved
Black people who were brought to Nova
Scotia by their White Loyalist owners has not
been written about in the same regard.27 The
enslaved came from northern, middle, and
southern American colonies. In Nova Scotia,
with its northern climate, they would have
encountered a similar political economy that
marked the northern and middle colonies, and
not the tropical and sub-tropical plantation
slavery of the American South. This new
collectivity of Black people in bondage greatly
augmented the number of Black people living
in bondage in the colony, and made slavery
even more entrenched.
The exact number of Black enslaved persons
belonging to White Loyalist owners who entered
PETITION FROM NOVA SCOTIAN SLAVE OWNERS FOR THE
Nova Scotia is unknown, although scholars have
PROTECTION OF RIGHTS TO SLAVE PROPERTY,
put the number between 1,500 and 2,000.28
ANNAPOLIS COUNTY, 9 DECEMBER 1807, PAGE 1 (SEE APPENDIX FOR PAGES 2 – 6)
One reason for the lack of certainty is because
COURTESY OF THE NOVA SCOTIA ARCHIVES, RG 5 SERIES A VOL. 14 NO. 49 (MICROFILM NO. 15591)
of how they were defined and designated in
official documents. Sometimes their White
owners referred to them as “servants” and not slaves; therefore, masking the fact that they were
indeed enslaved persons.29

3.4 Conflicting legal regimes around slavery
The influx of the White Loyalists and their enslaved persons led to continued widespread
racism that soon became deeply entrenched within the colony’s society. At the same time,
anti-slavery sentiment was beginning to be seen in the legislature, in the courts, and among
religious groups. And even as the number of enslaved persons entering the colony increased,
slavery’s legality in the colony remained tenuous. In Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, slavery
was recognized under common law as a form of private property; in these colonies, it had
no statutory basis. Only in Prince Edward Island was there statutory recognition of slavery.30
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Numerous attempts by owners to gain statute protection for the property they claimed to own
(in 1787, 1789, 1801, and 1808) were defeated each time.31 Even so, slavery in Nova Scotia
persisted into the 1820s.32
Whitfield notes three aspects of Nova Scotian slavery that must be understood: First,

ADVERTISEMENT FOR RUNAWAY SLAVE “JAMES”
PROPERTY OF ABEL MICHENER, OF FALMOUTH, NOVA SCOTIA, 22 MAY 1781
COURTESY OF THE NOVA SCOTIA ARCHIVES, NOVA SCOTIA GAZETTE 22 MAY
1781 P. 3 (MICROFILM NO. 8159)

ADVERTISEMENT FOR A TWENTY-DOLLAR REWARD FOR A RUNAWAY SLAVE
15 MARCH 1794, COURTESY OF THE NOVA SCOTIA ARCHIVES, WEEKLY CHRONICLE
15 MARCH 1794 P. 1 (MICROFILM NO. 8165)

slave-holding extended across most socio-economic classes of White society, from farmers,
to tradesmen, to business owners and the merchant class. Second, enslaved persons worked
and lived with slave owners in a type of bondage that existed within a mixed economy, similar
to that of New England and the Middle Atlantic colonies.33 Belonging to a family did not mean
that slave conditions were benevolent or mild. Maritime slave owners regularly exploited Black
labour and broke apart Black families by selling enslaved family members to slave owners in
other regions, regardless of how long they had lived with and worked for them. Third, enslaved
persons were not powerless. They negotiated the terms of their bondage, broke their bonds
by fleeing, and resorted to the courts for their freedom. The latter two options were often
pursued with the help of sympathetic White citizens.34
In terms of the legal regime around slavery, the Maritimes stands out as an anomaly. By
1804, every New England state, and Pennsylvania, New York, and New Jersey had legally
adopted emancipation. Upper Canada (east, central, and southwestern areas of present-day
Ontario) had introduced legislation to abolish slavery but this was unsuccessful. It was
successful, however, in banning the importation of new enslaved persons and in introducing
legislation to free the children of enslaved mothers once they reached the age of twenty-five.35 In
Lower Canada (an area along the St. Lawrence river), Chief Justice James Monk “issued a series
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of decisions that made ‘slavery virtually untenable’ in that colony.”36 At the same time, slavery
still remained entrenched and Monk could not use the court to achieve emancipation. Gradually,
slavery withered in Lower Canada. In the Maritimes, however, only Prince Edward Island had a
law that addressed slavery. This law abolished the Slave Baptism Act of 1781.37 As Nova Scotia
and New Brunswick lacked statutes that made slavery legal, they did not see the need to bring
in laws to abolish it.
[This left a space] for black and white people to negotiate and understand the
perimeters of slavery. Slaveholders regularly went to court to retrieve runaway
slaves or to re-enslave free blacks, while slaves went to court to challenge owners’
rights to hold them in bondage. From the moment they stepped onto the shores
of the Maritimes, [some] slaves took an active role in obtaining their own freedom
by running away and finding sympathetic Whites willing to support their claims in
court. Until the mid-1790s, Nova Scotian judges sometimes returned escaped slaves
to their supposed owners.38
Slavery eventually ended in Nova Scotia, mainly due to enslaved persons pushing back
against their owners and winning their freedom with the help of abolitionist White people.
Politicians and everyday people became unwilling to pursue a legal recognition of slavery.
Sympathetic White people harboured runaways and willingly challenged slaveholders in court;
still, this was not the norm. Even so, the supporters of slavery became an ever smaller and
more isolated group. By the early 1800s, the majority opinion in the region did not support
slave owners. Those inclined to own enslaved persons could leave for slave-owning territories
in the West Indies or the United States. At the same time, slavery remained legal in Nova
Scotia and other parts of British North America until the British Parliament passed the Slavery
Abolition Act in 1833 with royal assent on August 1, 1834. Slavery may have officially ended
almost two hundred years ago, but Nova Scotia’s Black population continued to endure a
deeply entrenched racism that persists today.
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4.0
Lord Dalhousie:
Lieutenant-Governor of
Nova Scotia, 1816 to 1820

From 1796 to 1815, Dalhousie continued to participate in the French Revolutionary and
Peninsular wars that pitted Britain against France, in Europe. And even though Britain had
also entered into a conflict with the United States of America in the War of 1812, Dalhousie
remained in Europe. In 1814, with the end of the Peninsular Wars, Dalhousie was a military
man now entering a time of peace.
The end of the wars in continental Europe, the Caribbean, and North America saw talented
military men looking for work. In return for their service, the British Crown awarded many of
them with governorships of colonies. In 1816, Dalhousie received the governorship of Nova
Scotia, replacing Sir John Sherbrooke, another military man and veteran of the Napoleonic
wars and the War of 1812. When Dalhousie arrived in Nova Scotia, he would have brought with
him his experience on Martinique and his observations of slavery there and the role it played
in all aspects of colonial life.

4.1 Nova Scotia under Sir John Sherbrooke
To understand the Nova Scotia that Dalhousie came to in the context of slavery and racism,
it is necessary to understand the colony’s government and people, the challenges they
faced, and their attitudes toward the Black Refugees of the War of 1812. Sherbrooke was
lieutenant-governor of Nova Scotia from 1811 to 1816. As this was a period dominated by
the War of 1812, Sherbrooke’s main duty was colonial defence. He also had to deal with a
constant influx of immigrants coming from the United States and Europe that included White
settlers, regiments of disbanded soldiers, and Black Refugees. At the time, Britain focused
most of its armed forces in Upper and Lower Canada, as most of the land-based conflicts of
the war took place there. Sherbrooke fortified Nova Scotia’s harbours, ensured the colony’s
militia was battle ready, and carried out various local colonial duties in relation to these Black
Refugees and White settlers. (The British government was responsible for matters dealing
with the regiments of disbanded soldiers.) In addition, Sherbrooke also carried on friendly
relations with the New England states.1 Despite the ongoing hostilities between Britain’s
northern colonies and the United States, Nova Scotia prospered due to the steady commerce
it conducted with New England and Britain’s colonies in the West Indies.
In the summer of 1814, Lord Bathurst, Secretary of State for the Colonies and War, ordered
Sherbrooke to occupy present-day Maine.2 At the time, Britain and the United States had long
been in a border dispute at Passamaquoddy Bay and Penobscot River.3 They were also still
at war. In August, that same year, Sherbrooke led British military and naval forces to Maine
and landed at Castine, a town situated at the mouth of the Penobscot River. From there, he
subdued the region and set up a civil administration that occupied the state for the remaining
eight months of the war. In the process, the British administration collected over £11,000 in
customs duties. Rather than spend these funds locally, Sherbrooke took them as a prize of
war, credited to the British Crown and not to the colony of Nova Scotia. Thirty per cent of
these funds came from duties on slave-produced commodities, which means that the money
that came to be known as the Castine Fund came partly from the labour of enslaved people in
the Caribbean.4
In April 1815, Sherbrooke returned to Nova Scotia and the business of dealing with the
constant influx of regiments of disbanded soldiers, White settlers, and Black Refugees, the
latter of whom had been promised land and freedom in return for their service to Britain in
the recently ended war.
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4.1.2 The arrival of the Black Refugees of the War of 1812
The first Black Refugees arrived from the Chesapeake area in 1813. Twelve hundred landed in
Halifax between 1813 and 1814.5 A further surge of arrivals in 1815 compelled Sherbrooke to
divert a shipload of 380 Black Refugees to New Brunswick as Nova Scotia lacked the resources
to accommodate such a large influx.6 More Black Refugees—1,619—arrived in 1816, so that
there were now almost 3,000 new arrivals.7 These people were penniless, many of them were
also sick. And although the British government had promised to finance their resettlement
in its northern colony, it was not until 1814 that Britain paid for their support, and then only
for those who were unable to work. Even so, this assistance was meagre by any comparison,
particularly when taking into account the assistance accorded to the (White) soldiers of the
disbanded regiments. Before then, Sherbrooke had had to turn to the Nova Scotia Assembly
(the lower house of the colony’s government) for the funds he needed to provide rations,
clothing, and medical care.8 In 1814, opportunities for labour were plentiful due to the
economic stimulation that usually comes with a war and the inherent military demand for
goods and services. A very different situation faced the Black Refugees who arrived in 1815
and 1816 when the war had ended, as the local job market had sharply declined.
Sherbrooke was well aware that the Assembly was opposed to Black settlement. In their
1815 session of the house, they delivered a policy speech to him, and through him to Britain,
saying that they were “unwilling, by any aid of ours, to encourage the bringing of [“Negroe”
and “Mulatto”] Settlers to this Province.” They believed that providing material support to
encourage Black settlement would discourage White settlers from coming to Nova Scotia
and that it would establish a “separate and marked class of people, unfitted by nature to this
climate, or to an association with the rest of his Majesty’s subjects.”9
The Assembly had provided funding to the earliest Black Refugees through the poorhouse,
albeit grudgingly. They clearly resented taking in and supporting these people, regardless
of the service and loyalty they had provided to the British government during the war. The
Assembly also worried about the competition this population would pose in the local job
market.10
As the number of Black Refugees increased, the provincial government considered this
to be an extra strain on the colony’s resources, particularly because the British government
had failed to follow through with the necessary resources to assist in the first stream of Black
Refugees that settled in the colony. The Assembly’s speech reflected the colonists’ response
to this new influx of Black Refugees. As historian Alan Taylor summarized, they saw the Black
Refugees as “dirty, lazy and larcenous.”11 Whenever one of them transgressed, the public and
the press regarded the culprit as representing his or her entire race. A Halifax newspaper
even warned White colonists against employing the Black Refugees: “[N]o kindness, comfort,
or hospitality can insure their integrity, … a race whose principles are so repugnant to the
dictates of gratitude and morality.”12
Sherbrooke ordered that the Black Refugees be sent to the poorhouse, which soon
filled to capacity. In 1814, he sent other Black Refugees—mainly the sick, disabled, and
elderly—to the former military prison on Melville Island.13 This was a parsimonious means
of providing for people who had loyally served Britain and in return had been promised “all
due encouragement” from the locals, that they might prosper in this new-found liberty.14
Sherbrooke’s attitude toward honouring Britain’s commitment to the Black Refugees can
be seen in his not proposing to Bathurst or the Nova Scotia Council a plan like the 1808 one
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that Lord Castlereagh had devised to provide for enslaved persons who were captured from
slave ships by British naval vessels after 1807 and who were relocated to British colonies.
In Castlereagh’s plan, each such “contraband” slave was to be provided with a per diem.
Dalhousie later delivered only weekly rations to the Refugees, even less than had been
mandated by Castlereagh to other former enslaved persons who had, like the Refugees, been
caught up in British strategy.
Most of the Black Refugees who arrived in Nova Scotia had expected to become
land-owning farmers, according to what they had understood by Cochrane’s proclamation of
providing “due encouragement” for those who had assisted.15 The poor quality of this land,
its limited title, and the small lot sizes put the Black Refugees at a considerable disadvantage
compared to White settlers. This constituted a major unfairness in terms of the assistance
granted these two groups of would-be settlers. Another discriminatory practice can be seen in
the locations of these land allotments.
Sherbrooke placed most of the Black Refugees at Preston, ten miles from Halifax, or
Hammonds Plains, twenty miles from the town. Both locations had previously been granted
to British soldiers and Irish immigrants, who soon abandoned land they found unsuitable
for farming. Smaller Black communities were established on Refugee Hill (now Beechville),
Porters Lake and Fletcher Lake—also several miles from Halifax, and Three Mile Plains,
St. Croix, and other locations along the Windsor Road, which would have placed the Black
population close to larger, White farms.16
Sherbrooke’s decision to situate the Black Refugees on the periphery of Halifax or close
to White farms and granting them only licences of occupation for small lots of land not
suited to agriculture is evidence that instead of welcoming them into Nova Scotian society,
the lieutenant-governor isolated, socially marginalized, and deprived these Black people
of the same economic opportunities White settlers were accorded. At the same time, the
governor ensured the Black Refugees were kept close enough to provide a ready pool of cheap
labour for White farmers, or for Halifax’s businesses, on its docks, or in its households. All of
this presented almost insurmountable barriers for the Black Refugees. The land they were
accorded only produced enough for subsistence; and even if they had been able to develop
it, not having freehold title limited both their economic prospects and their voting rights.
Further, those who did find work were paid very low wages. Their low wages and proximity to
White merchants’ businesses and White settlers’ farms meant the Black Refugees contributed
to the success of these latter ventures. Some were even cheated out of portions of the low
wages they had rightfully earned.17
Despite their hardships, the Black Refugees worked diligently. The Nova Scotians who
knew them and saw first-hand their efforts to carve out an existence provided testimonials
that substantially differed from those of Sherbrooke and, later, Dalhousie.18
Theophilus Chamberlain, the supervisor of Preston, characterized the Black Refugees as
“able” and “industrious.”19 “With mere hand tools, they built ‘snug houses’ and cleared garden
plots to grow potatoes and vegetables between rocks.” The supervisor at Porters Lake reported
that “they raised upwards of three hundred Bushels of Potatoes beside other Vegetables upon
Lands which the year before was covered with a Forest.” Another supervisor “extolled two
black farmers as ‘very ingenious and industrious men’” who had “erected a very Comfortable
House, cleared several acres of Land now in Cultivation… cut a road and Erected a very
comfortable Bridge.” Quaker doctor Seth Coleman often visited the Black Refugees; he noted
“a disposition in them to labour, and to help themselves, but the fact is they have nothing
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to do during the long winter when they could neither farm nor find paying work in Halifax.”
Coleman found many of them subsisting on “what we should think literally nothing… often
the men watched the children while the women walked several miles to the White-owned
farms to seek a day’s work at washing and sewing. He deemed the Black Refugees a “Virtuous
People.”20

REPORT OF LANDS CLEARED BY THE PEOPLE OF COLOUR IN THE SETTLEMENT OF PRESTON
COURTESY OF THE NOVA SCOTIA ARCHIVES, RG 1 VOL. 421 NO. 3 (MICROFILM NO. 15464)

4.2 Lord Dalhousie and the Black Refugees
Sherbrooke’s tenure in Nova Scotia ended in June 1816. When Dalhousie arrived to replace
him, on October 24, 1816, most of the Black Refugees had already arrived and been settled
into their communities. When Dalhousie became lieutenant-governor, he became the
highest authority in Nova Scotia’s civil government and commander-in-chief of both the
colony’s militia and of the British military in Halifax. However, even though his job was to
preserve order and ensure the defence and further development of the colony, his authority
was limited by British law and convention. He could influence the spending decisions of
the provincial government, and some decisions of the British government depended on his
personal recommendations.21 By 1816, Nova Scotia had been settled for almost two hundred
years, mainly by Europeans, on land Britain and France had seized from the Mi’kmaq and
which remained unceded. Its economy had been shaped around its military role, lumbering,
mining, fishing, farming, and the coastal trade with West Indian slave colonies. It faced
many challenges inherent in its relatively remote location, difficult climate, and more than
two centuries of conflicts within the colony and from Maine to Martinique, including its
involvement in the War of 1812. In Halifax, public buildings were crumbling, the roads were
in disrepair, and smuggling activity along the coast challenged state control of trade and
compromised public revenues. There was vagrancy and begging in Halifax streets, granted
lands had been neglected, and land that had not yet been granted was being worked by
squatters who held no title to it. New settlers and Black Refugees of the War of 1812 were
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pouring into the colony, as were soldiers of
several disbanded regiments. And after the
failed harvest of 1816, there was hunger
among the people. Dalhousie had much to
do.22
As lieutenant-governor, Dalhousie
represented the British Crown and answered
to Lord Bathurst, Britain’s top minister in
charge of the colonies. Time, distance, and the
slow means of transport meant long periods
between communications. Dalhousie was
left to his own discretion when making rapid
decisions, seeking authorization when he
thought it necessary to go beyond Bathurst’s
instructions. His decisions were based on
his understanding of local conditions. A
two-chamber provincial government assisted
him. The twenty-five members of the House
of Assembly advised him on conditions
throughout the colony and voted on how
to spend the colony’s own revenues, which
came mainly from customs and excise
duties. His Majesty’s council—the Council
of Twelve—acted as an upper chamber of
the Assembly and an advisory body for the
lieutenant-governor (similar to the Senate
and the Cabinet in today’s Parliament). They
also read and approved the Assembly’s bills
before they became law. Lieutenant-Governor
Dalhousie and his legislators largely shared a
RETURN OF BLACK AMERICAN REFUGEES RESIDING AT HAMMONDS PLAINS
common interest—bringing labour and capital
COURTESY OF THE NOVA SCOTIA ARCHIVES, RG 1 VOL. 422 NO. 19 (MICROFILM NO. 15463)
to the colony—though they would emphasize
different policies and methods of achieving this goal. Dalhousie could advise the Assembly on
spending priorities but he did not have complete command and the Assembly could refuse
specific requests. The Assembly made spending decisions on items such as the wages and
salaries of lower-level public employees, expenditures on public works, the costs of the lower
judiciary and the militia, subsidies to private and charity schools, the Halifax poorhouse,
emergency relief and private charities, and borrowing money on provincial credit. They did not
pay Dalhousie’s salary; he was paid by the British Crown. Ultimately, this meant he answered
to the British government and not to Nova Scotia’s Assembly or Council.
While Dalhousie was in office, the Assembly normally spent between about £800 and
£1,400 a year on poor relief.23 After a colony-wide crop failure in 1816, they spent £8,000 on
new seed grain for the colony’s farmers in the spring of 1817 and a one-time emergency relief
fund.24 The Assembly refused to provide regular support to the Black Refugees, whom they
saw as Britain’s responsibility. In 1819, Dalhousie reported that the Assembly had “uniformly
resisted any grant from the public purse to support these people.”25 That Dalhousie did
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not push back against the Assembly’s miserly stance toward the Black Refugees tells us
something about his own attitudes toward the colony’s Black population. (During Dalhousie’s
four years in the colony, the Assembly’s only contribution to these people’s needs was £272 in
medical relief and £100 for emergency food.)26
Unable to get significant support from the Assembly, Sherbrooke and Dalhousie drew
on British resources to fulfil the commitment the Crown had made to the Black Refugees.
Funds drawn from the British military budget and the Crown’s civil list paid for the rations
issued in the Halifax poorhouse, at Melville Island, and later at Black Refugee settlements.27
As we document below, Dalhousie’s correspondence with Bathurst shows that this funding
was stingy, grudgingly given, and chronically questioned by a British government that was
preoccupied with post-war austerity. Racist contempt for the Black Refugees permeates their
correspondence and explains why the rations that went to them were inferior from the start
and became progressively more inadequate. The disbanded soldiers—the only other settlers to
receive rations—received cheese, butter, sugar, and rum in their rations, along with the meat,
cereal, and biscuits that had been issued to the Black Refugees. The soldiers received more
and better meat.28 While Dalhousie was righteously slashing the Black Refugees’ rations in
1817 and 1818, the only cut he made to the former Nova Scotia Fencibles’ and Newfoundland
Fencibles’ food supplies was the termination of their rum ration in the summer of 1818.29
He expected and hoped that the White settlers would succeed in their settlements, but his
personal racism, born both of the broader culture and his personal experience in Martinique,
shows how unwilling Dalhousie was to assist the Black Refugees and how he had discouraged
and deprived them of what they needed to survive.
Most of what we know of Dalhousie and his relationship with and attitude toward the
Black Refugees can be gleaned from his correspondence with Bathurst, during his four-year
tenure as lieutenant-governor of Nova Scotia. Chapter 5 provides details and offers some
interpretations of this correspondence.
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5.0
Lord Dalhousie’s
Correspondence with Lord
Bathurst: Seven Letters

Soon after Dalhousie arrived in Nova Scotia, in a letter dated December 2, 1816, he reports
to Bathurst that the colony was in disarray, its accounts “two Quarters in arrear” and “the
Negroe [sic] families that had settled in a state of starvation, their Crops having totally failed
...” 2 He blames their suffering on the temporary administrator of the colony, in charge during
the summer, whom he asserts “did not chuse [sic] to take any Charge of these matters…” Six
months had passed since Sherbrooke’s departure. It seems that very little had been done in
regard to the condition of the Black Refugees in that year of general crop failure.
In the letter, Dalhousie refers to Sherbrooke’s letter of June 5, 1816, where the latter had
made enquiries to Bathurst on several points in relation to the colony. Presumably these
enquiries would have been on the number of Black Refugees arriving in the colony and their
condition, the number that had already arrived and been settled, the cost of providing for their
needs, and when he could expect funds to arrive from Britain.
Dalhousie further notes that he had been unable to find answers to Sherbrooke’s
questions and he finds himself “… placed in a very embarrassing position without guide or
instructions...” Nonetheless, in this letter he reports that, “On Sir John Sherbrooke’s leaving
this [place] the Depot at Melville Island had been broke up, the Negroe families dispersed in
the new Settlements; or at Work. Rations had been ordered for those that settled on Land
granted them & the Amounts to be continued as before by the Collector of H.M. Customs—in
whose absence his appointed Deputy acted.” But he writes angrily about the fact the interim
administrator left in charge during the summer and early fall had failed to continue rations
after August: “The whole affairs have stood still for three Months & the Negroes left in a
deplorable state.” He also shows some compassion when he refers to “the dreadful severity
of the Winter here to People brought from hot Climates” and asserts that it is necessary to
continue rations until the “1st June next” and to provide “to the most needy what supplies of
Clothing sent out for them remain in store.” He informs Bathurst that he is carrying out what
Sherbrooke had ordered but “had not provided for;” that is, merchants had not been paid for
the food they had supplied during the summer (£700); Dalhousie had written cheques on the
British Treasury and is now asking Bathurst to see that those cheques are covered.
In these early days, Dalhousie appears to be attempting to right a wrong. On the other
hand, in closing the letter, he informs Bathurst that he considers the Black Refugees to
pose a long-term burden “to the public. [M]any of them will prove industrious & valuable
Settlers, yet there are many bad Subjects who never will do well under any Circumstances.”3
Dalhousie blames them for their misery and does not see them as worthy beneficiaries of
public largesse. This, despite the fact the Black Refugees had arrived with few possessions,
many in poor health, their neglect since Sherbrooke’s departure, the poor land they had been
accorded, and their failed crops due to circumstances beyond their control.
Not only does this seem unreasonable given their circumstances but also the short
amount of time since Dalhousie’s arrival would not have permitted him to survey the Black
Refugees’ communities and the meagre resources they had been accorded, and make a
proper first-hand assessment. This raises the question, who did Dalhousie consider to be
“the public”? Obviously not the Black Refugees. One can only infer that Dalhousie’s brusque
assessment was clearly based on racism. After all, given the global climatic change that year
due to a volcanic eruption in Indonesia, every farmer would have experienced a crop failure
and every settler would have been in dire straits. Dalhousie should have been well aware that
poverty, upheaval, meagre resources, and a natural catastrophe played significant roles in the
condition of this vulnerable population. He only had to observe the Black Refugees’ industry
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and circumstances and put himself in their place before passing such hard judgement on this
already marginalized group of people.
In his second letter to Bathurst, dated December 29, 1816,4 we can see Dalhousie’s initial
resolve to treat the Black Refugees humanely. He does so when he rejects a recommendation
the provincial Council had made regarding the locations of the rations depots. However,
also in this letter, his views on race and slavery become even more clear. He opens the letter
by reporting that after having “ordered a Muster” (a census) he found that the number of
Black Refugees far exceeded what he had expected. As a consequence, he was only allotting
rations until “1st June when the Winter of this Climate ends [and] Country Labour opens
up with immense demand for hands…” After May 31, he leaves their well-being to whatever
labour demand there may be; nothing suggests he took into account the prejudice against
Black workers. Nevertheless, Dalhousie shows compassion when he notes that he “found it
necessary to depart” from the advice of the council and “…framed an order on which the issue
of Rations should be guided.” Here, he notes that he has reversed the council’s order to move
the rations depot to Dartmouth, which was between four and twelve miles from Preston and
most other Black communities, obliging the Black Refugees “to carry their Rations further
than many others … have already done.” Now there would be three main depots—one each
in Halifax, Nine Mile River, and Preston—all of which were at shorter distances to each Black
Refugee community. Dalhousie also replaced the two superintendents the Assembly had
employed and hired one of his own officers to issue rations on a regular basis. In doing so,
he showed some sympathy for the Black Refugees and a willingness to stand up to a council
recommendation that had clearly been inhumane and might have caused extreme hardship
during a severe winter.5
While he had rejected the council’s advice on the locations of the rations depots, at the
same time the manner in which the rations were to be supervised would put a “check of the
undeserving…and largely repay to the Public any additional expense of this Officer.” There
would be no rations for the “idle” unless they are old or ill. But, whereas the council had
ordered that families with absent heads of households would not receive rations, “as heads
of families of Black people are too accustomed to go themselves to Halifax or elsewhere in
search of employment or pleasure,”6 Dalhousie asserts that male heads of households might
have good reasons to be absent and should receive rations as long as their absence is “casual”
and does not “impede the cultivation of the ground allotted...”7 As well, elsewhere in this letter,
and only months after a major crop failure, he expresses doubts about the prospect of the
Black Refugees’ success when he says
… little hope can be entertained of settling these people so as to provide for their
families and wants—they must be supported for many years. Slaves by habit &
education, no longer working under the dread of the lash, their idea of freedom is
idleness and they are therefore quite incapable of industry.
Dalhousie also suggests that “they deeply regret quitting their masters…[and] their
constitution is unequal to the Severity of this Climate.” Further, he holds the same opinion
as the Nova Scotia Assembly when he suggests “it would be most desirable to restore them
to their Masters in America or send them to … Sierra Leone…” He firmly believes that “either
place would be agreeable to the greater part of them, but to the West Indies they will not go.”
Here, during his early weeks in the colony, Dalhousie had already shown that he did not
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see the majority of Black immigrants as potentially providing any benefit to the colony. Yet, in
his later letters to Bathurst, he expresses very different views of White settlers who were also
arriving in large numbers from Scotland and Ireland, some via Newfoundland. As we shall see,
Dalhousie urges Bathurst to provide assistance to these White would-be settlers.
Race and the meanings attached to it affected how Dalhousie viewed these future
African Nova Scotians. No doubt his experience with Martinican slavery led him to view the
Black Refugees through a racist lens. In his mind, “slaves they were and slaves they would
remain.” He saw their slave status as primordial and as a result of “habit & education.” From
Dalhousie’s point of view, the Black Refugees would only work and become industrious if they
were coerced by the lash. It follows for Dalhousie that, given the perceived laziness and lack
of industry of the Black Refugees, they were not deserving of assistance as British subjects.
He could not conceive of them as having any kind of equality with the White population of the
colony. The logic of Black inferiority, which had its origin in slavery, continued to inform and
influence Dalhousie’s treatment of the Black Refugees. In addition to making those damning
remarks about these people, Dalhousie reiterates that he would continue issuing rations to
the Black Refugees until June 1 of the following year, weeks prior to the first harvest, but
again he notes there would be a check on the “undeserving.” He once again remarks on the
matter of the climate as a reason that the Black Refugees would not do well in the colony,
when he notes “Their constitution is unequal to the severity of this climate.” Perhaps he does
so to justify his misgivings about these new immigrants. That he only once referred to them
as “settlers”8 in his letters to Bathurst points to the notion that he saw the Black Refugees as
refugees who had fled a dangerous place and whose stay in the colony was only temporary.
His later attempts to remove them from Nova Scotia, and Bathurst’s urging him to do so,
confirms this view. It would not be the first or last time Dalhousie and other government
officials would use the climate as a reason for not welcoming Black people to the colony.9
Two other points in this letter are worth noting. As in the first letter, Dalhousie once again
notes that the legislature and the White inhabitants do not want the Black Refugees in the
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colony. Both groups consider the Black people to be “a Class of Subjects that never will do
well as Settlers & therefore will not give them any Countenance or Assistance.” In other words,
the White population of Nova Scotia, from the government to the common folk, did not want
the Black Refugees in the colony and refused to assist them. This and the inhabitants’ view
of Nova Scotia as a “White man’s country” is no doubt why, upon his arrival, Dalhousie found
the Black Refugees in a state of starvation. No one had been willing to help them during the
four-month interval between Sherbrooke’s departure in June 1816 and Dalhousie’s arrival in
October that year. And within a few short weeks, the new lieutenant-governor, himself, gave
up on the majority of the Black Refugees.
If Dalhousie was not forthcoming with the necessary assistance, then the only future
he saw for the Black Refugees was not in Nova Scotia. So, it seems that one plank of his
administration’s policy toward the Black Refugees was to discipline and toughen them up by
limiting and even denying food supplies to the point where they faced starvation. Another
plank was to attempt to remove them from the colony.
Dalhousie’s third letter to Bathurst is dated January 2, 1817.10 Here, he informs the
secretary of state about his discussion with the Assembly on “augmenting the population of
Nova Scotia,” with White civilians and military veterans who are migrating from Britain and
Newfoundland to Nova Scotia. He wants these immigrants to receive the same support he
believes the immigrants to Upper and Lower Canada were receiving at the time.
He also remarks on the condition of the immigrant Scottish Highlanders in Pictou
County—they had experienced crop failure and were in need of help. He expresses a desire
to help the Chelsea Pensioners (veterans) who had been promised “Grants of Land”; and he
is also supportive of “500 fine young men chiefly Irish.” Although these men were in need,
Dalhousie is certain that with proper assistance they would do well. He notes that these men
“have lately arrived totally destitute of Bread or Means of Subsistence… they are desirous to
settle in this province, & if we can continue to feed them or find them work during this Winter,
there is no doubt they will prove a valuable acquisition.” This is in complete contrast to his
attitude toward the Black Refugees.
Dalhousie recommends, following the advice of the Assembly, that the fees new (White)
immigrants were to pay to obtain land grants be “reduced, omitted, or defrayed,” noting that
these fees were a hardship for these people and caused them “distress.” He then notes that
“… these several descriptions of people require the aid of government to settle, otherwise they
will proceed to the United States in search of bread.” He also itemizes the additional costs of
settling and working the land, noting
I am aware that these Fees & Supplies would create very considerable expence
[sic] to the Public, but I find that very many of the old Settlements …, now rich and
prosperous, were begun on such encouragement from the Government. They were
brought here free of Expence, allowed materials for building, implements & Seed
Corn for 3 years. The late settlement of the disbanded Corps of Newfoundland &
Nova Scotia Fencibles, from the aids they receive, are doing very well & affords s a
satisfactory proof of the wisdom of such meansures.11
Here, he recommends three years of assistance for a group of settlers who had not
experienced the same hardships as the Black Refugees and offers and example of a successful
outcome of such largesse. Yet he does not include the Black Refugees in this request (nor
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at all in this letter), despite having the opinion that “many of them will prove industrious &
valuable settlers.”12
It is important to note that the British Crown was responsible for the Black Refugees and
the soldiers of the disbanded regiments at the end of the War of 1812. The colony itself could
assist settlers out of its own revenues, and it sometimes did.13 But Dalhousie wanted Britain to
do more. In this letter, Dalhousie attempts to convince the Crown to assist the White would-be
settlers who wished to emigrate from Britain and Newfoundland to Nova Scotia. In separate
dispatches, he discourages assistance to the Black Refugees when he disparages them and
describes them as a burden to the colony. He is also eager to transport them from the colony
and sees starvation as the only alternative for them. One can only conclude that Dalhousie
saw the White settlers as the kind of people the colony wanted and needed. His enthusiastic
support of them stands in severe contrast to his begrudging attitude toward the Black
Refugees and his attempts to remove them from the colony.
Bathurst replied to the above letters on March 12, 1817.14 Therein, he expresses his
regret about “the little prospect…of rendering [the Black Refugees] useful to the colony….”
Nevertheless, he supports Dalhousie’s measure of assisting them through the winter as he
asserts that “they are entitled…to the most humane consideration.” He also stresses the
importance of “relieving the public as early as possible from the charge which is so little likely
from the character and disposition of these persons to produce any corresponding advantage
to the colony,” and suggests that Dalhousie assist those “expressing a wish…to return to their
“Masters.”
It appears that officials at every level of government were determined to see the Black
Refugees leave Nova Scotia. However, research shows that few wanted to go. Even if they
had the resources to independently leave the colony to a place of their choosing, the lines of
communication coming from former slave colonies would have warned them not to do so.15
On the subject of assisting the European settlers and the Chelsea Pensioners to the same
extent as Dalhousie assumes was being provided to emigrants to Upper and Lower Canada,
Bathurst stresses that he “cannot…authorize any expenditures…that…would…place[e] all
Settlers on a footing with those of the Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and Newfoundland
disbanded regiments.” He points out that the British government has been very careful to tell
prospective emigrants to British North America that they cannot expect any help from the
government. White settlers were a colonial responsibility and any assistance was to come out
of colonial revenues and not subsidies from Britain.16 Even so, the White settlers were told that
they could expect 100-acre land grants at least ten times the size of the grants of poor land
given to the Black Refugees.
Even though Bathurst puts the responsibility for assisting the White settlers back on the
colony, he nevertheless gives his approval for the use of a certain Crown fund for assisting
these immigrants: “[I]f the funds which arose from the duties of the Castine during the
occupation of that port…ha[ve] not been disposed of, I know of no manner in which they could
be more usefully employed than in aiding the efforts of industrious settlers.”
We can read a lot from this letter, but mainly that either Bathurst trusts Dalhousie’s
opinion of the Black Refugees or he holds the same prejudices as Dalhousie. Even under the
British Crown’s constrained finances, Bathurst points to a source of Crown funds that may be
used to assist the White settlers, a group that is not a Crown responsibility. Never once does
he propose that these funds be used to assist the Black Refugees. This points to the relative
importance Bathurst placed on the White settlers and his support for and encouragement of
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Dalhousie’s desire to rid the colony of the Black Refugees at a time when the colony wished to
increase its population.
Dalhousie’s fourth letter to Bathurst is dated January 3, 1817, and is brief, having followed
a previous letter by one day.17 Here, he writes that he has spent £576.12.11 of Crown funds
to provide support to the Black Refugees during the latter part of 1816. He also notes that
Bathurst had authorized this expenditure in a letter dated October 25, 1814 (presumably
to Sherbrooke), and asks Bathurst to communicate this sum to the Lords of His Majesty’s
Treasury.
A sense of urgency can be read into this communication. We can also discern that
Dalhousie is receiving little support from the Lords of the British Treasury, at least in regard to
expenditures to provide for the Black Refugees. He had found them in a “state of starvation,”
corrected a wrong and, understandably, did not want to be told that his cheques on the British
account had been refused and that he would have to pay the bill from his own funds. Thus, he
insisted that Bathurst clarify to the Lords of the Treasury that he had already sanctioned these
funds for the purpose of the Black Refugees.
In Dalhousie’s fifth letter to Bathurst, dated May 16, 1817,18 he reports the further steps
he had taken to reduce the Black Refugees’ expense to the public. Once again, he uses the
language of industry as the rationale for continuing to provide little or no aid to the Black
Refugees. We can also sense the pressure he is feeling to reduce the cost to the Crown of
supplying aid to this marginalized population.
I have issued a note declaring that the issue of Provisions would cease on 31st
May—after which new lists would be taken up, of such only as by their Industry had
complied with the obligations expected, and of those who by age or infirmity be
thought objects of compassion. I expect that this will reduce the number that will
receive Rations one half, & the Ration itself I shall reduce a certain Proportion.
He then asserts, “I must of necessity continue to give these people Rations until they can
raise their Crops, for without that support they must utterly starve.”
In other words, Dalhousie is only worried about preventing starvation on the part of those
whom he has identified as industrious farmers—they have to get rations, he notes, so that
they can stay alive to raise those crops. Those whom he sees as idle, he is happy to let starve.
And those he sees as “idle” amount to half the refugee population!
He also states that he has “caused lists to be taken of the Industrious & given them Seed
potatoes with some Implements of Husbandry.” But whom does he consider “industrious” and
how is this measured? Perhaps this means building “snug houses” and “clearing garden plots
to grow potatoes and vegetables between the rocks.”19 On the subject of deporting the Black
Refugees, he informs Bathurst that “none of them are inclined to return to their Masters nor
to America. Many of them point to Tobago & Trinidad but I have no authority to assent to that.”
It is doubtful that the Black Refugees had made such a request, given that Trinidad was a
slave colony and an unsafe place. As already mentioned, the communication networks at the
time would no doubt have alerted them to the dangers of travelling there.20
In this letter we can see that Dalhousie is feeling the pressure of the Crown authorities to
both reduce costs and encourage White immigration and settlement. At the same time, he
is faced with a Black Refugee community whose crops had failed and who had just survived
another harsh Nova Scotia winter. They are in dire straits and he tries to be compassionate.
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But this compassion appears feigned: The Black Refugees are caught between imperial
stinginess and Dalhousie’s frustration at their condition. He never mentions the small lots
of poor land they had been accorded, the meagre rations, and the crop failure of the prior
year. Instead, he accepts the advice of the council and cuts expenses by reducing the Black
Refugees’ rations, this time not going against the council, even though it is an action he
himself estimates could cause half of them to starve. Like many White colonial administrators,
he uses food to brutally impose his will on the non-White populations under his control.
Time after time, he returns to the subject of the climate: Black people cannot stand the
winter and, therefore, they must desire to go to a warm climate. However, Black people had
been living in the Canadian cold for over a century prior to 1817 and had withstood the cold
very well.21 Furthermore, most of the Black Refugees came from the Chesapeake area, which
is temperate and not tropical and they had no desire to go to the slave colonies of the West
Indies.
Dalhousie also refers to Bathurst’s letter of March 12, 1817,22 wherein the latter had
recommended that Dalhousie seek additional funds from the House of Assembly or use
the proceeds of the Castine duties to support struggling White settlers. Dalhousie notes
“Considerable Sums have in consequence been appropriated for Roads….”—road building
being the Assembly’s preferred way to support settlers.23 And he sees no chance of the
colony spending more money on supporting White settlers of any description. Yet, he does
not want to spend the Castine money on adding to or equalizing the ration roll and asks
Bathurst to “not require me to appropriate the Sum of the Castine duties to this purpose, it
would go little way & would soon be lost Sight of; whereas there are two or three objects of
highest importance to the Province which that sum would cover & improve to lasting benefit
to the Province.” By “this purpose,” he meant encouraging poor settlers along the lines of
the expenditure program the Assembly had suggested would attract and retain settlers,
something the colony had been failing to do.24
Over a year later, Dalhousie received a letter from Bathurst, dated July 29, 1818,25 wherein
Bathurst refers to Dalhousie’s request to appoint five superintendents to issue rations to a
large number of “the disbanded soldiers in the Province of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick
who…draw rations to a very considerable amount.” He notes that he had transmitted
Dalhousie’s request for further assistance in this regard, and states, “I cannot flatter myself
that the Lords Comm’ers will accede to it without some information as to the people what
have thus accumulated round the Military Settlements, and who are receiving…Rations at the
expense of the Government…I cannot avoid indulging a hope that those Privileges have not
been extended further than the instructions authorized.” Although there is no reference here
to the Black Refugees, this is the letter Dalhousie later refers to as the “instructions” from
Bathurst to cut off whatever rations are still being issued to Black Refugees on October 24,
1818.
In his sixth letter to Bathurst, dated August 14, 1817,26 Dalhousie gives details of his
measures to cut rations and reduce costs, even after having visited several settlements and
witnessed the Black Refugees’ “industry” in confronting the many odds these people faced.
In obedience to your Lordship’s instructions & those of the Lords of the Treasury, I have
adopted every means…to reduce the expences [sic] attendant on this Class of people…
On 1st June I restricted…Rations to such only as had families and were settled on the
waste lands allotted for their settlement. I also reduced the nature of the Ration…
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by which the expence falls from -/10d to -/51/2 each ration. [In very next paragraph
he informs Bathurst that] “[he has] personally visited the several Settlements, and I
have great pleasure in reporting to your Lordship an opinion…much more favourable
than I before entertained… [A]lmost every man had one or more Acres cleared and
ready for seed and working with an industry that astonished—against difficulties of a
nature almost insurmountable and opposed, abused and cheated by the Old Settlers
near whom they have been placed.
Here, we can see his policy of reward and punishment and his feelings of both aversion
and sympathy. On one hand, he has further reduced the number of people eligible for rations
and the amount and type of rations for each, again beginning well before the prospect of
a first harvest. On the other hand, he notes their industry and the odds against which they
persevere.
A few months earlier, he had expressed a belief that Black people were lazy and would only
do well if disciplined by the whip. Now, he could not contain his surprise when he sees that
they have actually cleared land and are ready to plant crops, despite their meagre rations,
abusive White neighbours, and small lots of the worst kind of land. Only after having seen for
himself the actual productive labour of these people had he “issued to them seed Potatoes,
Turnip & Cabbage in proportion to each Man’s cleared Land…and procured them some Nets
for fishing.”27
Even so, he continues to severely reduce rations to the general Black Refugee population.
This seems contradictory to assisting these people’s efforts. Indeed, one could assume that
this was a calculated policy that posed a major barrier to their success. That is, if Dalhousie
saw their industry even in the face of so many barriers, why would he not consider them to
be a potential asset as settlers in a colony whose very success depended on increasing its
population? Instead, he saw their stay as temporary [refugees], even though their alternatives
were to either return to their former brief, brutal, and dangerous lives as enslaved persons
in America or the West Indies, or to continue to struggle to settle in Nova Scotia and avoid
starvation under Crown and colonial policies that were mainly overseen by governors,
including Dalhousie.
It is important to note the weight of the term “industry” as Dalhousie uses it. As the
eighteenth century drew to a close, the growth of industrial capitalism in England threw
the rural economy into chaos, massively disrupted the urban labour market, and left people
starving in the countryside and in the streets. As the poor became disenfranchised and
marginalized, the governing classes, both the political and economic elite, intensified their
moralizing about poverty, setting new standards of worthy poverty, deservedness, and work
effort they termed “industry.” According to this ideology, the poor were slothful and lazy by
nature, and only external discipline and the threat of hunger could whip them into industry.28
Black people in the British Empire, the majority of whom were enslaved, were also ascribed
the negative characteristics of laziness and sloth. This was despite the fact that, through
their unpaid labour, they were creating much of the wealth the Empire enjoyed. The White
population also saw the Refugees’ blackness as rendering them biologically inferior. Thus,
Dalhousie was drawing on a well-developed discourse and vocabulary when he described
these people in such negative terms, despite their “industry.” He did not consider that
the Black Refugees were not working under the lash, but rather according to their own
determination to succeed, and that all they needed in the post-War of 1812 world of Nova
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Scotia was a little assistance—the same assistance he urged for and afforded some White
settlers.
Toward the end of the letter, Dalhousie stresses the need for the Black Refugees to be given
rations during the upcoming winter because “without it they must perish.” Perhaps he did not
want to be responsible for the possible mass starvation or death of the Black Refugees as a
consequence of this policy.
Dalhousie closes the letter by informing Bathurst of another group of immigrants
that required assistance—this time soldiers of the Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and
Newfoundland regiments that were disbanded at the end of the War of 1812. Like the Black
Refugees, their crops had been insufficient to carry them through the winter. Dalhousie
writes: “They are doing every thing that could possibly be expected, but their first Crop
is totally insufficient…and if the Rations are stopt they must quit.”29 It is instructive that
Dalhousie feels that these White soldiers and their families would leave the settlement should
they not receive sufficient rations, as opposed to them perishing like the Black Refugees.
Without realizing it, Dalhousie points out the different choices the Black Refugees and
White settlers had in the poverty-stricken economy. The White settlers could leave and seek
their fortunes elsewhere, the Black Refugees could not. It is also instructive that Dalhousie
approaches the Crown about the White settlers whereas this responsibility belonged to the
colony. That is, he again makes the case for Bathurst to assist the White settlers; at the
same time, he justifies reducing assistance to a Black Refugee population who are his and
the Crown’s responsibility. The White group, who can leave, he hopes will stay; the Black
group, for whom leaving is risky, he hopes will leave. Dalhousie cleaves to a policy of the
out-migration of a group of people who have clearly proven their value in their potential to
contribute to the colony.
In 1817, slavery was still legal and practiced in Britain, its Atlantic colonies, and in the
United States. It would not have been safe for Black people to board ships and attempt to sail
off to their former homes in the United States, the West Indies, or to places unknown to them.
They could have been kidnapped and sold into slavery, or become indentured labourers, which
is tantamount to being enslaved. They could not count on disembarking in a slave-plantation
territory, such as Trinidad, and not being forced back into bondage. Yet the only two options
Dalhousie saw for the Black community was to either perish or leave.
In the last letter we have from Dalhousie about the Black Refugees, dated June 10, 1819,
he refers to Bathurst’s July 1818 letter, which instructs him to cut back rations to any settlers
except specified regiments of disbanded soldiers. Accordingly, Dalhousie says that in October
1818 he “had put a stop to the issue of rations to the Black Refugees…leaving them to their
industry & personal exertion to obtain subsistence.” Although Bathurst had instructed him in
general terms, Dalhousie must be seen as being responsible for the interpretation he put on
those instructions, which did not refer specifically to the Black Refugees. The consequences
for these people were dire: “They persevered under great privation & want, until the month of
March [1819] when their means totally failed, and most urgent representation was made to
me of their alarming state.”
In the spring of 1819, the Black Refugees at Preston and other settlements were starving.
In April 1819, the Assembly ended up paying £100 in assistance,30 but not on Dalhousie’s
request. Dalhousie refused to ask the Assembly to help, noting that it “has uniformly resisted
any grant from the public purse to the support of these people.” Taking note of the crisis at
hand, he then turns to his council, who authorize “an issue of one month’s rations to them, to
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relieve their necessity until Spring….” The description of those rations in the council minutes is
telling: They are to be the cheapest and nastiest kinds of food available in the colony—salted
herring and corn meal.31 Also, at the beginning of May, instead of working on their own land,
the Black Refugees are expected once again to offer up themselves as paid farm labourers to
White farmers. It is clear that, according to Dalhousie and his council, if the Black Refugees
are not to die from starvation in Nova Scotia, then they must become peons within the colony
and not the landowners and farmers they had been led to believe they could become.
In the same letter, Dalhousie displays a callous and racist attitude toward the Black
Refugees. Indeed, he reverts to the typical racist discourse of the time when he says, “I am
sorry now to confess that tho’ they use their best exertions and have severely experienced
the effect of idleness to prompt them to further industry & frugality—the habits of their life,
& constitutional laziness will continue & these miserable creatures will be for years a burthen
upon the Government.”
Here, Dalhousie blames the Black Refugees’ misfortunes on what he believes to be their
innate biological inferiority. And even though he recognizes that some had been industrious,
to him the majority were “constitutionally” lazy and would continue to pose a burden on the
colony.
Dalhousie invokes Black inferiority as the cause of the Black Refugees’ plight,
rather than assuming any blame for policies that were clearly inadequate, unbalanced, and
discriminatory. As lieutenant-governor, he had the option to use the Castine Fund to assist the
Black Refugees. And instead of recognizing that these funds came in substantial part from
customs duties on slave-made goods and therefore should rightfully have gone to assisting
these people, he blames them for their desperate situation and turns his back on them.
Neither Dalhousie, Bathurst, nor the Assembly saw this group of immigrants as being part of
the colony’s body politic or deserving of help. Any help that did come was merely intended to
fend off starvation. Dalhousie only had to put himself in their place before passing such hard
judgement on this vulnerable, marginalized group. Had he done so, he might have felt the
same as Theophilus Chamberlain and Seth Coleman.
Coleman most aptly expresses the views of those who were close to the Black Refugees
when he says, “My feelings have been hurt at the expressions of People who are ignorant of
their situations, they say thievish Black Dogs, they deserve this or they deserve that… Place
the same number of White People in the Same Situation under all the disadvantages that
those have had to encounter, what would have been the report of them?”32
Allan Taylor notes that Chamberlain urged the Black settlers to “laugh at the Squibs
that ignorance or ill nature and contempt has induced some Silly Body to throw out against
them.”33
Unfortunately, those “Silly Bodies” included Sherbrooke and his successor, Dalhousie,
both of whom accused the Black Refugees of being lazy and incapable, and both of whom the
Black Refugees depended on to keep them from starving, when their best efforts at pioneer
farming and wage labour were not enough to defeat the odds against them.

5.1 Ending at the beginning
The letters Dalhousie wrote to Bathurst paint a picture of a man whose biases and personal
prejudices stood in the way of making just decisions in regards to the Black Refugees of the
War of 1812. He shows these prejudices in so many ways: He does not correct a wrong and
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ensure that the colony carries out the promises the British Crown had made to these people
in return for their loyalty during the War; he fails to check his own prejudices in the extent
of aid he accords to the regiments of disbanded soldiers, compared to what he offers to the
Black Refugees; and his entreaties to Bathurst to assist the White settlers compared to his
negative opinions of the Black Refugees speak to a bias based on racism. He finds excuses in
their “lack of industry” and never once considers that these people had been weakened from a
severe lack of food. In December 1816, when he finds the Refugees in a state of starvation due
to their crops having “totally failed,” he does not attribute these crop failures to natural events,
nor does he draw comparisons between the plight of the Black Refugees and that of the other
groups of White migrants whom he also finds to be in dire need.
For the next four years, Dalhousie, the British government, and the government of
Nova Scotia failed to implement a sustainable policy that would have provided meaningful
structural support to a population that showed courage and industry despite the challenges
that nature, politics, and the prejudices of the day put before them. Instead of integrating
them as worthy settlers and British subjects, the governor pursued a plan of limited aid
through insufficient rations. Dalhousie used “industry” as the “work test” for eligibility for
rations. And when their industry proved insufficient, he cut off rations altogether, even as this
vulnerable population faced starvation.
Dalhousie often wrote to Bathurst of his attempts to save money. He no doubt felt the
pressure that came from the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury in London, and from
Bathurst. It is true that Nova Scotia was in the throes of a post-war recession and that funds
from both the imperial and colonial treasuries were insufficient to effectively run the business
of the colony. When the approximately 3,000 Black Refugees who had supported the British
during the War of 1812 arrived on the shores of Halifax, those in charge saw them as more
mouths to feed and bodies to clothe, rather than the loyal British subjects they had proven
themselves to be.
Sherbrooke began the practice of treating the Black Refugees as “unwanted” and
“unsuited” to the colony when he diverted a boatload of 380 Black Refugees to New
Brunswick. Members of Sherbrooke’s administration saw the Black Refugees as inferior and
a burden on the colony. Dalhousie continued to frame the Black Refugees in the same way.
Thus, he endorsed the idea of transporting them out of the colony in several dubious schemes
that included returning them to their former slave masters in the American South, or to the
West Indies, or to Sierra Leone, even though the overwhelming majority of these people had
no desire to go. In the end, these plans all failed. As a result, at the end of four years of dealing
with the “Refugee problem,” Dalhousie blamed the Black Refugees for their own misery and
turned his frustration and disdain on them even as he also acknowledged that White people
“opposed, abused and cheated” them.
In his last letter to Bathurst on the condition of the Black Refugees, his position had
barely changed from that articulated in his first correspondence. That some of the Black
Refugees succeeded is a testament to their tenacity in the face of inequitable policies that
were clearly based on a racism that stemmed from a society whose economy continued to
depend on cheap labour and trade in slave-made goods. Scholar Ikuko Asaka notes that what
the Black Refugees encountered, as they sought to find a home in Nova Scotia, “was the
popular and official expressions of the vision of a White Nova Scotia.”34 This vision was rooted
in a racialized understanding of geography. She continues: “the [white] colonists, feeling
threatened by the black refugees’ arrival, defended their exclusivity in climatic terms.” Recall,
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Sherbrooke’s legislature of April 1815 had claimed that Black people were “unfitted by nature
to this climate.” Dalhousie also used Nova Scotia’s cold climate as being the rationale for
sending away the Black Refugees. Asaka tells us that this “assertion was rooted in the same
logic invoked by the Scottish settlers who grounded their claim of colonial belonging in their
physical compatibility with the province’s coldness.”35
The desire to send Black people “back” to their true home in the tropics and to significantly
reduce their rations formed important planks of Dalhousie’s policy toward the Black Refugees,
a policy based on paternalism, frustration, hostility, and racism.
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6.0
The Founding of Dalhousie
College and University

DALHOUSIE COLLEGE AT GRAND PARADE, 1875,
LOOKING NORTHWEST FROM BARRINGTON STREET.
COURTESY OF THE PRESIDENT’S OFFICE, DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY

THE CASTINE PLAQUE SITS AT THE ENTRANCE TO
DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY
COURTESY OF THE DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY DEPT OF CREATIVE SERVICES

Dalhousie College was launched with spoils of the War of 1812. A windfall gain from the
capture and occupation of Castine, Maine, permitted Nova Scotia to invest in what became in
1863 Dalhousie University—today, the province’s largest post-secondary institution.
When Lord Dalhousie arrived in Nova Scotia, in October 1816, there were only two
institutions of higher learning in the colony: King’s College, established in 1789, which was
located in Windsor and limited enrollment to young Anglican men; and Pictou Academy,
which had been newly established in March 1816. Reverend Thomas McCulloch, founder and
first principal of the academy, had proposed that it be non-sectarian.1 Halifax, the capital
of Nova Scotia, lacked a college. Dalhousie was dismayed at the general state of higher
education in the colony. He was particularly distressed at the Anglican monopoly at King’s.2
This and Pictou Academy’s small enrollment and lack of the ability to confer degrees meant
that talented and aspiring youths who were not of the Anglican faith either had to do without
a college degree or leave the colony to earn one. At the same time, the Castine Fund had been
languishing in the colony’s coffers for a year and a half.

6.1 The Castine Fund
The Castine Fund was considered a prize of war. It belonged to the British Crown and not to
the colony. This meant that as lieutenant-governor and Britain’s representative in Nova Scotia,
Dalhousie played a central role in deciding how the fund would be allocated. And as 30 per
cent of that prize came from taxes on slave-produced commodities, Nova Scotia’s Castine
windfall come partly from the labour of enslaved people in the West Indies.3
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Making a decision on how to spend the Castine Fund was a high priority for Dalhousie. In
his first meeting with the provincial council, just a week after he arrived, Dalhousie sought
details on the status of the fund. The council reported that the fund amounted to £11,596
(Can$933,000 in today’s dollars). On February 20, 1817, he asked the council for their
suggestions on how to spend the fund. Among the four councillors who voiced a view that
day, one supported a canal to Shubenacadie or shopping facilities at the Grand Parade, two
supported an almshouse, and one suggested a new college.4 Before Dalhousie could decide,
however, there was another question he needed an answer for. The home government wanted
the colony to attract settlers. Bathurst had instructed Dalhousie to find solutions for the
problems new settlers in Nova Scotia had been experiencing. “On February 18, the year 1817,”
Dalhousie made a formal enquiry to the House of Assembly asking them to advise him on how
to encourage settlement with “the least expense to the public.”5 The Assembly’s advice was for
the Crown to provide free grants of land with no fees attached to secure ownership; to provide
some farm equipment and rations for eighteen months; and to take back land that had been
granted to White settlers and not been used. These measures could only be implemented by
the Crown, that is, by Dalhousie with approval from Bathurst. The colony itself could only do
what it had already been doing: spending a large share of its revenues on building roads.6
By then, Dalhousie was convinced that the colony would not be extending further aid to the
settlers.7 Also, Bathurst had affirmed that the British government would not be offering financial
help. In a letter dated March 12, 1817, Bathurst wrote that if they wanted to assist settlers, then
perhaps they should expend the Castine money for that purpose.8 This clearly indicated that
Dalhousie could have used this fund for purposes other than for capital projects.
Imagine for a moment, that as lieutenant-governor, Dalhousie’s first concern was to
ensure that no one in the colony faced starvation. He might have seen the Castine money as
an emergency relief fund for settlers (including the Black Refugees), or a means to institute
fairness for the Black Refugees and raise their rations to the same standard as those of the
White disbanded soldiers in the military settlements. Instead, Dalhousie begged Bathurst
not to require him to spend the Castine money on settlers’ needs. He decided that the colony
needed a college and a better library. Perhaps he was right. The colony would acquire a valued
institution and, at the time, some settlers would find employment in building the university
and its classrooms. But for the Black Refugees, who had already learned that the British
government did not keep its promises, the risk of starvation remained. They had nothing to
hope for from a college that was not open to them while they faced the urgent challenge of
surviving in a faltering economy and a racist society. Dalhousie’s decision meant that the
Castine Fund, raised in part from trade based in the exploitation of West Indian enslaved
persons, would offer nothing to these former enslaved persons and, for a long time, nothing
to their descendants.

6.2 Planning Dalhousie College
Dalhousie’s first idea was to move King’s College from Windsor to Halifax. But on
further examination of King’s, he decided against this strategy. What he had in mind for
his college was quite different from the infighting that he had seen take place between
the two professors at King’s and the exclusivity of the institution’s enrollment.9 He
also considered Pictou Academy as a suitable centre of higher learning for the colony.
Founder Rev. Thomas McCulloch had modelled his school on the University of Glasgow:
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no restrictions on denomination and a curriculum based on the liberal sciences. However,
when McCulloch approached the Nova Scotia legislature and asked for the right to exist as
a non-denominational college, the council’s Anglican majority saw this as potentially posing
competition to King’s. It therefore “amended the act of incorporation so that the trustees of
Pictou Academy had to be either Anglicans or Presbyterians”.10 As Anglicans would be unlikely
to show interest in becoming trustees, this effectively made the institution Presbyterian.
Further, it did not have the right to grant degrees. Dalhousie soon rejected the idea of
encouraging further development of the academy. He had a low opinion of it as a college
and he did not see the town of Pictou as having a sufficient population to sustain a centre
of higher learning for the colony.11 He then returned to the idea of building a new college in
Halifax, one whose model was based on the University of Edinburgh, his alma mater.12
The University of Edinburgh was founded in 1583. As it was born out of the CounterReformation, it had adopted a non-sectarian position; however, the majority of its students
and faculty were Presbyterian. It was open to youth, irrespective of religious affiliation, who
had the means to acquire a university education.13 Scotland itself had an excellent system of
parish school education, which provided scholars for institutions of higher learning, such as
the University of Edinburgh. The belief was that everyone should have his chance to become
educated. Even boys from impoverished families could attend their local parish schools to
attain some level of education.14
There was a democratic air in Scotland with regards to education that was not present
in England. At the time of the founding of the University of Edinburgh, there were five other
universities, compared to England’s two. The Scots supposedly opened their universities to all
students. To fund positions for the poor, they required that all presbyteries with at least twelve
parishes provide an annual scholarship to their universities. This did not cover all expenses,
but poor students could supplement this with summer work, tutoring, or working on local
farms.15
The fact that Dalhousie wanted his school to be “open to all” and to boys of “every class”
points to a supposedly egalitarian feature of his character. One assumes that talented youth
from the labouring class could attend the college if their families had the requisite funds, or
that Dalhousie had planned to introduce a fund to accommodate them. At the same time,
however, race and gender proved to be stumbling blocks. Though not explicitly stated, the
college would not be open to women, or to anyone of a race or ethnicity other than White. Yet,
given the temper of the time, Dalhousie’s “open” policy was a progressive idea.
To get the project moving, Dalhousie sought the advice of George Husband Baird, principal
of the University of Edinburgh, and Reverend Andrew Brown, professor of literature at the
university. Brown also knew Halifax well. He composed a long letter, which he and Baird both
signed. It gave the history of the university, noting that it began with one professor and grew
as funds allowed. They also made it clear that “The Gates of the University are open to all
persons indiscriminately…”16 (the meaning of “all persons” being very different from what it is
today). Professors of law, medicine and religion taught as private voluntary lecturers, whereas
professors of other disciplines taught full-time on modest salaries that were augmented by
student fees. Also, professors were selected from outside the university. Baird noted that as
Halifax could not be expected to draw as many students as could the city of Edinburgh, the
new college’s fees would have to be higher.
On November 12, 1818, Dalhousie presented most of Baird’s correspondence to his
proposed trustees. He also produced a set of plans for what he was then calling St. Paul’s
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College.17 In December that year, the council approved the plans and formally registered the
Grand Parade as the site of the new college. Dalhousie chose not to apply for a royal charter,
due to the cost.
On February 17, 1819, during the first sitting of the legislature in the newly constructed
Province House, Dalhousie submitted his plan for the new college to the Assembly.18 In April,
the Assembly thanked him for having “procured” for the province “a large sum of money” (the
Castine Fund) and agreed to his request that the colonial government also contribute to the
college. They hoped that “this institution may flourish and continue to the Inhabitants of Nova
Scotia and lasting monument of the enlightened policy of Your Excellency’s administration.”19
Offering more than just fine words, they voted £2,000 out of the colony’s revenues, and would
add a further £1,000 in 1821. A loan of £5,000 was voted in 1823. That this loan was never
repaid put Nova Scotia’s total contribution to the building’s construction costs at £8,000, a
bit over half of the final cost of the building, and roughly Can$640,000 in today’s dollars.20 The
moneys from the Castine Fund
supplied the remaining £5,707
of the building’s final £13,707
cost, which is just under $1
million in today’s dollars. After
£1,000 went to the garrison
library, that left a tidy sum,
somewhere around £5,000,
to be invested in safe British
government bonds as the
college endowment. During
the years the college operated,
between 1838 and 1845 and
from 1856 to 1860, revenue
COURTESY OF DR. SHIRLEY TILLOTSON
from the invested Castine
Fund was paying for a bit less
than half of the cost of salaries. In 1863, the never-quite-successful Dalhousie College was
reconstituted as Dalhousie University and the moneys from the Castine Fund were folded into
the new institution’s endowment. They made up about 15 per cent of the total.21

COURTESY OF DR. SHIRLEY TILLOTSON
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6.3 Laying the cornerstone
In Britain, both Lord Bathurst and the Prince Regent (who eventually became George IV) gave
their approval for the founding of the college in a communication Bathurst dispatched to
Dalhousie, dated February 6, 1818.22 The cornerstone was laid on May 22, 1820, at the north
end of the Grand Parade in Halifax. Dalhousie University historian Peter B. Waite describes the
ceremony as follows:
Lord Dalhousie had good reason to have the laying of the cornerstone of Halifax
College done with every bit of ceremony, military and masonic, that the old town
and his own energy and power could muster…Troops from the Garrison formed a lane
from the Granville Street side of Province House [the seat of the legislature] to the
Parade and to the railed enclosure at the northern end. There was already formed a
square manned by the masons. In ceremonial procession from Province House came
Lord Dalhousie, the admiral, the chief justice and all the Council…at a few minutes
before two o’clock in the afternoon.23

BENEDICTION OF DALHOUSIE COLLEGE, MAY 22, 1820
COURTESY OF THE DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY DEPT OF CREATIVE SERVICES
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Dalhousie then addressed the crowd, informing
them that the emphasis on instruction would be on
the “the higher Classics and philosophical studies.”
He also stated that the school was “formed in
imitation of the University of Edinburgh,” and
that “its doors will be open to all who profess the
Christian Religion; to the Youth of His Majesty’s
North American Colonies, to strangers residing
here, to Gentlemen of the Military as well as to
the Learned Professions, to all in short who may
be disposed to devote a small part of their time to
study.”23
Perhaps, at this ground-breaking ceremony,
Dalhousie could not conceive of Hindus, Muslims,
Jews, and Sikhs, or even non-believers studying
at the college. The “all” who were welcome to
study were to be Christian, White and male. At
the same time, there was something decidedly
inclusive: strangers could apply to study at the
college, and there was also the possibility that
one could pursue part-time or even temporary
studies.26 That Dalhousie did not mention the Black
Refugees was perhaps because he did not consider
this marginalized population to be part of “His
Majesty’s North American colonies.”
Dalhousie continued his speech by addressing
the denominational controversy that hung over the
establishment of the college. Many of the city’s
Anglican elite, which included Bishop John Inglis,

who also sat on Dalhousie’s executive council, had opposed the establishment of the college.
Inglis and others like him had wanted higher education in the colony to have the stamp
of the established Church of England, the Anglican Church, and the governor’s plan for a
non-denominational school was anathema to them. Dalhousie used the occasion of the laying
of the cornerstone to let them know that there was room in the colony for another school and
other ideas. He stated:
It does not oppose the King’s College at Windsor, because it is well known that
College does not admit any student unless they subscribe to the tests required by the
Established Church of England and these tests exclude the great proportion of the
Youth of this Province…it is founded on the principles of Religious Toleration secured
to you by the Law, and if my name as Governor of the Province can be associated with
your future well-being it is upon the foundation of this college that I desire to rest it.27
Dalhousie was then given the “corn, wine, and oil which were duly poured upon the newly
laid stone… A royal salute was fired from the guns at Fort Charlotte, on George’s Island;
this was followed by three times three cheers from the crowd.”28 In spite of this auspicious
beginning, a cloud was beginning to gather over the new college. Dalhousie, its main
promoter, would soon be leaving Nova Scotia. In November 1819, he was appointed governor
general of British North America and ten days later he left for Quebec, the seat of the British
North American government.

6.4 Slow to progress and over budget
When he departed, Dalhousie was no doubt confident the college would succeed, even
in his absence. He also no doubt felt pleased with what he had accomplished during his
four-year tenure as lieutenant-governor of Nova Scotia. After learning of his appointment to
become governor general of British North America, he wrote in his journal that Nova Scotia
“was overflowing with the necessities of life and roused to a spirit of Industry that gives the
fairest promise of happiness and prosperity.” Or so he told himself. It is unlikely that this
prospect of happiness and prosperity pertained to the Black Refugees. Ten days after he laid
the cornerstone for the new building, Sir James Kempt took the oath of office for lieutenantgovernor and Dalhousie sailed away.
The Nova Scotia legislature incorporated Dalhousie College in 1821. By 1824 the Dalhousie
College building had been completed at the north end of the Grand Parade. It would take
another fourteen years for classes to commence when the college opened in 1838. Dalhousie
had also expected that the Assembly would provide an annual grant. It only granted £400 a
year for two years, beginning on January 1, 1843. Nor did Nova Scotia’s wealthy families flock
to make private donations. A fundraising campaign in Halifax in 1842 failed utterly.29
Three years later, in June 1845, the college closed after having lost funding it had received
from the Assembly in 1843–1844. It reopened as Dalhousie Collegiate School in 1849, with
Thomas McCulloch as headmaster, closed in 1854, and opened again in January 1856 as
Dalhousie High School, under Hugo Reid as headmaster. The college section officially opened
in October that year, with Reid as dean of faculty.30 Reid resigned in 1860. There are no
minutes of the Dalhousie Board of Governors covering the next two years.31 Three years later,
it opened again as Dalhousie College. The first women were admitted in 1881. The first person
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JAMES R. JOHNSTON, FIRST AFRICAN NOVA SCOTIAN TO BE ADMITTED TO DALHOUSIE COLLEGE
COURTESY OF THE NOVA SCOTIA ARCHIVES

of African descent from Nova Scotia to be admitted was James Robinson Johnston, who
began his studies at Dalhousie in 1896 and graduated with a law degree in 1898.
Other Black students came from the Caribbean between 1863 and 1900. Among them
was Henry Sylvester Williams from Trinidad, who entered Dalhousie in 1893 to study law.
Because of racial harassment, he did not graduate. Williams fled to London, England, where
he continued his study of the law and matriculated. He subsequently became heavily involved
in the founding of the international Pan-African Movement. Since then, men and women of
African descent have graduated and taught at Dalhousie University. They have helped give
new meaning to the institution’s name. People who have never heard of George Ramsay,
the 9th Earl of Dalhousie, recognize the name today as that of a university from which many
great Canadians have graduated. These graduates include ninety-one Rhodes scholars,
twelve Canadian provincial premiers, three Canadian prime ministers, the first woman to be
appointed to the Supreme Court of Canada, the first North American woman to walk in space,
and a Nobel laureate. These and others like them give the name “Dalhousie” the meaning it
carries today. The institution has been striving to enlarge the meaning of its name. However,
there remains much to be done to ensure that “Dalhousie” comes to mean both scholarly
excellence and a genuine standard of fairness and inclusiveness.
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7.0
A Legacy of Mistrust

So much of success in life depends on trusting—and mistrusting—wisely. The more
vulnerable you are, the more important it is to extend trust carefully. In a spirit of care, parents
tell children and friends warn each other about when and who not to trust. Handed down
through the generations, the lessons the formerly enslaved settlers almost certainly took from
being cheated and insulted during Lord Dalhousie’s day have left a long legacy of reasonable
mistrust.
Dalhousie might have known that the Black settlers had reasons to mistrust; for instance,
he observed that they had been “cheated by the Old Settlers.”1 How did he know this? In
one instance, he learned the facts from the colony’s Journal of the House of Assembly, a
document he read in preparation for serving as lieutenant-governor.2 The Journal reports that,
on February 28, 1816, the Provincial Assembly summoned to the House one William Smith,
supervisor of road work on the Windsor Road, the first among the colony’s Great Roads. Smith
was to answer charges that he had, among other offences, paid “Men of Colour employed
under him” far less than he had subsequently claimed from the provincial treasury and
probably about half what they were owed. Smith had also, contrary to the statute, supplied his
road crew with £30/9/5 in liquor and had purchased provisions from colluding merchants at
higher than market rates.3
On March 7, the House of Assembly requested that Lieutenant-Governor Sherbrooke fire
William Smith and compel Smith to repay some of the overcharges (including the amount
expended on booze). But there was no compensation ordered for what he should have paid in
wages to the cheated “Men of Colour.”4 Having read the Assembly’s proceedings, Dalhousie
knew of this exploitation of Black labour, and it is hard to imagine word did not get back to the
Windsor Road crew, once Smith had been relieved of his duties. They would have understood
that Smith had taken advantage of the fact that in Nova Scotia in 1815 paid work was scarce,
and so the Refugees had little choice but to accept low wages when they were offered.
William Smith’s fraud helped lay a foundation of mistrust. Other events would build on
that foundation and raise a structure of suspicion. For example, in 1824, Halifax’s Poor Man’s
Friend Society proposed providing free saws to men who would be willing to cut firewood for
a shilling a cord. But in doing so, this charity organization was proposing to undercut prices
in a business that had become a key source of income for the Black Refugees: the firewood
business was, according to the society, “a species of monopoly that has been too long enjoyed
by the coloured men.” When they suggested a rate of one shilling a cord to one Black man,
he reportedly “refused to lower the rate of wages, and said, that he would rather starve than
accept of a shilling for cutting a cord.”5 By 1824, wage rates for common labour had dropped
to three shillings a day, so to earn even the lower wages of the mid-1820s would have required
him to saw three cords of wood a day. Only an exceptionally skilled and fit man, labouring
at top speed, could achieve that much using the tools of the 1820s, even if working with
seasoned logs already cut and limbed, under ideal conditions.6 No one could work to that
capacity, day in and day out. When the Poor Man’s Friend Society went after a poor man’s
ability to earn, it was reasonable not to trust them.
While all poor immigrants faced declining wages after 1814 and into the 1820s, formerly
enslaved workers also faced racism as they sought to make a living.7 Dalhousie’s assertion of
the Black Refugees’ “constitutional” laziness represents the assertion of Black inferiority that
was central to the defence of White supremacy, a defence that became increasingly heated
as the emancipation debate intensified during the 1820s. Challenges to White supremacy
came from supporters of abolition. For example, a White Quaker such as Dartmouth’s Dr.
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Seth Coleman spoke highly of the Black Refugees’ qualities, calling them “a Virtuous People”
after being closely involved in providing medical care in their settlements.8 He would have
valued signs of their successes as evidence that emancipated enslaved persons would be
productive workers. Opponents of emancipation, like former Charlottetown merchant John
MacGregor, claimed that the Black Refugees, as former enslaved persons, lacked “steady
well-directed industry, and judicious management.”9 This was a standard and false claim
made by opponents of emancipation. He and likeminded others wanted the Black Refugees
to fail, thinking that if they did badly as free workers, he could use this as ammunition in
the fight against emancipation.10 No one in this debate could be neutral about the condition
of the refugee settlements in Nova Scotia. Preston and Hammonds Plains were important
laboratories for ideas about how to discipline workers in the market for free labour after
slavery. In this context, employers were motivated both by economics and ideology to pay the
Black Refugees less than they paid other poor immigrants. Many voices encouraged them in
this view during Dalhousie’s residence
and afterwards.11
Another basis for reasonable mistrust,
one in which Dalhousie was complicit
though not original, was the notion that
emancipated people of African descent
could move as freely as could Europeans
in the Atlantic world. The Black Refugees
knew differently. Kidnapping and
re-enslavement were risks of life in a port
town.12 When an agent of the American
government came to Halifax in August
1815 to persuade the Chesapeake
GROUP WITH OX CART, PRESTON, N.S.
refugees to return to slavery, he met with
COURTESY OF THE NOVA SCOTIA ARCHIVES, ATTRIBUTED TO FRANCES JONES BANNERMAN,
failure. When his ship’s captain tried to
ACC. NO. 1996-156/12
retrieve five Black sailors who had fled
his ship, it was a “Mob of white persons” who fought to protect the sailors’ freedom. Halifax
was a sailor town and crowd action to protect seafarers from sometimes-legal capture—naval
impressment—was not unknown. As recently as 1813, a stone-throwing crowd had fought
off a press gang in the city streets.13 If the people of the waterfront saw those Black sailors as
having a right to flee the merchant ship, then they had the tools—crowd action—to protect
fellow seafarers against a common threat. And those five Black sailors would have confirmed
to recent refugees that the American agent was capable of kidnapping.14 White commentators
in the 1830s, after slavery’s abolition in the British Empire, spoke contemptuously of African
Nova Scotians’ fears of re-enslavement in British Trinidad.15 But with slavery very much still in
practice in the United States, Brazil, and in the Dutch, Danish, Spanish, and other “foreign”
colonies of the Caribbean, uncertainty about Black migrants’ safety on the seas was surely
reasonable. For people who might have worked alongside kidnap victims in the Chesapeake’s
slave labour force, trust that they could venture safely out of Nova Scotia to travel through the
seaports of slave societies would have been hard to muster. That they were repeatedly urged
to risk their safety cannot have inspired confidence that the colony’s government had their
best interests at heart.
Educated holders of public office in Nova Scotia often held the same disparaging views
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of the abilities of former enslaved persons, generalized to people of African descent, that
Dalhousie took for granted. These views were utterly respectable among Halifax’s prominent
White citizens, some of whom were associated with Dalhousie College both before Lord
Dalhousie’s time and after. A casual disparagement of the “negro” can be seen, for example,
in the most famous literary work of the university’s first president, Thomas McCulloch, The
Letters of Mephibosheth Stepsure. A work of gentle satire, the Letters poked fun at Bluenosers’
idleness and made a model of its thrifty, hardworking letter-writer Stepsure. Among
McCulloch’s many mildly mocked characters was Mosey Slack, a White man whose laziness
and improvidence destined him to fail. “Nature never intended Slack to be his own master,”
one of Stepsure’s neighbours opines. If he’d had his face “blackballed” and been “put in the
hands of some decent master…he would have been a very good negro.” Whatever McCulloch
believed, he could expect his White readers would recognize the “humour” in depicting
a lazy White man as a “very good negro.”16 Hugo Reid, Dalhousie High School’s principal
between 1856 and 1860, expressed this view more bluntly. In Reid’s book on the United States
slavery question in March 1861, he argued that “there can be little doubt of the great natural
inferiority of the negro to the white race.”17 Fearing a Civil War in the United States, Reid urged
the North to allow the southern states to secede. He said he abhorred slavery, but he blamed
the North for forcing the issue of emancipation and excused the South for defending their
rights in human property. Arguments like Reid’s were used to support the Confederacy during
the Civil War. It was his belief that enslaved Black people were not ready for freedom.18
Reid’s political treatise simply treated White repulsion toward “the negro” as a regrettable
fact of life in Halifax, as elsewhere in North America.19 Though Reid anticipated that slavery
would one day be ended and praised some of slavery’s opponents, he had little respect for the
“wild and incendiary proceedings of the Northern Abolitionists.”20 His sympathy for southern
views would have been shared in elite Halifax circles. One of Dalhousie College’s later leaders
agreed with Reid that the slave states of the American South had been unfairly treated. Dr.
W. Johnston Almon (whose mother had indirectly received slave-compensation monies)
actively served the Confederate cause, both on his own and through two of his four sons’
participation. From 1868 to 1875, Dr. Almon was the head of the Dalhousie College Faculty
of Medicine. In 1872, he was elected the federal MP for Halifax and in 1875 he became a
Canadian senator.21 Could the children and grandchildren of the Black Refugees reasonably
trust that a society with leaders who held beliefs such as Almon’s would serve them fairly?
All of these reasons for mistrust presented limits on the recent Black settlers’ choices,
whether in wage bargains, seeking charity’s assistance, or choosing whether to stay or
leave. Individual Black Refugees made a variety of choices, of course. After all, individuals
vary in their luck, skills, and comfort with risk, even when they share a common adversity
built on prejudice. Some of the Black Refugees and their children were able to surmount to
some degree the exploitation they faced in Nova Scotia. Historian Harvey Amani Whitfield
has described efforts, some demonstrably successful, on the part of individuals and
families among the Black settlers to improve their economic lot. Some men went to sea, at
considerable risk.22 Some sought and acquired more and better land for farming and related
forestry production.23 Some left Nova Scotia permanently, moving to London or Edinburgh,
among other places.24 Among those who stayed, some proudly prospered. In 1820, one Bartlet
Shanklyn wrote to his former master in Virginia to inform him that he was thriving as a
blacksmith in Preston:
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“I have [a] Shop & Set of Tools of my own and am doing very well. When i was with you
[you] treated me very ill and for that reason i take the liberty of informing you that I
am doin as well as you if not beter. When I was with you I worked very hard and you
neither g[ave] me money nor any satisfaction but sin[ce] I have been hear I am able
to make Gold and Silver as well as you.”25
But the heroic struggles of the formerly enslaved to survive and prosper were left out of the
story that White Nova Scotia long told itself about the province’s history. In his foundational
1829 history of Nova Scotia, T.C. Haliburton described the Black Refugees as “imagining
that liberty consisted in a total exemption of labour.”26 This was not just an echo of a widely
held White supremacist view: research has shown that Dalhousie’s letters to Bathurst were
almost certainly among Haliburton’s research materials.27 Like Dalhousie, too, Haliburton
claimed as fact that slavery was congenial: “some [of the refugees] have sighed for the roof of
their master.”28 Noting that some Black men sought a living on the sea, Haliburton explained
this initiative with one of the slaveholders’ fond ideas—that “negroes” had a “propensity to
ramble” (later diagnosed as the imaginary disease, “drapetomania”).29 In these and other
comments, Haliburton sided with slavery, as George Elliott Clarke has shown in a detailed
study.30
The standard histories of Nova Scotia followed Haliburton. In fact, two of the most
influential nineteenth-century historians of the province were his literary assistants in the
1820s, Beamish Murdoch and Thomas Beamish Akins.31 In 1857, Akins became the first
provincial archivist. His “History of Halifax City,” first drafted in 1839, became source material
for Thomas Raddall’s widely read 1948 Halifax: Warden of the North. To give just one example:
Akins describes as “grotesque” and “most ridiculous” the appearance of Black men in Halifax
wearing used uniforms they’d been given out of military supplies taken at Castine (clothing
essential to their survival).32 Raddall ramps up the contempt. In his account, the efforts of
the Black Refugees to farm are invisible. They are brought to Halifax, and simply stay there,
“cavorting about the streets in the blue and buff of the United States Army and the green and
scarlet of the York Rangers…”33 The deep racism of Raddall’s book has been carefully analyzed
by historians Ian McKay and Robin Bates.34 Rooted in Lord Dalhousie’s day, the white Nova
Scotian history they examine uses distorted images of formerly enslaved people as amusing
local colour and recycles the ideological underpinnings of slavery. Only recently has this
selective history begun to be corrected by thorough, empirical research.35 Given the nature
of these earlier histories of Nova Scotia, people of African descent have had every reason to
mistrust what has passed for historical fact.
For Nova Scotia’s institutions, Dalhousie University among them, to merit the trust of
the descendants of the province’s early Black settlers and the trust of other more recent
immigrants of African descent, we must all understand that in Lord Dalhousie’s day, and
since, mistrust has been often a reasonable stance for African Nova Scotians to take.
Recognizing that perspective and appreciating both its wisdom and its cost is part of what all
of us can do to make the university more trustworthy.
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8.0
The Legacies of Slavery:
A Justice System Case Study1

We do not have to look far today in Canada to see the legacies of slavery in their full effect.
One of these legacies is the way in which we have chosen to forget slavery, or perhaps to deny
it, and to create a different narrative. “Slavery is Canada’s best-kept secret, locked within the
national closet,” asserts Afua Cooper.2 Ask many Canadians about the history of slavery in
Canada and they will talk about the Underground Railroad. This is what many of us learned in
school, that slavery existed in America, not in Canada, and that Canada’s heroic, romantic role
in that slavery story was to welcome escaping “slaves” from America to freedom in Canada.
While there was an “Underground Railroad,” and while it was used to help enslaved persons
escape from the U.S. to Canada, that is only a part of our slavery story.3
Whitfield, writing about slavery in the Maritimes, identifies another legacy of that slavery
in addition to our forgetting and denying. He concludes that slavery’s chief legacy “was to
make race—that is, to define the place and status of black people.”4 And in explaining what
this means and how it has unfolded, he relies on Ira Berlin’s statement that “if slavery made
race, its larger purpose was to make class.”5 Cahill makes a similar observation, referring
to the refusal of White Loyalist society “to regard the Blacks as anything but slaves” and
that this was “the primary psychological-cum-ideological barrier to the abolition of slavery,
either by Legislative enactment or judicial decision.”6 The slave state was one of subjugation,
inferiority, servitude, and marginalization. This formed the way White settlers came to
perceive Black people, even after formal emancipation. To be free should have meant to be
equal, but it meant no such thing. Even after the vast majority of the population had turned
against slavery, they did not welcome Black people as equals. “Blacks were generally viewed
exclusively in terms of white economic interests.”7 Cahill suggests that once we understand
slavery “not as a ‘legal condition,’ but as an entrenched socio-economic condition with a
para-legal character,” it becomes easier to understand the prevailing attitude at the end of the
eighteenth century that “black slavery was presumed implicitly to be lawful until adjudged or
legislated to be explicitly illegal.”8 An example can be seen in the story of Ben and Maria Fuller,
Black Refugees of the War of 1812, who experienced first-hand the legacy of slavery.
The Fullers arrived in Nova Scotia after the War of 1812 as free people; they eventually
became property owners.9 In 1818, a group of White hunters came onto their property. Ben
Fuller, with the assistance of his wife and children, tried to defend his property by first asking
the hunters to leave. They refused to do so, asserting that the land was common land. A
physical altercation ensued, the end result of which was that Ben Fuller was charged with
assault. At his trial, his lawyer argued that if the roles had been reversed and Ben Fuller had
trespassed on a White person’s land and an altercation had occurred, no jury would have
convicted that White person of assault. Notwithstanding this sound submission, Fuller was
convicted by an all-White jury and sentenced to a week in jail. The presiding magistrate stated
in his decision that there were “too many people of [Fullers’] colour in this country, whose
conduct is highly reprehensible…[and] to continue the same course…will be a means of
uniting the voice of the people against you…to have you sent out of the province altogether.”10
Ben Fuller was a free Black man and a property owner, but he could not assert his property
rights against White trespassers. This court official was telling him what his place was, and
the place he was describing was not that of a free person. The judge’s comments show that
emancipation did not mean equality and that the state of subjugation and marginalization
that was part of slavery was also a part of the life of every Black person, slave or free.
The magistrate’s comments also demonstrate that Black people could not always rely on
courts and judges to give effect to the rights they should have had as free people. Whitfield
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concludes that “…previous distinctions between enslaved persons, free Blacks and Black
servants11 were smothered under racial homogeneity, with most Afro-Maritimers reduced to
fighting against extreme economic marginalization and deeply seated racism.”12
But we would be wrong to assume that the experience of Ben Fuller tells the full story of
the role of courts and judges in the late eighteenth century and during the nineteenth century.
It was more complex than this. Cahill conveys this complexity in his essay “Slavery and the
Judges of Loyalist Nova Scotia.”13 He describes the “gradualist judicial policy”14 of some judges,
especially Chief Justices Strange and Blowers. Instead of explicitly declaring slavery to be
illegal, these judges made it difficult for those asserting ownership of enslaved persons to
prove that ownership. In these efforts they were joined by some sympathetic lawyers and by
Black people willing to bring their claims and grievances to the courts.15 While this struggle
against slavery continued and slavery gradually disappeared, racism against Black people did
not disappear. This was evident in print media and in the comments of politicians and public
officials. One example is a comment Dalhousie, then lieutenant-governor of Nova Scotia,
made to Lord Bathurst:
Slaves by habit & education, no longer working under the dread of the lash, their idea
of freedom is idleness and they are therefore quite incapable of industry.16
And it is not as if the court was routinely used as an anti-slavery instrument. Compared with
the number of enslaved people in the colony, those who took their case to court were few.
In this maelstrom of slavery, emancipation, struggle, racism, and economic marginalization
and inequality, Black communities and kinship grew. “[A]s a new and virulent racism sprang
from the ashes of slavery,”17 Black people built institutions and societies for their mutual
support and growth.
Still they persisted to call Nova Scotia home
They bled into the soil and made it their own…
But history doesn’t just let go
Subjugation of people yesterday bleeds into tomorrow
so the inequality of the past
is built into the institutions of today18
Viola Desmond experienced this inequality first-hand. Long before she was selected from
an impressive shortlist of Canadian women to be featured on our Canadian ten-dollar bill, she
had made her mark as a businesswoman and a civil rights leader. In 1946, she was arrested,
jailed, and convicted for refusing to sit in the balcony of a New Glasgow theatre. She was not
from New Glasgow and was unaware that the Roseland Theatre was segregated. She asked
for a ticket on the floor and thought that was what she had bought. But when she tried to
take a floor seat, the theatre usher directed her to the balcony. Thinking the cashier had made
a mistake, Viola returned to buy the appropriate ticket. The cashier said: “I’m sorry but I’m not
permitted to sell downstairs tickets to you people.”19
It was at that moment that Viola realized there had been no mistake. She had been given
a balcony ticket because she was Black and the theatre was segregated. She refused to go to
the balcony; she returned to her floor seat. The theatre manager then became involved, urging
her to move because “it is customary for Negroes to sit together in the balcony.”20 When she
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refused to comply, the police were called. Viola Desmond was
forcibly removed from the theatre, taken to the local jail, kept
there overnight, and then taken to court the next morning
where she was tried and convicted.
But what case were the authorities able to make against
her? The charge read as follows:
…that she the said Irene Viola Desmond, did on or about
the 8th day of November, A.D., 1946, unlawfully enter a
theatre to wit: the Roseland Theatre the same being a place
where a tax is imposed by the Theatres Cinematographs
and Amusement Act without paying the said tax contrary
to the said [Act], Section 8(8)(a).21
How did this case become one about tax evasion? The
legislation in question apparently levied an amusement tax
on every theatre ticket. Desmond had, unwittingly, bought a
balcony ticket. The tax on the balcony ticket price of 20 cents
was two cents; the tax on the floor ticket price of 40 cents
VIOLA DESMOND
was three cents. Her “offence” was sitting in a floor seat with
OBTAINED FROM THE CANADIAN ENCYCLOPAEDIA ONLINE: HTTPS://WWW.
a balcony ticket; she was charged and convicted for depriving
THECANADIANENCYCLOPEDIA.CA/EN/ARTICLE/VIOLA-DESMOND
the provincial government of one cent in tax.22 The theatre
manager, cashier, and usher, all of whom were White, gave
sworn evidence against Desmond at the trial the next morning.23 Desmond’s evidence was
that she had offered to pay the difference and the theatre staff would not accept it. She was
not represented by counsel, she was not told that she had the right to an adjournment in
order to retain counsel, and there was no cross-examination of the Crown witnesses.24
Her lawyer, F.W. Bissett attempted to challenge this decision on her behalf, first to the
County Court and then to the Supreme Court. These attempts failed on the technical ground
that she should have challenged the New Glasgow magistrate’s decision by bringing an
appeal rather than by a certiorari25 application alleging that he had no jurisdiction to make
the decision he had made. The time limitation to bring an appeal had expired by the time her
lawyer decided to challenge the magistrate’s decision.
Any discussion of the role that race played in Desmond’s case is absent from the court
record, with one exception. At the hearing in the Supreme Court, Mr. Justice W.L. Hall agreed
that her application to challenge the decision should fail, but added the following comment:
I concur with my brother Carroll…Had the matter reached the Court by some method
other than certiorari, there might have been opportunity to right the wrong done
this unfortunate woman… One wonders if the manager of the theatre who laid the
complaint was so zealous because of a bona fide belief there had been an attempt to
defraud the Province of Nova Scotia of the sum of one cent, or was it a surreptitious
endeavour to enforce a Jim Crow rule by misuse of a public statute.26
We will never know if, given the opportunity on an appeal rather than an application for
certiorari, the Nova Scotian courts of the day would have openly acknowledged that this case
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was about race, not tax evasion, and would have found a just way to “right the wrong done” to
Viola Desmond.
The wrong was righted, to the extent that it could be, in 2010 when Desmond received a
posthumous free pardon27 from the Nova Scotia government. It was granted by LieutenantGovernor Mayann Francis, the first Black Nova Scotian and only the second Black person in
Canada to hold this office. The pardon was accompanied by a public apology from Premier
Darrell Dexter. He acknowledged and apologized for the “racial discrimination she was
subjected to by the justice system,” noting that “law was used to perpetrate racism and racial
segregation.”28 He also said that Desmond should never have been charged and that her
conviction was a miscarriage of justice. He described her conduct as “an act of courage, not
an offence.”29
Depending on how we look at this case, it was a failure, or it was a success, or it was
both. It is a good example of what Williams describes as a “quintessentially Canadian form
of customary racism,” one that is “more de facto than de jure” and that is allowed to thrive
“against the backdrop of a legal system that could be relied upon to enforce racial hierarchies
without referring explicitly to race.”30 Constance Backhouse concludes that “[as] a matter of
legal precedent, the Viola Desmond case was an absolute failure...the real issues of white
racism were shrouded in procedural technicalities.”31 Bissett, Desmond’s lawyer, chose a
“conservative strategy of camouflaging race discrimination underneath traditional common
law doctrines”32 and with the exception of Hall’s comments, the issue of race was never
mentioned. Newspaper reports were similarly quiet on the race issue, but The Clarion did take
some solace from Justice Hall’s Jim Crow comment.
It is gratifying to know that such a shoddy attempt to hide behind the law has been
recognized as such by the highest Court in our Province. We feel that owners and
managers of places of amusement will now realize that such practices are recognized
by those in authority for what they are - cowardly devices to persecute innocent
people because of their outmoded racial biases.33
While it was a failure as a legal precedent, and while it must have taken a significant
emotional toll on Viola Desmond, leaders in Nova Scotia’s Black community saw it as one of
the most influential developments in their efforts to fight discrimination and racism.34
Unlike the Viola Desmond case, the Rodney Small (RDS) case was not a failure as a legal
precedent.
Common sense turned major victory
applied to the judiciary
Now Nova Scotian history
thanks to the bravery and honesty
of our first African Nova Scotian judge
It didn’t hurt that she had Rocky
when they tried to pull the plug on her career
The first Black lawyer from Nova Scotia
to argue successfully at the supreme court
he made his passion for social justice
impossible to ignore
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His revelations on race relations
condemned by authorities as provocation
He was watched and followed
His home was torched
but he never stopped kicking down doors
and blazing a trail for the people to follow
He was a tough pill for this province to swallow
but it was good medicine for us all36
In September 1997, Rodney Small was on a plane headed to Toronto. He was leaving Nova
Scotia and he had no intention of returning. “It was racist, he’d told his mother, and no place
for a black man like him.”37 A few years earlier, his life had been turned upside down when, as
a fifteen-year-old, an encounter with a White police officer resulted in three criminal charges
against him for resisting arrest and assaulting a police officer. In youth court his evidence was
that he had arrived by bicycle at the scene of a disturbance. When he saw that the police had
apprehended his cousin, he asked his cousin if he should contact his cousin’s mother to tell
her what was happening. He denied assaulting the White police officer or resisting arrest.
He and the police officer were the only two witnesses at the trial, and their versions of the
events differed widely.38 The judge who was hearing his case was Judge Corinne Sparks, at
that time the only Black Nova Scotian judge. She believed most of Rodney’s testimony, found
that there was a reasonable doubt, and acquitted him. In the course of her oral judgement
from the bench, she made the following comments, little realizing then how significant those
comments, and this “RDS case,” would become.
The Crown says, well, why would the officer say that events occurred the way in which
he has relayed them to the Court this morning. I am not saying that the Constable
has misled the court, although police officers have been known to do that in the past.
I am not saying that the officer overreacted, but certainly police officers do overreact,
particularly when they are dealing with non-white groups. That to me indicates a
state of mind right there that is questionable. I believe that probably the situation in
this particular case is the case of a young police officer who overreacted. I do accept
the evidence of [RDS] that he was told to shut up or he would be under arrest. It
seems to be in keeping with the prevalent attitude of the day… At any rate, based
upon my comments and based upon all the evidence before the court I have no other
choice but to acquit. 39
The Crown appealed the acquittal, arguing that these comments indicated Judge Sparks
was biased. The Crown’s appeal was successful at both the trial and the appeal levels in Nova
Scotia.40 Rodney Small’s counsel, Burnley (Rocky) Jones, persisted, appealing to the Supreme
Court of Canada. In a landmark case, the Supreme Court of Canada found in favour of Rodney
Small (of the nine judges hearing the case, six ruled in his favour and three against) and
restored Judge Sparks’ acquittal.
It was Judge Sparks’ suggestion that there is racism and bias in the system that led to the
Crown’s appeal. Had she not said that, the matter probably would have stopped there, for
she had already offered reasons justifying her reasonable doubt of guilt, which is all that was
needed for an acquittal. But in referring to issues of systemic racism, she was thought by the
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Crown to have crossed a line and the appeal was taken.
While six of the Supreme Court judges agreed that the acquittal should be restored, three
of these six went further than the rest of the majority in endorsing the right, even perhaps the
obligation of judges to take account of issues of systemic racism. They relied on the following
comment from an Ontario Court of Appeal case, R. v. Parks:
Racism, and in particular anti-black racism, is a part of our community’s psyche.
A significant segment of our community holds overtly racist views. A much larger
segment subconsciously operates on the basis of negative racial stereotypes.
Furthermore, our institutions, including the criminal justice system, reflect and
perpetuate those negative stereotypes.41
They then considered these comments in the Nova Scotian context. Justices
L’Heureux-Dubé and McLachlin stated:
The reasonable person is not only a member of the Canadian community, but also,
more specifically, is a member of the local communities in which the case at issue
arose (in this case, the Nova Scotian and Halifax communities). Such a person must
be taken to possess knowledge of the local population and its racial dynamics,
including the existence in the community of a history of widespread and systemic
discrimination against black and aboriginal people, and high-profile clashes between
the police and the visible minority population over policing issues: Royal Commission
on the Donald Marshall Jr. Prosecution (1989); R. v. Smith (1991), 109 N.S.R. (2d)
394 (Co. Ct.). The reasonable person must thus be deemed to be cognizant of the
existence of racism in Halifax, Nova Scotia. It follows that judges may take notice of
actual racism known to exist in a particular society. Judges have done so with respect
to racism in Nova Scotia. In Nova Scotia (Minister of Community Services) v. S.M.S.
(1992), 110 N.S.R. (2d) 91 (Fam. Ct.), it was stated at p. 108:
[Racism] is a pernicious reality. The issue of racism existing in Nova Scotia has been
well documented in the Marshall Inquiry Report …. A person would have to be stupid,
complacent or ignorant not to acknowledge its presence, not only individually, but
also systemically and institutionally.42
Rodney Small took some comfort from the Supreme Court of Canada decision. He felt
vindicated, in fact, “saved”43 by the acquittal. But he understands that many fifteen-year-old
Black teenagers in the same position might not have fared as well. Today, Small works for
Common Good Solutions in Halifax, using social enterprise to try to make good things happen
in marginalized communities. One thing I can tell you is statistically I’m not supposed to be
where I am today. And … many young men that I grew up with … are either doing life in prison,
or are six feet under the ground.”44
RDS is a ground-breaking case. While it must have been an intense and emotional struggle
for the key players, especially Rodney Small, Judge Corinne Sparks, and Rocky Jones, it
gave us, among other things, what the King v. Viola Desmond did not—an open discussion of
anti-Black racism in society and in the justice system.
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SOCIAL ENTREPRENEUR RODNEY SMALL

BARRISTER BURNLEY “ROCKY” JONES

JUDGE CORRINE SPARKS

And the supreme court happens to agree
that racism is a problem in society
And if you see it you can say it
without fear of penalty45
The RDS case demonstrates how vital it is for Black Canadians to be leaders and to occupy
key roles in Canada’s justice system.46 Without Judge Corinne Sparks and lawyer Rocky Jones,
both African Nova Scotians, the case would most likely have had a very different outcome. It is
this understanding that led to the introduction in 1989 of the Indigenous Blacks and Mi’kmaq
(IB&M) Initiative at Dalhousie Law School (now the Schulich School of Law). The IB&M
Initiative was the result of efforts by African Nova Scotian communities and Mi’kmaq First
Nations to obtain access to legal education and the legal profession and to address racism in
the justice system. These efforts were the catalyst for Dalhousie University’s study entitled
Breaking Barriers: Report of the Task Force on Access for Black and Native people.47 The efforts
to establish the IB&M Initiative also coincided with the work of the Royal Commission on the
Donald Marshall, Jr. Prosecution.48 The Marshall Commission identified issues of systemic
racism throughout the legal system and called on key justice system actors to do something
to address these issues.49
Professor Naiomi Metallic, a graduate of the IB&M Initiative, describes some of the benefits
of the Initiative in addressing these systemic racism issues:
At the time of the Marshall Report, of the almost 1,200 lawyers in Nova Scotia, none
were Mi’kmaq and only about a dozen were Black. The first cohort of the Initiative
started at Dalhousie Law School in the fall of 1989, and over the past twenty-five
years, over 175 Black and Aboriginal IB&M students have graduated from Dalhousie
Law School. This has materialized into there being 50 members of the Nova Scotia
Barristers Society who self-identified as Mi’kmaq or Aboriginal and 44 who identify as
African Nova Scotian or Black in 2015. In terms of sheer numbers, the IB&M Initiative
has a profound impact on the make-up of Nova Scotia’s legal profession. Comparisons
of representation of racialized lawyers between the Canadian provinces have found
that, … Nova Scotia boasts one of the highest representations of racialized lawyers
relative to population size.50
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In 2018, Dalhousie’s 200th birthday, the 200th graduate from the IB&M Initiative walked
across the stage at Convocation to receive their law degree.
Metallic also describes the many different types of workplaces and roles in which
these IB&M Initiative lawyers are working, leading, influencing law and policy, and “raising
awareness of race issues and changing the discourse around race and equality issues in places
of power.”51 It is the combination of active recruitment, dedicated places, financial support,
and academic supports of various kinds during three years of law school, that contribute to
the success of the IB&M Initiative. Metallic notes that these efforts translate into a bond that
continues after law school graduation, creating “a group of Aboriginal and Black lawyers who
feel strong in their identity, who have a network of peers to draw strength and support from,
and who have the courage to take on positions in places of power where their communities
have been historically excluded, and raise issues of race and equality in those places.”52

8.1

Conclusion

It was not only the New Glasgow magistrate who was responsible for the injustice done
to Viola Desmond. The theatre usher, cashier and manager, and the police, also played a
part. When we think about and try to understand, describe, and change the kinds of racism
that African Nova Scotians live with today, the same is true. Police, baristas, cashiers, store
managers, bus drivers, neighbours, teachers, doctors, landlords, other professionals, and
service providers—we all play a part in slavery’s legacy of systemic discrimination.
•

•

•
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A young Black woman who is 25 cents short is told to get off a Halifax Transit bus,
notwithstanding that another passenger offers to pay the 25 cents. This young woman
is the daughter of Randy (Evan) Symonds, who as a Halifax Transit employee brought a
human rights complaint for racial discrimination in the workplace. He settled his case
in 2006, but a later board of inquiry in a case brought by another Halifax Transit worker
found a poisoned workplace due to rampant racial discrimination that had gone
unchecked for years.53
A 32-year-old Black man who immigrated from Sierra Leone in 2003 could not present
an authorized document at a bar showing proof of age. He was asked to leave, and
when he failed to do so immediately the police were called and he was ejected. A
Human Rights tribunal concluded that in refusing to serve him, Alehouse staff were
following the legal requirements for proof of age. However, regarding their decision
to call the police, the Chair of the Board of Inquiry concluded: “I…cannot rationally
understand calling the police, outside of the context of race. This failure of courtesy,
this failure to accord Mr. Gilpin respect, concern and dignity, and the decision to
humiliate him can only be understood, at least in part, as having been a function of Mr.
Gilpin’s colour…”54
Mayann Francis, lieutenant-governor of Nova Scotia from 2006 to 2012 and the first
African Nova Scotian to serve in that office, described how she is followed, treated
and mistreated in some stores in Nova Scotia because of the colour of her skin.55 In
a different case, Sobeys admitted to racial profiling in a situation in which a store
employee accused a customer of shoplifting. Sobeys offered damages, an apology, and
an assurance that its employees would receive training about racial profiling.56
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•

Statistics show that Black people are at least six times more likely to be stopped and
checked by Halifax police.57

Our justice system has worked for and has failed Black Nova Scotians. It failed Viola
Desmond and Ben Fuller. It eventually vindicated Rodney Small. Chief Justices Blowers
and Strange, with their “gradualist judicial policy” of emancipation, made a significant
contribution to the decline of slavery in Nova Scotia.58 Not so for the magistrates in the Ben
Fuller and Viola Desmond cases. The Supreme Court of Canada decision in the RDS case
upholding the decision of Judge Corinne Sparks was a major step forward, as are various Nova
Scotia Human Rights cases in which claims of race discrimination have been upheld.
In October 2016 the United Nations Working Group of Experts on People of African Descent
visited Canada (Ottawa, Toronto, Halifax, and Montreal). Their purpose was to examine
“measures taken to prevent racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia, Afrophobia and related
intolerance faced by people of African descent in Canada, underscoring positive developments
as well as gaps in implementation.”59 The United Nations Working Group, while noting that
Canada is known for its multiculturalism and for supporting diversity, expressed deep concern
about the human rights situation of African Canadians. They stated that Canada’s history
of enslavement and segregation continues to negatively affect people of African descent
in various ways—social isolation, lack of opportunities in education and employment, and
resulting chronic poverty, poor health and overrepresentation in the justice system. The
Working Group also stated that the experience of Black Canadians is unique because it can be
traced back to slavery and its legacy of anti-Black racism, particularly in laws and social norms
that enforced segregation in employment, education, and even in where Black Canadians
could live. Anti-Black racism has become “so deeply entrenched in institutions, policies and
practices, that its institutional and systemic forms are either functionally normalized or
rendered invisible, especially to the dominant group.”60
Our justice system case study offers one example of how the injustices and inequalities
of the past—how slavery and its legacies—have shaped and are shaping the institutions of
today.
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9.0
Lord Dalhousie Panel and the International
Decade for People of African Descent:
Recognition, Reconciliation, and
Recompense: Brief Reflections

The scholarly panel investigating Dalhousie
University’s links to the transatlantic slave
trade and transatlantic slavery is a welcome
development, as we are in the midst of the
International Decade for People of African
Descent (IDPAD), proclaimed for 2015–2024
by the United Nations General Assembly on
December 23, 2013.1 The IDPAD builds on and
amplifies previous UN initiatives regarding
slavery and the transatlantic slave trade.
For example, on December 17, 2007, the UN
General Assembly proclaimed March 25 as the International Day of Remembrance of the
Victims of Slavery and the Transatlantic Slave Trade.2 Central to the IDPAD is the recognition
of the ongoing legacy and impact of slavery, the transatlantic slave trade, and colonialism.
Direct provenance lies with the historic 2001 UN World Conference on Racism, which
declared:
that slavery and the slave trade, including the transatlantic slave trade, were
appalling tragedies in the history of humanity…that slavery and the slave trade are a
crime against humanity and should always have been so, especially the transatlantic
slave trade and are among the major sources and manifestations of racism, racial
discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance, and that Africans and people
of African descent…were victims of these acts and continue to be victims of their
consequences.3
The November 18, 2014, sessions of the UN Programme of Activities for the
Implementation of IDPAD echoed the above stance “that people of African descent were
victims of slavery, the slave trade and colonialism, and continue to be victims of their
consequences.”4 Scholars have discussed and debated the relationship between the
transatlantic slave trade and the modern world, especially the emergence and consolidation
of capitalism as a world system and the intersections and articulations between racism and
capitalism. Trevor Getz argues that it is more accurate to speak of the transatlantic slave
system rather than the conventional transatlantic slave trade. While the centrality of the
transatlantic slave trade as a reference framework is indisputable, the boundaries of slavery
as an international institution, mode of production, and social practice exceeded the prosaic
connotations of the commercial nexus. Getz underscores the imperative “to emphasize the
systemic reach of transatlantic slaving, which extended well beyond commerce…”5 During
the span of the transatlantic slave system, the Atlantic Ocean became a superhighway for
the transfer of millions of kidnapped Africans. Those who survived the crossing built “new”
cultures and a “new world,” creating new built wealth for Europe and European-derived
nations. Western wealth and power are anchored in a racialized labour force. These historical
processes were, therefore, the precursors and foundation of today’s global distribution of
wealth and power. This acknowledgment is at the core of the IDPAD, which called on national
governments to:
Ensure that textbooks and other educational materials reflect historical facts
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accurately as they relate to past tragedies and atrocities, in particular slavery, the
slave trade, the transatlantic slave trade and colonialism…Giving recognition to
the victims and their descendants through the establishment of memorial sites in
countries that profited from and/or were responsible for slavery, the slave trade, the
transatlantic slave trade and colonialism and past tragedies where there is none.6
But what of Canada and specifically Nova Scotia? Where do they fit in the transatlantic
slave system? Quite often slavery is presented as having occurred completely outside of
Canada. Afua Cooper has shown in her ground-breaking work on Canadian slavery The
Hanging of Angelique: The Untold Story of Slavery in Canada and the Burning of Old Montreal that
slavery was institutionalized in Canadian society for well over two centuries. She notes:
Slavery is Canada’s best-kept secret, locked within the national closet. And because
it is a secret it is written out of official history. But slavery was an institutionalized
practice for over two hundred years…Contrary to popular belief, slavery was common
in Canada.7
She also notes that “People of African descent, free and enslaved, have vanished from
national narratives. It is possible to complete a graduate degree in Canadian studies and not
know that slavery existed in Canada.”
The marginalization of Black people in Canada has its historical roots in the institution of
slavery. While the institution of slavery in this country never acquired the dimensions it had
in the United States or the elsewhere in the Americas, its influence and impact exceeded its
actual scale and economic weight, shaping how persons of African descent were perceived
and treated in Canada. The very existence and practice of slavery in Canada established the
precedent of using African peoples as a readily available source of cheap labour. This dynamic
shaped the experiences of the Black Loyalists and the Black Refugees, the two largest
migrant groups of people of African descent to the Maritimes that formed the foundation of
pre-Confederation Black communities. Designated as a cheap pool of labour, Black people
were, consequently, relegated to an economically dependent position (i.e., sharecroppers,
indentured servants, or casual labourers).
The presence of African Nova Scotians in this province is neither accidental nor purely
conjectural. Black labour made a crucial contribution to the development of Nova Scotia.
The demand and necessity for the services of Black tradesmen was clearly articulated by
the provincial ruling circles in relation to the Black Loyalists and the Black Refugees who
migrated to Nova Scotia from 1783 to 1785 and 1813 to 1816, respectively. The Black Loyalists
were described as “the principal source of labour and improvement,” a cheap labour pool.8
Referring to the Black Refugees, Theophilus Chamberlain, a legislature member, made this
statement when he was informed about their impending arrival: [These are people who can
provide] “assistance to us toward repairing roads, but likewise furnish us with the labourers
of whom we stand too much in need to make any tolerable progress in our improvement.”9
Both the Black Loyalists and the Black Refugees were lured to Nova Scotia with promises
of land and economic security. Very few received land and, when they did, it was of much
smaller acreage than promised and of inferior quality and nonarable. This ensured that the
Black population was unable to achieve economic security and independence. The inability
to acquire a viable land base maintained African Nova Scotians as a cheap and casual labour
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pool that was forced into competing at the lower end of the labour market.
Entwined with this economic status was the racist ideology deployed to justify and ensure
that Black people remained at the bottom of the socio-economic order. A constellation of
social practices, conventions, ideas, and worldviews emerged from slavery that would shape
the trajectories of Black communities long after slavery itself was abolished. This history
profoundly stamped the subsequent trajectory of Black Nova Scotia. The results have been
marginalization and disenfranchisement, epitomized by the Africville dispossession. This
legacy of continuity with the past was recognized by the United Nations 2017 Report of the
Working Group of Experts on People of African Descent on its Mission to Canada. The Working
Group underscored the role of slavery in shaping the history of African Canadians and laying
the foundation for anti-Black racism and the discrimination and marginalization of African
Canadians. The report is unequivocal about this direct historical path:
Canada’s history of enslavement, racial segregation and marginalization has had a
deleterious impact on people of African descent… Across the country, many people
of African descent continue to live in poverty and poor health, have low educational
attainment and are overrepresented in the criminal justice system. It is important
to underline that the experience of African Canadians is unique because of the
particular history of anti-Black racism in Canada, which is traceable to slavery and
its legacy, through specific laws and practices enforcing segregation in education,
residential accommodation, employment and other economic opportunities… This
contemporary form of racism replicates the historical de jure and de facto substantive
conditions and effects of spatial segregation, economic disadvantage and social
exclusion.10
These consequences, as the report underscores, can be measured today. The outcomes are
particularly poignant in the socio-economic sphere, where:
[T]he poverty rate among Black Canadians is more than three times the average for
Whites. In 2000, one in two African Canadian children lived below the low-income
cut-off rate before taxes, compared to one in 10 for European Canadians. Furthermore,
poverty among single-parent, mother-led families stood at 65 per cent for African
Canadian families compared to 26 per cent for European Canadian families. African
Canadians in Montreal, Quebec, have the highest poverty rates among all “visible
minorities” in the city. Approximately 50 per cent of the Black Canadian population
are categorized as low income, with that number jumping to 65 per cent for new Black
immigrants… Black Canadian children are living in poverty at the unprecedented rate
of 33 per cent for children of Caribbean heritage and 47 per cent for children of
continental African heritage, compared to 18 per cent of White Canadian children
living below the poverty line.11
In order to address and begin rectification of these conditions, the report calls on the
Canadian government to, “[i]ssue an apology and consider providing reparations to African
Canadians for enslavement and historical injustices” and “[l]egally recognize African
Canadians as a distinct group who have made and continue to make profound economic,
political, social, cultural and spiritual contributions to Canadian society…”12 This call reflects
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a growing reparations movement, epitomized by the unfolding lawsuit of fourteen countries
of the Caribbean Community (CARICOM), the English-speaking Caribbean countries, against
the United Kingdom, France and the Netherlands for reparations for the legacy of the
transatlantic slave trade.13
A critical aspect of dealing with the legacy of slavery is a keen understanding of history,
namely the role of slavery and colonialism in making and shaping the world, and the Canada
and Nova Scotia we inhabit today. They are not divorced from the history and the circuits
of the transatlantic slave system. As part and parcel of Black Atlantic Canada, the historical
and geographical space created and defined by the intersections and interactions of slavery
and colonialism, Canada and Nova Scotia are not only implicated by this history, but are also
obligated to acknowledge and address the consequences and ongoing legacy.
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10.0
Moving Forward:
Reparatory Justice

The panel acknowledges the work Dalhousie University has already done in regard to
reparatory justice and equity for Black people at the university. Such initiatives include: the
James Robinson Johnston Chair in Black Canadian Studies (currently domiciled in the Faculty
of Medicine); the Imhotep Learning Academy; the Transition Year Program; the Black Studies
minor; the Indigenous Black and Mi’kmaq Program (Schulich School of Law); the Black
Student Advising Centre; and the Dalhousie Diversity Faculty Awards (DDFA).
The Nova Scotia that Lord Dalhousie governed was a colony based on war and conquest—
one that differed in substantive ways from the one the Mi’kmaq exemplified when they signed
the Peace and Friendship Treaties. The Nova Scotia that Dalhousie came to was a place where
individuals were perceived as either the conquerors or the conquered. This perspective found
a home in Dalhousie’s frame of reference and was further informed by his (and others’)
perspectives on race and, in particular, his attitude toward Black people.

10.1 Historical findings
Dalhousie shared the widespread (though not universal) belief in the “idleness” and lack of
“industry” of former “slaves.” This belief was a key underpinning of the widespread opposition
to the emancipation of these people. Dalhousie reported this belief as fact to Bathurst, and
although Dalhousie qualified his belief, Bathurst ignored these qualifications and based his
instructions to the lieutenant-governor on the general negative view of the time. They both
ignored Britain’s obligation to the Black Refugees, which was based in these Black Refugees’
contributions to British military success in the War of 1812.
The small plots of land assigned to the Black Refugees and the reduced rations allocated
to them were intended to push these people into a mix of subsistence production and wage
labour rather than to support their eventual independence as settlers and farmers, as had
been promised. “Dependence” as employees was part of the racist belief that a taste for
idleness meant these former enslaved persons would only work under a White person’s
command. Dalhousie and Bathurst shared the belief that enslavement was a sufficiently mild
and benevolent condition that some Black Refugees could be encouraged to voluntarily return
to this.
Dalhousie and Bathurst accepted that Britain had an obligation to the Black Refugees but
from their perspective this obligation was distinct from their obligations to the disbanded
soldiers of the War of 1812 or the White settlers, generally. Thus, they sought to reduce the
expense of that obligation by distributing supplies that were inadequate to the preservation
of health and energy. They did not pressure the provincial government to augment aid in a
regular way to either the Black Refugees or the other settlers. And the aid provided to the
Black Refugees was considerably less than that accorded to other groups that had migrated
to the colony at around the same time. Small emergency expenditures were made to preserve
order or in case of emergency (such as in the spring of 1817 to respond to the colony-wide
crop failures of 1816).
Kidnapping and re-enslavement were real risks in the Atlantic world in Dalhousie’s day,
and so the Black Refugees were less free than White settlers were to move on if opportunities
in Nova Scotia were poor, as they generally were in the first decade after the Black Refugees
arrived.
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10.2 Lessons to draw from the historical findings
Our province’s institutions depended for their birth and progress in part on revenues earned
from slavery-based economies. To the extent that of the merchant wealth generated in Nova
Scotia was based on trade with slavery-based economies, Nova Scotia was a slavery-based
economy. Rational business models can be built on unethical practices.
Shared common-sense beliefs among leaders may be persuasive within their own networks
and yet may not be true or functional. Beliefs about people of African descent helped
the White societies that depended on slavery to see their wealth as legitimately earned.
Those same beliefs motivated policies (like the small land allocations and the inadequate
rations) that tended to be self-fulfilling. More generally, pre-conceived beliefs about Black
labour motivated Nova Scotia employers and White neighbours to actively discourage the
Black Refugees’ success, thereby producing results (lack of economic success) that seemed
to justify their beliefs and further inhibited the Black Refugees’ success. In turn, this would
have limited the level of economic development the province could have achieved with this
productive labour. Situations of apparent equality are not necessarily truly equal.
Limiting public spending on labour-intensive projects may prove ineffective if this spending is
too tightly controlled and too limited. This negative pattern of oppression has been perpetuated
through successive Nova Scotia governments and social arrangements that have continued to
exploit Black people and create barriers to their success. The consequences for Nova Scotia’s
Black people have been an economic apartheid1 that separates the province’s population along
racial lines in terms of Black and White Nova Scotians. These lines mark off the places Black
people live in, which are typically segregated communities with substandard housing and
restricted covenants; the type of education they have access to, including access to higher
education; and the type of work and occupations available to them, and the sectors of the
economy in which they are active and accepted. All of this has consequences for African Nova
Scotians’ employment and income outcomes, including the slower and halted accumulation of
capital and the limited prospects for intergenerational wealth transfer that provides middle-class
levels of security. All of these factors have had cumulative effects over time but are not easy to
see. They determine standards of living, health outcomes, and the places Black Nova Scotians
occupy in their communities and province, including their civic participation. Grace-Edward
Galabuzi tells us that the “normalization of racially segmented labour markets”2 goes beyond
creating conditions of poverty. They play out in high school drop-out rates, youth criminalization,
low-income neighbourhoods, and a deepening social divide between the racialized population
and those of European descent. Galabuzi also tells us that
The experience of poverty has many implications for the life chances of [racialized]
individuals, families, or groups. Low incomes…doom many racialized people to
substandard and increasingly segregated housing, poor-quality diets, reliance on
food banks, and a decline in health status. Poverty imposes learning difficulties for
the young; social and psychological pressures within the family; and increased mental
and other health risks. It also imposes an array of symptoms of social exclusion,
including increased contact with the criminal justice system, and an inability to
participate fully in the civic and social life of the community or to exercise democratic
rights such as voting and advocacy.
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One must acknowledge that the past has left traces in the present and that celebrating
the survival and flourishing of Dalhousie University is not inconsistent with acknowledging its
historical connections to a pattern of oppression.
This panel has investigated the historical roots of the anti-Black racism that pervades
Dalhousie University, the city of Halifax, and the province of Nova Scotia. The focus of this
research is to recommend reparations that could take place within the university in relation to
its responsibility to admit its past shortcomings vis-a-vis Black people and forge a path toward
reconciliation and repair. While this work and its findings contribute to a dialogue on how to
address pervasive anti-Black racism, it also has some limitations in terms of investigating more
fully the socio-economic outcomes of racism and its impact on Nova Scotia’s racialized and
marginalized populations. An important topic for future research could be the socio-economic
consequences of anti-Black racism at the university and throughout Nova Scotia, particularly as
it relates to access to higher education, meaningful jobs, and a better place in society.
The Dalhousie Panel gave serious thought to a recommendation to rename the university.
The panel grappled with the question of whether the university could divorce its present self
from the actions and legacy of its founder. Despite its name, the university has moved forward
to better respond to the call for equity, diversity, and inclusiveness. A transition has begun to
move more fully away from perspectives that are rooted in racism and toward those that are
rooted in egalitarianism.
And so, the panel does not advocate a name change for the university. The institution
has been called “Dalhousie” for two centuries now. It has gained regional, national, and
international prestige and recognition as a U15 university and has developed a sterling
reputation as an institution of learning excellence. As a result, it has attracted tens of
thousands of students from all over the world.

10.3 Recommendations
In response to the history and analysis presented in this report, we urge that the following
measures be taken, with the aim of fostering reconciliation between the university and
the African Nova Scotian community and people of African descent more generally. In so
doing, Dalhousie can achieve some of its commitment to equity, diversity, inclusiveness,
and reparatory justice for all Black people at the university. As we understand the process of
reconciliation, it requires three broad kinds of commitment by the institution.
Expressing regret for the institution’s and its founder’s connections to slavery and to
anti-Black racism, past and present, and acknowledging the responsibility to take
steps against anti-Black racism.
Supporting recognition of the historical realities of Black people’s lives in Nova
Scotia and the valuable contributions they have made.
Taking concrete steps to repair the harms, especially in the areas of teaching and
research, that have been the legacy of slavery in this institution and this province.
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Regret and responsibility
1.

Extend an apology from Dalhousie University to the African Nova Scotian
community, especially those who are descended from the Refugees of the War of
1812. This apology would include the sentence “we are sorry for the university’s
and its founder’s connections to slavery and for the anti-Black racism that
continues to occur at Dalhousie University and throughout the province.”

2.

Encourage all levels of government in the province to issue an apology for the
long history of anti-Black racism, with a special recognition of the descendant
community of the Black Refugees. This initiative would come from the Dalhousie
University Board of Governors.

Recognition
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

Acknowledge the lasting contributions of the Black Refugees to British success
in the War of 1812 and to the economic development of Nova Scotia and Canada.
Encourage curricular review and updates as needed to ensure that students in
all faculties will learn something of Dalhousie University’s historical connections
to slavery, slavery in Canada, and anti-Black racism.
Encourage Dalhousie, the city and the province to name and rename rooms,
edifices, streets, pathways, lanes, and parks and gardens in honour of African
Canadians, African Nova Scotians and people of African descent.
Establish and continue to name awards, bursaries, fellowships, and scholarships
to honour the contributions made by specific Black people, such as those named
for Reverend Trevor Phillips, James R. Johnston, and Anthony Johnstone.
Provide resources for a program of public history to commemorate and recognize
significant moments in Black experience in Nova Scotia.
• Ask the Dalhousie University Board of Governors to request of the Province
of Nova Scotia that it create a plaque or some other form of commemoration
that acknowledges the role played by the West Indies trade in the economies
of Nova Scotia and the Maritimes.
• Ask the Dalhousie University Board of Governors to request of the Province of
Nova Scotia that it create a slave-trade memorial.
• Designate an annual day of remembrance on the academic calendar, to be
marked by a visit of university representatives to the slave-trade memorial, to
encourage continued reflection on slavery and race at the university.
• Commission an art work to commemorate the Black experience in Nova Scotia.
• Commission and maintain an exhibit on slavery in Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick and on the history of the Black Refugees in both provinces.

8.

Ensure that all incoming first-year undergraduate students attend awareness
workshops on anti-Black racism and are exposed to the history of Dalhousie
University’s engagement with slavery and race.
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Repair
9.

Develop and expand research-based educational resources to build on the
panel’s work, for use inside and outside the university.
• Create and maintain a website to store the panel’s materials and to provide
currency for the implementation of these recommendations.
• Encourage the development of a course on the history of slavery and higher
education in Canada.
• Commit to a Black history lecture and performance series.
• Commit to a series of Black-studies themed conferences; for example, a
conference on the global dimensions of the Black Refugees of the War of 1812
history, which would link communities in Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Trinidad,
and Bermuda; a conference on Black slavery in Canada, and a conference on
equity at Dalhousie, with special regard to the Black community on campus.

10. Enhance, expand, and adequately support teaching and research of Black
Studies in general, and specifically of the study of slavery and its abolition.
• Provide financial and moral support for Black Studies and African Diaspora
(minor) at Dalhousie University, and assist with the development of a major.
The aim would be to assist with the development of courses, not only in the
Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, but also in other faculties.
• Establish the Gabriel Hall Institute for the Study of Slavery and Abolition that
specifically focuses on the Black experience in Nova Scotia and the global
African Diaspora—in the past and the present. The Centre would have a
full-time director and rotating visiting fellows. Its research priorities would
include the Refugees of the War of 1812.
• Inaugurate a non-rotating named chair attached to the Centre for the Study of
Slavery and Abolition.
• Establish memoranda of understanding with post-secondary institutions in the
Caribbean to engage in research of mutual interest and, as appropriate and as
reparations, to help them build capacity. Provide funding to support these links.
• Support and promote research on health challenges that disproportionately
affect Black communities.
11. Provide resources to support African Nova Scotian students and Black faculty
and staff
• Establish financial aid for African Nova Scotians enrolled in undergraduate
and graduate programs at Dalhousie University to support recruitment and
retention, as previously articulated in the Bombay-Hewitt and Belong Reports.
• Increase the recruitment and retention of Black faculty in tenure-track
positions and Black staff in positions of increased importance. Implement a
path to success for African Nova Scotians and African Canadians to rise to
senior-level positions.
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• Provide funding and releases from teaching responsibilities for pre-tenure
faculty to research and teach African Diaspora history (inclusive of African
Nova Scotians) and related subjects in support of the Black Studies and African
Diaspora (minor and eventual major).
12. Build stronger relationships to the African Nova Scotian community
• Conduct outreach to elementary and secondary schools with the intention of
tapping into and encouraging members of the African Nova Scotian student
population to consider Dalhousie as their university of choice. The panel
encourages the university not only to attract these students, but also to have
programs in place to ensure their successful retention at the university.
• Create a program for the university’s academic leaders to visit historical Black
communities such as North Preston, East Preston, Lake Loon, Cherrybrook,
Hammonds Plains, and Beechville, to encourage potential students to attend
Dalhousie. This program would begin at grade seven and continue through to
grade twelve. The Imhotep Learning Academy guidelines could be used as a
model. The overall aim of this program would be to create “quality education”
for African Nova Scotian students.
Implementation
13. Appoint a committee to review and monitor the implementation of these
recommendations and require it to submit yearly reports to the Senate. These
reports should also be posted to the Lord Dalhousie website.
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Appendices

May 2016
TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR A SCHOLARLY PANEL TO EXAMINE LORD DALHOUSIE’S
HISTORY ON SLAVERY AND RACE
Diversity and inclusiveness are central values at Dalhousie University. In 1818 when Lord
Dalhousie established the university, he envisioned a college with access for all, regardless of
class or creed—a radical view for its time, though its benefits seem obvious to us today.
We also know that, despite Lord Dalhousie’s progressive views on higher education, his
documented views on race and the African Nova Scotian community are of great concern.
Though slavery was abolished in 1833, we know that it left negative legacies such as social,
economic, legal, and educational disadvantage, and anti-Black racism for the province and the
country’s Black populations.
With these conflicting notions at play, how should we proceed? Recent events unfolding at
universities in the United States surrounding issues of race and racism on campus—including
at Princeton University, the University of Missouri, and the University of California—are both
relevant and connected to our context. Similar to our peer institutions, we have encountered
incidents of racism at Dalhousie, and we continue to wrestle with a legacy of slavery and how
it should be interpreted in today’s modern context.
At Dalhousie, we should tackle this complex discussion in the same way we would address
any complicated issue: through scholarly inquiry and community engagement. Our history
makes this an area for considered inquiry, conversation, and respectful dialogue in exploring
how we can better support a diverse and inclusive community on campus.
Together with the Chair of Senate, Dr. Kevin Hewitt, I therefore propose a Scholarly Panel
on Lord Dalhousie’s legacy be established, to examine and better understand the complicated
and controversial questions surrounding Lord Dalhousie’s historic links to the institution
of slavery and racial injustice. The panel will gather the historical facts on Lord Dalhousie’s
statements and actions with regards to slavery and race; interpret those facts in both their
historical and modern context; and recommend actions that Dalhousie could take to respond
to this legacy, in order to build a stronger, more inclusive university that fully reflects our
history, our values and our aspirations.
To ensure this discussion is thoughtful and well-informed, panel members will possess
the knowledge and expertise required for a thorough historical inquiry, inclusive of different
perspectives and methods of analysis.
The panel will be chaired by an individual with expertise in racism and slavery, selected
by Dr. Hewitt and myself. We will then work with the chair to select a panel of up to seven (7)
members, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Individuals who have published scholarly papers documenting the history of racism
and slavery in Canada;
At a minimum, one African Nova Scotian;
A mix of members both internal and external to Dalhousie University;
A Dean, and one other member of Senate;
Other individuals, as determined by the Chair, who can offer additional and necessary
interdisciplinary perspectives;
An individual from within the Dalhousie University administration to assist the
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•

Scholarly Panel, and to act as liaison between the Scholarly Panel and President’s
Office;
A research assistant, selected by the Scholarly Panel, who can support literature
reviews and other research activity.

I will also ask the panel to design a process to engage the internal and external community
in its work, drawing on diverse perspectives. Our overall goal is to better know our past, in
order to build a stronger future at Dalhousie.
Following their review, the Scholarly Panel will prepare a report of its findings and
recommendations with respect to practices at Dalhousie. This report will be delivered by
August 2017.
As we near Dalhousie’s 200th anniversary there is no better time to talk about our
founding, while celebrating our future. I am personally committed to building on our history
and fostering a culture of diversity and inclusiveness where all faculty, students and staff truly
feel supported and respected—without exception.
Richard Florizone
President, Dalhousie University
Kevin Hewitt
Chair of the Senate
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BILL OF SALE FOR DINAH, 1776
COURTESY OF THE NOVA SCOTIA ARCHIVES, MG 100 VOL. 113 NO. 51 (MICROFILM NO. 15169)
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PETITION OF COLOURED PEOPLE SETTLERS AT BEECH HILL, 1827
COURTESY OF THE NOVA SCOTIA ARCHIVES, RG 5 SERIES P VOL. 92 NO. 83
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IMAGE OF ALEXANDER COCHRANE’S ORIGINAL HANDWRITTEN PROCLAMATION OF 1814
COURTESY OF THE NOVA SCOTIA ARCHIVES, RG 1 VOL. 111 PAGES 99-100 (MICROFILM NO. 15262)

GABRIEL HALL’S PETITION, PRESTON, NOVA SCOTIA, DECEMBER 7, 1824
COURTESY OF THE NOVA SCOTIA ARCHIVES, RG 20 SERIES A VOL. 90 (1824) (MICROFILM NO. 15737)
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SHIP’S LIST OF BLACK REFUGEES FROM CHESAPEAKE
(SEE GABRIEL HALL LISTED UNDER “BOYS AND GIRLS FROM 8 TO 19 YEARS OLD” COURTESY OF THE NOVA SCOTIA ARCHIVES, RG 1 VOL. 305 NO. 7 (MICROFILM NO. 15387)

PETITION OF JOHN TAYLORAND OTHER NOVA SCOTIAN SLAVEHOLDERS, 3 DECEMBER, 1807
COURTESY OF NOVA SCOTIA ARCHIVES, RG 5 SERIES A VOL. 14 NO. 49 (MICROFILM NO. 15591)
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ADVERTISEMENT OF NEGRO BOY FOR SALE
COURTESY OF THE NOVA SCOTIA ARCHIVES, NOVA SCOTIA GAZETTE AND WEEKLY CHRONICLE 28 MARCH 1775 P. 3 (MICROFILM NO. 8153)

ADVERTISEMENT ABOUT A RUNAWAY SLAVE NAMED THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1772
COURTESY OF THE NOVA SCOTIA ARCHIVES, NOVA SCOTIA GAZETTE AND WEEKLY CHRONICLE 01 SEPTEMBER 1772 P. 3 (MICROFILM NO. 8155)
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THE CLARION COVERS THE VIOLA DESMOND STORY
DECEMBER 1946

JOURNALIST CARRIE BEST, CO-FOUNDER AND PUBLISHER OF THE CLARION
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Dalhousie students from the British West Indies, 1863–1937
Bold face type highlights names of students who graduated with a Dalhousie degree.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

Acham, Joseph Leon, B.A., 1904, Temple House, St. Vincent, Port-of-Spain, Trinidad. B.W.I.
Allen, Eric MacKenzie, A.& Med., 1919-21, Brown’s Town, Ste. Anne, Jamaica, B.W.I.
Allen, Herbert Percival, Arts 1925-27, Brown’s Town, Ste. Anne, Jamaica, B.W.I.
Buxo, Oswald Theophilus, A.& Sci. 1928-29, Main St., St. Patrick’s , Grenada, B.W.I.
Cooke, Robert Samuel McLaughlin, Med. 1929-30, Falmouth, J amaica, B.W.I.
Cooke, Roy Oliver, M.D.,C.M. 1934. Falmouth, Jamaica, B.W.I.
Cooper, Reginald Frederick Clough, M .D., C.M. 1923, Savanna-la -Mar, Jamaica, B.W.I.
Cropper, Rev. James Basnett, Arts 1893-95, Better Hope Manse, Demerara, B.W.I.
Cropper, Selina, Arts 1895-98, Better Hope Manse, Demerara, B.W.I.
Crosbie, Wilfred Campbell, Pharm. 1913-14, 20-21, Trinidad, B.W.I .
Cross, Ethelbert Lionel, LL.B. 1923, 16 Prince Albert Rd., San Fernando, Trinidad, B.W.I.
Fields, Dudley Arthur Augustus, M.D.,C.M. 1925, c/o Bahamas Medical Service, B.W.I.
Gentles, John Herbert, Sci. 1929-30, Coleyville, Jamaica, B. W.I.
Grant , George Copeland, Arts 1925-26, Port of Spain, Trinidad, B.W.I.
Grant, Rolph Stewart, Arts 1929-30, Port of Spain, Trinidad, B.W.I.
Grant, Samuel Constantine, A. & Med. 1919-21, Frankfield, P.O., Clarendon, Jamaica, B.W.I.
Hall, Dr. Reuben, Stanford, A. & Med. 1910-13, Jamaica, B.W.I.
Hayden, Ansell Ross Constantine, M.D. , C.M . 1925, St. Andrew’s , Jamaica, B.W.I.
Joseph, Cyril Louis, B.A. 1927, Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, B.W.I.
Kemp, Rev. Hector Francis, B.A. 1910, San Fernando, Trinidad, B.W.I.
Kinkead, Edmund Clarke, Med. 1900-02, Kingston, Jamaica, B.W.I.
Losada, Norman Moure, D .D .S. 1925, Basseterre, St. Kitt’s, B.W.I.
McConney, Jonathan Randolph. Theophilus, Sci. 1912-14, 42 Belle Eau Rd., Belmont, Trinidad B. W.I.
MacDonald, Rev. James Clarke, B.A. 1911, San Fernando, Trinidad, B.W.I.
Macintosh, Rev. Roderick Donald, Arts 1921-26, Tunapuna, Trinidad, B.W.I.
Maharajh, Deonarayan Omah, Med. 1936-37, Siparia, Trinidad, B.W.I.
Malone , Frederick Hart, Engin. 1921-25, Antigua, B.W.I.
Maloney, Clarence MacDonald, LL.B. 1913, San Fernando, Trinidad, B.W.I.
Meade, Christian Edric, Arts 1932-33, Plymouth, Monserrat, B.W.I.
Moore, Donald Willard, Arts 1916-17, St. Michael, Barbados B.W.I.
Morton, Nyren Silver, Arts 1922-25, Tunapuna, Trinidad, B.W.I.
Mullahoo, Wilfred, Arts & Med. 1921-23, San Fernando, Trinidad, B.W.I.
Murray, Rev. George, B.A. 1920, Princess Town, Trinidad, B.W.I.
Reynolds, Hubert George, Sci. 1933-34, Kingston, Jamaica, B.W.I.
Semper, Hugh Oliver, Arts 1927-28, Basseterre, St. Kitt’s, B.W.I.
Stewart, Adolphus, Sci. 1927-28, Trinidad, B.W.I.
Stewart, Cecil Arnold, Arts 1918-19, Bluefields P.O., Jamaica, B.W.I.
Stewart, Dr. Ferdinand Ernest Llewllyn, A. & Med. 1919-26, Bluefields, Jamaica, B.W.I.
Stewart, Leland Noel, Sp. Arts 1919-20, Bluefields, J amaica, B.W.I.
Walls, Rev. Victor Benjamin, B.A. 1921, San Fernando, Trinidad, B.W.I.
Williams, Henry Sylvester, Law 1893-94, Trinidad, B.W.I.*
Wynter, Luther Reginald, M.D., C.M. 1925, St. John’s, Antigua, B.W.I.
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Observations:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

Of the 42 entries, only 14 names are in bold. That is, only one in three graduated.
Of the 14 graduates, 3 received B.As, 4 received M. D./C. M., 2 received LLBs and one D. D. S.
First graduate was Acham, Joseph Leon, B.A., 1904, Temple House, St. Vincent,
Port-of-Spain, Trinidad. B.W.I.
Of the 42 entries, Island of origin dominated by Trinidadians (19, 45 %) and Jamaicans
(14, 33%) who represented 78% of the population of students, and the remainder are from
Antigua (2), Monsterrat (1), Barbados (1), Bahamas (1), Demerara (2) and Grenada (1).
The 14 graduates were dominated by Trinidadians (8, 57%), followed by Jamaicans (3, 21%),
Bahamian (1), Kittitian (1) and Antiguan (1).
Note the famous Henry Sylvester Williams who is well known for his involvement in the
Pan-African Movement.
Donald Willard Moore was a Caribbean community leader. He protested Canada’s
immigration policies which discriminated against non-White persons from the Caribbean,
and the Commonwealth. In 1954, he lead delegates of the Negro Community Association to
Parliament Hill to challenge such policies.

Prepared by Dr. Kevin Hewitt, professor of physics and chair of the Dalhousie senate.
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